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Editorial

Editorial for the Special Issue on Micro-Electromechanical
System Inertial Devices

Huiliang Cao

State Key Laboratory of Dynamic Measurement Technology, North University of China, Taiyuan 030051, China;
caohuiliang@nuc.edu.cn

Micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) are miniature systems comprising micro-
mechanical sensors, actuators, and microelectronic circuits [1]. With the explosive growth
of core technologies such as MEMS miniaturization, microelectronic integration, and high-
precision mass production [2], various types of MEMS sensors have found wide-ranging
applications in fields such as aerospace [3], petrochemicals [4], the marine and automotive
industries [5], household appliances [6], and healthcare [7]. In this context, MEMS inertial
devices represent a core category of MEMS sensors. They are designed to capture physi-
cal motion, such as linear displacement or angular rotation, and convert these responses
into electrical signals, which are subsequently amplified and processed through electronic
circuits [8]. MEMS inertial devices primarily include MEMS gyroscopes [9], MEMS ac-
celerometers [10], MEMS magnetometers [11], and MEMS-IMUs [12]. Accelerometers and
gyroscopes are the most common MEMS inertial sensors. The former are sensitive to axial
acceleration and convert it into usable output signals [13], while gyroscopes detect the
angular velocity of a moving body relative to inertial space [14]. Furthermore, the combi-
nation of three MEMS accelerometers and three MEMS gyroscopes forms a micro-inertial
measurement unit (MIMU) capable of sensing linear acceleration in three directions and
angular acceleration in three directions [15]. In summary, MEMS inertial microsystems
employ three-dimensional heterogeneous integration technology, integrating MEMS ac-
celerometers, gyroscopes, pressure sensors, magnetic sensors, signal processing circuits,
and embedded algorithms into silicon chips to achieve chip-level guidance, navigation,
positioning, and other functionalities [16].

In terms of applications, MEMS inertial devices are mainly used to provide accurate
position and motion measurement solutions for aerospace, underwater exploration, robot
control and many other core fields. Take NASA’s Mars rover as an example, where MEMS
accelerometers and gyroscopes enable the rover to land and navigate precisely on the
Martian surface. These sensors are, therefore, essential for space exploration and can
ensure accurate data collection and telemetry [17]. In the field of underwater exploration,
MEMS inertial sensors play an important role in navigation for autonomous underwater
vehicles in complex underwater terrain. The REMUS AUV, developed by Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution, uses MEMS inertial sensors to map the seabed and conduct
scientific research [18]. The integration of MEMS inertial sensors into robots has enhanced
the capabilities of robots in industrial automation. Boston Dynamics’ four-legged robot
Spot employs MEMS sensors for balance and stability, allowing it to traverse uneven
terrain with amazing agility and precision [19]. In the field of automatic driving, MEMS
inertial sensors are an indispensable component for safe and efficient navigation. Tesla and
other companies use MEMS-based inertial measurement units (IMUs) to provide accurate
real-time data for their automatic driving system, ensuring accurate control of vehicle
movement and improving the safety and reliability of automated driving technology [20].
The emergence of wearable devices has brought MEMS inertial sensors closer to our daily
lives. Fitness trackers such as Fitbit utilize MEMS accelerometers to monitor physical
activity and track steps taken by the user, providing valuable health insights [21].
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On the other hand, MEMS inertial devices also face a number of challenges, such as
low measurement accuracy due to temperature, noise, and their own limitations. They
are deployed in extremely variable working environments, facing high temperatures, high
pressures, high inertia levels, and high impacts, resulting in demanding requirements
for the stability and adaptability of MEMS inertial devices [22]. In order to fully develop
and utilize the potential of these devices for high-end manufacturing and cutting-edge
applications, researchers and engineers must study their structural optimization, measure-
ment and control systems, manufacturing technologies, and integration applications. This
Special Issue presents the latest advances in MEMS inertial devices with the purpose of
encouraging readers to explore each article.

This Special Issue contains 11 papers covering different inertial devices such as MEMS
accelerometers (Contributions 1–5), MEMS gyroscopes (Contributions 6–10), and inertial
navigation systems (Contribution 11). Half of these papers discuss the design and manufac-
ture of inertial devices, such as anchor stress relief (Contribution 1), modal simulation, and
structural optimization (Contributions 3 and 4), closed-loop drive circuit design (Contribu-
tion 7), and the development of pattern-matching closed-loop systems (Contribution 10).
The other half of the papers focus on the optimization and maintenance of MEMS inertial
devices, including noise removal (Contribution 2), hardware compensation (Contribu-
tion 5), algorithm compensation (Contribution 6), and fault diagnosis (Contribution 8).
Additionally, the effects of the resonator’s coupling efficiency on the scale factor of the fiber
resonator gyroscope is discussed in (Contribution 9), providing a theoretical reference and
experimental basis for various applications on land, sea, and air. The accuracy of inertial
units in navigation and positioning systems is discussed in (Contribution 11).

In particular, Liu et al. (Contribution 1) improved the performance of an all-silicon
accelerometer by adjusting the ratio of the Si-SiO2 bonding area and the Au-Si bonding
area in the anchor zone to eliminate the stress. Their results show that the zero-bias
full-temperature stability and scale-factor full-temperature stability can be improved sig-
nificantly. Cui et al. (Contribution 3) manufactured a three-pole-plate dual-capacitance
acceleration sensor and used COMSOL, ANSYS and other software to simulate and op-
timize its structure and shock characteristics. They obtained a sensor with self-powered
output, a high output voltage amplitude, and low spurious interference, which can reli-
ably receive vibration signals. Shi et al. (Contribution 4) proposed a piezoelectric MEMS
accelerometer (PMA) with four cantilever beams integrated with inertial mass elements to
meet the requirement of high-sensitivity acceleration for vector hydrophones. They estab-
lished a theoretical model for energy harvesting for a piezoelectric cantilever beam, and
the geometric size and structure of their micro-device are optimized to meet the vibration
absorption conditions. Han et al. (Contribution 7) analyzed the problem of automatic gain
control driving a low-Q micromachined gyroscope at room temperature and atmospheric
pressure. They proposed a drive circuit based on frequency modulation, which uses the
second harmonic demodulation circuit to eliminate the same frequency coupling between
the drive signal and the displacement signal. Wu et al. (Contribution 10) proposed a
VCF-based mode-matching micromachine-optimized tuning fork gyroscope, which can
maximize the scale factor and avoid the use of additional orthogonal rings. On this basis
they established a mode-matching, closed-loop system without quadrature-nulling loop,
and the corresponding convergence and matching error were quantitatively analyzed.

In the optimization and maintenance of inertial devices, Wang et al. (Contribution 2)
proposed a hybrid algorithm based on empirical mode decomposition (EMD) and time–
frequency peak filtering (TFPF) to deal with the noise during accelerometer calibration.
Faced with the problem of temperature drift, Liu et al. (Contribution 5) designed a com-
bined compensation method using reference voltage source compensation and accelerom-
eter terminal temperature compensation, based on the idea of hardware compensation.
They comprehensively improved the performance of the accelerometer within a wide
temperature range. Li et al. (Contribution 6) adopted the idea of algorithmic compensa-
tion and combined empirical mode decomposition (EMD), a radial basis function neural
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network (RBF NN), a genetic algorithm (GA) and the Kalman filter (KF) to propose a new
fusion algorithm to remove the influence of environment and accurately compensate the
temperature drift of a MEMS gyroscope. In order to achieve reliable maintenance, Cui
et al. (Contribution 8) designed a dual-mass MEMS gyroscope fault diagnosis platform,
which integrates the Simulink structure model of the gyroscope and the measurement and
control system, and reserves a variety of algorithm interfaces for users to independently
program. This can effectively identify and classify the seven signals of the gyroscope:
normal, bias, blocking, drift, multiplicity, cycle, and internal fault. On the applications
side, Li et al. (Contribution 9) evaluated the effect of the coupling efficiency of fiber ring
resonators on scale factors. This provides a theoretical reference and experimental basis
for various applications at sea, on land, and in space. In order to improve the positioning
accuracy of shearers, Lu et al. (Contribution 11) established an experimental ground shearer
installation based on the positioning model of a tri-INS and discussed the influence of
inertial navigation system installation parameters on positioning accuracy.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all the authors for submitting their
papers for this special issue. I would also like to thank all the reviewers for dedicating their
time and helping to improve the quality of the submitted papers.
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Abstract: MEMS gyroscopes are one of the core components of inertial navigation systems. The main-
tenance of high reliability is critical for ensuring the stable operation of the gyroscope. Considering
the production cost of gyroscopes and the inconvenience of obtaining a fault dataset, in this study,
a self-feedback development framework is proposed, in which a dualmass MEMS gyroscope fault
diagnosis platform is designed based on MATLAB/Simulink simulation, data feature extraction, and
classification prediction algorithm and real data feedback verification. The platform integrates the
dualmass MEMS gyroscope Simulink structure model and the measurement and control system,
and reserves various algorithm interfaces for users to independently program, which can effectively
identify and classify seven kinds of signals of the gyroscope: normal, bias, blocking, drift, multiplicity,
cycle and internal fault. After feature extraction, six algorithms, ELM, SVM, KNN, NB, NN, and DTA,
were respectively used for classification prediction. The ELM and SVM algorithms had the best effect,
and the accuracy of the test set was up to 92.86%. Finally, the ELM algorithm is used to verify the
actual drift fault dataset, and all of them are successfully identified.

Keywords: MEMS gyroscope; fault diagnosis platform; feature extraction

1. Introduction

As an important device in navigation systems, gyroscopes can provide accurate navi-
gation positioning and attitude parameters for carriers, and their accuracy and reliability
play a rather important role in navigation systems, and are used in various aspects of
spaceflight, aviation, and navigation [1]. With the development of modern technology,
measurement and control systems are becoming more and more complex, resulting in
difficulties regarding troubleshooting and increased possibility of failure. To improve the
accuracy and reliability of the gyroscope, promptly providing navigation and positioning
parameters for the carrier, detecting, identifying, and predicting navigation system faults,
and guaranteeing the positioning accuracy and reliability of the navigation system are
important tasks [2].

A fault diagnosis system needs to be able to perform three tasks: fault detection, to
determine whether a fault has occurred in the system; fault isolation, to locate the fault and
determine which sensor or actuator in the system has failed; and fault identification, to
estimate the size, type or characteristics of the fault [3].

Micromachines 2023, 14, 1177. https://doi.org/10.3390/mi14061177 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/micromachines5
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There are presently three primary categories of fault diagnosis technique: mathemati-
cal model-based diagnosis, input/output signal analysis and processing-based diagnosis,
and artificial intelligence-based diagnosis.

Mathematical model-based fault diagnosis was first proposed by Dr. Beard of MIT in
his thesis in 1971, and requires the establishment of a more accurate mathematical model of
the research object in order to study the dynamic characteristics of the object and reproduce
the control process at the theoretical level through mathematical means, thus achieving a
reproduction and diagnosis of faults [4]. However, sometimes the mathematical model
of the system is difficult to establish precisely, leading to a certain instability of the final
diagnosis. The latter two types of fault diagnosis method do not require an accurate
mathematical model to be provided, and also overcome redundant dependencies, leading
them to be a hot topic at present for research in the field of gyroscope fault detection
and diagnosis.

Signal processing-based methods are used to obtain monitoring signals by monitoring
the process of the system, and to find the intrinsic relationship between the signals by
extracting certain eigenvalues in the monitoring signals for fault detection [5]. Common
methods include Fourier transform, wavelet transforms [6], empirical modal decompo-
sition [7], and other methods. In [8], wavelet packet transform was used to extract the
features of the satellite control moment gyroscope. Pu et al. [9] studied the application
of Local Mean Decomposition (LMD) in depth for the diagnosis of mechanical faults in
high-voltage circuit breakers.

Artificial intelligence-based fault diagnosis is an emerging research direction at present.
It mainly relies on research results from current hot topics in the field of artificial intelligence,
including support vector machines (SVM), fault trees, fuzzy logic, rough sets, neural
networks, etc. Zhang et al. [10] proposed a new fusion fault diagnosis method based on
FFT-based SAE and WPD-based NN for the fault diagnosis of gyroscopes; Zhao et al. [11]
put forward a new CNN network scheme based on attention-enhanced convolutional
blocks (AECB) for a data-driven CMG fault diagnosis scheme.

At present, it is quite difficult to perform diagnosis of complex faults due to the cost of
gyroscope fabrication and the inconvenience of fault dataset acquisition, so in this study,
a self-feedback development framework is proposed to design a novel dualmass MEMS
gyroscope fault diagnosis platform. The platform has the following advantages:

(1) The platform is a complete self-feedback system, integrating a dualmass MEMS
gyroscope Simulink structure model and measurement and control system, gyroscope
fault signal simulation model, data feature extraction and identification classification
algorithm, and real data feedback verification.

(2) The platform can generate seven types of signal: normal, bias, blocking, drift, multi-
plicity, period, and internal fault, and those signals are identified and classified using
six algorithms—ELM, SVM, KNN, NB, NN, and DTA—after feature extraction, all of
which have good diagnosis and recognition rates.

(3) Although the neural network model can generally achieve good diagnosis and recogni-
tion rate when applied to fault diagnosis, there are also some problems, so the platform
also reserves various algorithm interfaces for users’ independent programming, so
that users can optimize the algorithm by themselves and connect the algorithm to this
platform to verify the effectiveness of the algorithm.

2. Dualmass MEMS Gyroscope Fault Diagnosis Platform

Overall Approach

Figure 1 depicts a novel dualmass MEMS gyroscope fault diagnosis platform that is
based on the self-feedback development framework proposed in this paper. As illustrated
in the figure, the platform consists of three key components: the gyroscope model, the
theoretical model, and the platform model. The first component involves the analysis
and modeling of the dualmass MEMS gyroscope’s structure, while the second compo-
nent focuses on the analysis and modeling of the gyroscope’s measurement and control
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system [12–14]. The third component, the platform model, is primarily responsible for
generating, extracting features from, identifying, and classifying various types of gyroscope
fault. Subsequently, feedback verification of the experimental data is conducted, and this
section provides a detailed explanation of the theoretical foundations of each of these
three components.

Figure 1. A new dualmass MEMS gyroscope fault diagnosis platform.

3. The Principle of Dualmass MEMS Gyroscopes

3.1. Structural Model of Dual Mass Silicon Micromechanical Gyroscope

Dualmass MEMS gyroscopes are mainly composed of mechanically sensitive struc-
tures of silicon materials and driving and detection circuits [15,16]. Of these, the silicon
structure possess a driving mode and a detection mode, and can convert the angular rate
input signal into the displacement signal of the detection mode through the Coriolis effect.
The driving circuit provides the necessary vibration conditions for the driving mode, and
the detection circuit extracts the Coriolis signal. The gyroscope structure used is fully
decoupled, as shown in Figure 2. In the absence of external impact and vibration, the
kinetic equation of the gyroscope is described as:[

mx 0
0 my

][ ..
x
..
y

]
+

[
cxx cxy
cyx cyy

][ .
x
.
y

]
+

[
kxx kxy
kyx kyy

][
x
y

]
=

[
Fdx + 2mpΩz

.
y

Fdy − 2mpΩz
.
x

]
(1)

In the equation, mx and my denote the equivalent quality of the drive mode and
detection mode; cxx, cyy, kxx, and kyy are the effective damping and stiffness for the driving
and detection modes, respectively; cxy and kxy are the damping and stiffness of the detection
mode coupled to the driving mode; cyx and kyx are effective damping and stiffness for
coupling the driving mode to the detection mode; Fdx is the driving force; Fdy is the
feedback force of the detection mode; Mp denotes the Coriolis mass; Ωz represents the
angular rate around the z-axis; x and y represent the displacement in the driving and
detection directions [17,18].

When the gyroscope structure is working, the driving frame will vibrate with constant
frequency (resonant frequency of the driving mode) and amplitude along the x-direction.
With an Ωz input, the Coriolis mass will drive the detection frame to move along the y-axis
under the Coriolis force (which is related to Ωz). The mechanical thermal noise present in
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the gyroscope structure can be equivalent to a random, zero average Gaussian force, and
its effect on the gyroscope can be equated to adding forces next to the dampers:

Fn =
√

4KBTCB (2)

where Fn is the equivalent interference force of mechanical thermal noise; KB = 1.38 × 10−23 J/K
is the Boltzmann constant; T is the absolute temperature; C and B is damping coefficient and
working bandwidth of the gyroscope structure respectively. Due to the significant proportion of
Coriolis mass in detecting equivalent mass, by substituting Equation (2) into Equation (1) with
my = mp, we can obtain:[

mx 0
0 my

][ ..
x
..
y

]
+

[
cxx cxy
cyx cyy

][ .
x
.
y

]
+

[
kxx kxy
kyx kyy

][
x
y

]
=

[
Fdx + Fnx + 2mpΩz

.
y

Fdy + Fny − 2mpΩz
.
x

]
(3)

From Equation (3), it can be analyzed that the driving mode is a second-order dif-
ferential equation for forced vibration, and for the convenience of analysis, the driving
displacement is set as:

x(t) = Ax sin(ωdt) (4)

where Ax is the vibration amplitude of the driving mode; ωd is driving force frequency
equal to ωx.

Figure 2. Schematic of fully decoupled structure.

3.2. Dualmass MEMS Gyroscope Monitoring System

To realize a series of measures to improve gyroscope performance, such as quadrature
correction and the detection of a closed loop, in this paper, modules for achieving these
functions are added to the gyroscope model, and the simulation model diagram is displayed
in Figure 3. The model contains the drive mode, the detection mode, a mutual coupling
module between the drive and detection modes, a mechanical thermal noise module (this
paper adopts the value of room temperature, 20 ◦C), a quadrature correction module, and
a Ghosh homogeneous correction force module.
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Figure 3. Equivalent model of gyroscope structure.

The model input signals are drive voltage Vd, angular velocity input Ωz, detection
feedback voltage Vyb, and quadrature correction voltage Vfs. The output signals include
drive displacement signal x, detection displacement signal y, and detection modal force
signal Fq.

If the resonant frequencies fx = 1
2π ωx = 1

2π

√
kxx
mx

and fy = 1
2π ωy = 1

2π

√
kyy
my

of the

driving mode and the detection mode are set at 4050 Hz and 4060 Hz, respectively, in the
model, the operating bandwidth B is approximately 5.4 Hz. Simultaneously, the quality

factors Qx =
√

mxkxx
cxx

and Qy =

√
mykyy
cyy

of both modes are set to 2000, and it is assumed
that the equivalent input angular velocities caused by coupling stiffness and damping are
200 (◦)/s and 5 (◦)/s, respectively. The calculation method for equivalent input angular
velocity can be obtained from the following two equations:{ −2Ωkmp

.
x = xkyx

−2Ωcmp
.
x = xcyx

(5)

where Ωk and ΩC are the equivalent input angular rates caused by coupling stiffness and
coupling damping, respectively. Since the gyroscope structure often adopts a symmetrical
structure, this article assumes that kyx = kxy, cyx = cxy.

The conversion of voltage and force in the model is achieved through comb capacitors
and satisfies the equation: {

Fstatic =
1
2∇C(x, y, z)V2

static
C(x, y, z) = n εhl

d
(6)

where Fstatic is the electrostatic force; C(x,y,z) is the comb capacitance; Vstatic is the voltage
generated by electrostatic force; n is the number of comb teeth; ε is the dielectric constant;
h is the structural thickness; l is the superimposed length of the comb capacitor; d is the
spacing between comb capacitors [19,20].

3.3. Platform Model

A Simulink simulation model platform based on the gyroscope model and theoretical
model is built, as shown in Figure 4. In this platform, the gyroscope measurement and
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control system and the gyroscope fault simulation model are designed, and then feature
extraction and processing algorithms are designed by MATLAB/Simulink. The established
model for the entire system was used for fault signal recognition and classification. The
gyroscope fault simulation model was used to generate bias, blocking, drift, multiplicity,
period, and internal fault signals, combined with normal signals for feature extraction, and
classification was performed using six algorithms: ELM, SVM, KNN, NB, NN, and DTA.
At the same time, the platform also reserves algorithm recognition interfaces for users to
independently program various algorithms into the platform to prove the effectiveness
of algorithms.

Figure 4. Simulink-based platform model.

4. Algorithms

4.1. Variational Mode Decomposition (VMD)

The original signal f (t) was decomposed into K intrinsic mode components (IMF) via
a constrained variational model, as shown in Equation (7):⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
min

(uk)(wk)

{
∑
k

∥∥∥∂t[σ(t) +
j
t ut(t)]e−jwkt

∥∥∥2

2

}
s.t∑

k
uk = f (t)

(7)

In this context, {uk} = {u1, u2, . . . , uk} are the k IMFs, {wk} = {w1, w2, . . . , wk} denotes a
series of center frequencies that were utilized in the decomposition process. Additionally,
σt represents the impulse function that was employed in the analysis.
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The Lagrange operator λ(t) and the quadratic penalty factor α are introduced to
transform the inequality constraint into an equation constraint, and the corresponding
extended Lagrange expressions can be written as:

L({uk}, {wk}, λ) = α
k

∑
k=1

∥∥∥∥∂t

[(
δ(t) +

j
πt

)
× uk(t)

]
eiwkt

∥∥∥∥
2

2

+

∥∥∥∥∥ f (t)−
k

∑
k=1

uk(t)

∥∥∥∥∥
2

2

+

〈
λ(t), f (t)−

k

∑
k=1

uk(t)

〉
(8)

The optimal solution to Equation (7) is obtained through the use of an alternate
multiplier method to locate the saddle point of Equation (8). The iterative updating process
for uk and ωk is shown in Equations (9) and (10), respectively. The analysis involved
refining the intrinsic mode components (IMFs) and center frequencies uk and ωk through
an iterative process. By utilizing the alternate multiplier method, the optimal solution to
Equation (7) was obtained.

ûn+1
k (ω) =

f̂ (ω)− ∑
i<k

∧
u
i

n+1
(ω)− ∑

i<k

∧
u

i<k

n+1
(ω) +

∧
λ

n
(ω)
2

1 + 2α(ω − ωn
k )

2 (9)

ωn+1
k =

∞∫
0

ω

∣∣∣∣∧uk
n+1

(ω)

∣∣∣∣2dω

∞∫
0

∣∣∣∣∧uk
n+1

(ω)

∣∣∣∣2dω

(10)

The value of λ(ω) was updated using the following equation:

λn+1(ω) = λn(ω) + τ( f (ω)−
n+1

∑
k

uk(w)) (11)

The above steps were repeated until the iteration stop condition was reached [21]:

∑
k

∥∥∥un+1
k − un

k

∥∥∥2

2
/‖un

k ‖
2

2

< γ (12)

4.2. Sample Entropy (SE)

The size of sample entropy (SE) can be used to measure the self-similarity and com-
plexity of the data sequence, and the calculation of SE does not depend on the data length
of the signal, so it has better statistical stability and adaptability when quantifying the
characteristics of the gyroscope fault signal [22]. The calculation steps of SE are as follows:

Step 1: Given the original time series x = {x1, x2, . . . , xN}, m is chosen as a suitable
embedding dimension to construct a new state vector, which is x = {xi, xi+1, . . . , xi+m−1},
i = 1, 2, . . . , N − m.

Step 2: The maximum difference distance between two state vectors is calculated
as follows:

d(xi, xj) = max
k

(
∣∣∣xi+k − xj+k

∣∣∣) , k = 0, 1, . . . , m − 1 (13)

Step 3: Given the similarity tolerance parameter r, Bi is calculated, whose distance
between xi and xj is less than or equal to r, and defined as follows:

Bm
i (r) =

Bi
N − m − 1

, 1 ≤ i ≤ N − m (14)

Step 4: Calculate the mean and define Bm(r):

Bm(r) =
1

N − m + 1

N−m+1

∑
i=1

Bm
i (r) (15)
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Step 5: Increase the embedding dimension m + 1, and repeat the above four steps to
calculate Bm+1(r):

Bm+1(r) =
1

N − m

N−m

∑
i=1

Bm+1
i (r) (16)

When the length of the time series is finite, SE can be calculated as follows:

SE(m, r, N) = − ln
(

Bm+1(r)
Bm(r)

)
(17)

4.3. Extreme Learning Machine (ELM)

The Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) represents a novel single-hidden-layer feedfor-
ward neural network architecture. One of its key features is the ability to set the parameters
of hidden layer nodes either randomly or manually without the need for complex adjust-
ments. Additionally, the learning process only involves a calculation of the output weight,
significantly reducing computational complexity compared to other neural network models.
By introducing a nonlinear activation function in the hidden layer, the ELM is capable of
handling complex, nonlinear phenomena in an efficient and effective manner. Therefore,
the convergence rate of the ELM algorithm is much faster than that of the traditional
algorithm, because it does not require iteration. At the same time, random hidden nodes
guarantee the global approximation ability [23]. Therefore, this paper proposes using ELM
as a network model to predict the fault signal of the gyroscope. The network model of ELM
is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. The network model of ELM.

For the ELM network model training phase, N different input/output (xi, ti) are
needed, which the xi = [xi1, xi2, . . . , xin]T ∈ Rn, ti = [ti1, ti2, . . . , tim]T ∈ Rm. The ELM
network model, which comprises L hidden layer nodes, can be represented as follows:

L

∑
i=1

βih
(
ωi·xj + bi

)
= Oj, (j = 1 · · · N) (18)

where h(x) is the hidden layer activation function; in ELM, the activation function provides
nonlinear mapping for the system; ωi = [ωi1, ωi2, . . . , ωin]T is the input weight matrix; βi
is the output weight matrix; bi is the i-th hidden layer bias; ωi·xj is the inner product of ωi
and xj; Oj represents the output of the model.

The goal of ELM network model training is to reduce the discrepancy between the
target and the ELM output. This can be expressed mathematically as:

N

∑
j=1

‖ Oj − tj ‖ = 0 (19)

There are βi, ωi, and bi, which make:
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L

∑
i=1

βih
(
ωi·xj + bi

)
= tj, (j = 1 · · · N) (20)

The matrix can be expressed as:

Hβ = T (21)

where the output of the hidden layer node is denoted by:

H =

⎡
⎢⎣

h(ω1 · x1 + b1) · · · h(ωL · xL + bL)
... · · · ...

h(ω1 · xN + b1) · · · h(ωL · xN + bL)

⎤
⎥⎦

N×L

and the output weight matrix is represented by β and T is the target matrix.
Finally, the expression of its solution is as follows:

β̂ =
(

HT H
)−1

HTT (22)

4.4. SVM (Support Vector Machine)

Support vector machine (SVM) is a supervised machine learning algorithm based on
the principle of minimum structural risk [24]. SVM can classify problems into linear and
nonlinear types, to solve nonlinear problems, SVM introduces a kernel function k(x,z), in
which radial basis function can map original data into high-dimensional space, and the
expression is:

k(x, z) = exp

(
−||x − z||2

2σ2

)
(23)

After introducing the kernel function, the SVM classification decision function is

g(x) = sign

(
n

∑
i=1

aiyik(xi, x) + b

)
(24)

To solve the problem whereby some sample points are still inseparable after projection
into high-dimensional space, the relaxation variable ξi is introduced into the classification
model for optimization adjustment, and penalty factor C is introduced to the loss part. The
new model is obtained by introducing the relaxation variable ξi and penalty factor C:⎧⎨

⎩ min
w,b

1
2‖ w ‖2 + C

n
∑

i=1
ξi

yi
(
wTxi + b

) ≥ 1 − ξi, ξi ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, · · · , n.
(25)

Convert it to a dual problem:⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

wmax =
n
∑

i=1
ai − 1

2

n
∑

i=1,j=1
aiajyiyjk

(
xi, xj

)
s.t.

n
∑

i=1
aiyi = 0, 0 ≤ ai ≤ C, i = 1, 2, · · · , n

(26)

where ai and aj represent Lagrange multipliers; yi and yj represent the training sample
category, where yi and yj ∈ {−1, 1}. Penalty factor C is used to measure the complexity of
the learning machine: if the value of C is too large, overfitting is likely to occur, and the
SVM model will tend to be complex, with longer running time and reduced operational
efficiency; if the value of C is too small, the fitting degree of the data sample will be reduced,
and the SVM model will be prone to underfitting [25].
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5. Simulation and Verification of the Platform Model

Firstly, the signal of the gyroscope is obtained, and after obtaining the signal, the
output is first decomposed using the VMD algorithm; after that, the signal is decomposed
by sample entropy, sample energy, energy entropy, and envelope algorithm for different
frequencies bands to obtain the signal features, which constitute the feature dataset; sec-
ondly, the training set and test set of feature samples are divided, and the training set is
used for training, and the test evaluation is completed using the test set for training.

5.1. Simulation

Different types of faults may occur in the gyroscope during long-term operation due
to different fault-inducing factors. According to different types, gyroscope faults can be
divided into the following types:

Bias fault: this refers to the constant difference between the output signal and the
actual value after a certain moment. Its mathematical description form is:

ys =

{
y(t) t < ts
y(t) + d t ≥ ts

(27)

Block fault: this refers to a moment when the output of the gyroscope is stuck at a
constant bias, keeping its output value unchanged. Its mathematical model is:

ys =

{
y(t) t < ts
y(ts) t ≥ ts

(28)

Drift fault: due to changes in the surrounding environment or internal parameters,
such as temperature changes or calibration issues, the output of the gyroscope has an
increased constant term. The output value often accumulates additional errors over time.
Its mathematical expression is:

ys =

{
y(t) t < ts
y(t) + kt t ≥ ts

(29)

where k is the drift rate.
Multiplicative fault: this means that the output signal of the gyro is multiplied with a

multiplication factor from a certain point in time, mainly due to scaling errors in the output.
Its mathematical expression is:

ys =

{
y(t) t < ts
ky(t) t ≥ ts

(30)

Periodic fault: this means that the output signal of the gyroscope is attached to a signal
of periodic change from a certain time. Its mathematical expression is:

ys =

{
y(t) t < ts
y(t) + square(t) t ≥ ts

(31)

where square(t) is the square wave signal, which is expressed as:

square(t) = square(t + T0) (32)

square(t) =

{
d 0 ≤ t < T0

2
−d T0

2 < t < T0
(33)

Internal structure fault: the equivalent mass, stiffness, and damping of the gyroscope
have changed.
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To verify the effectiveness of the proposed dualmass MEMS gyroscope fault diagnosis
platform, we conducted simulations to verify it. The Simulink simulation platform was
used to generate seven types of signal: normal signals and six fault types of signals, as
shown in Figures 6 and 7, where Figure 6 indicates the output form of normal signals
and Figure 7 indicates the output form of fault signals. Sixty-seven sets of signals were
generated, of which forty sets were used to train the model and twenty-seven sets were
used to test the accuracy of the model.

Figure 6. Normal signal of MEMS gyroscope.

Figure 7. Fault class of the dualmass MEMS gyroscope.

Feature extraction was performed for seven different signals, and classification was
performed using six algorithms—ELM [26], SVM [27], KNN [28], NB [29], NN [30], and
DTA [31]—and the recognition rate of the classification results is shown in Figure 8, from
which we can see that the accuracy of classification recognition using the ELM algorithm
was 92.86%, which was able to identify 100% of bias, blocking, drift, period, and internal
fault signals, respectively. The accuracy of classification recognition using the SVM algo-
rithm was the same as that of ELM algorithm; the accuracy of classification recognition
using the KNN algorithm was 89.29%, whereby it was able to identify 100% of bias, block-
ing, drift, period and internal fault signals, 50% of normal signals and 75% of multiplicative
signals. The accuracy of classification recognition using the NB algorithm was 89.29%,
whereby bias, blocking, drift and period signals were identified with 100% probability, and
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normal, multiplicative and internal fault signals were identified with 75% probability. The
accuracy of classification recognition using the NN algorithm was 85.71%, in which bias,
blocking, drift and period signals were identified with 100% probability, while 50% of the
normal signals were recognized, 75% of the multiplicative signals and 75% of the internal
fault signals. Classification recognition using the DTA algorithm was 82.14%, whereby
100% of the bias, blocking, drift and periodic signals, 25% of the normal signals, 75% of the
multiplicative signals and 75% of the internal fault signals were recognized. To show the
accuracy of identification more visually, histograms were obtained, as shown in Figure 9.
From Figure 9, it can be seen that both ELM and SVM have high classification accuracy
compared to other fault diagnosis algorithms. The combined analysis shows that the best
results were obtained using ELM with the SVM algorithm, and the diagnosis results show
the effectiveness and accuracy of the method.

Figure 8. The recognition results of different algorithms: (a) ELM; (b) SVM; (c) KNN; (d) NB; (e) NN;
(f) DTA.
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Figure 9. Bar chart of accuracy with seven groups for cross-validation.

For the trained model, to verify the effectiveness of the training, twenty-eight groups
of signals were used for verification in this paper, and the seven types of signals, namely,
normal, bias, blocking, drift, multiplicative, periodic, and internal fault, are labeled as
the corresponding numbers [1–7]. Finally, the prediction diagram of the fault diagnosis
platform obtained is shown in Figure 10, where the blue dots indicate the actual signal
type, and the black lines indicate the recognized signal type. From the figure, it can be seen
that only the 16th and 23rd sample point fault types were not accurately identified, while
the rest were accurately identified, and the recognition rate of the fault diagnosis platform
proposed in this paper is as high as 92.9%, which can effectively and accurately identify the
type of signal. Therefore, it can be said that both the training classification accuracy and
the test classification accuracy of the fault diagnosis model can reach an equal or higher
classification level.

Figure 10. Test results.

5.2. Experiment Verification

To assess the validity and efficacy of the MEMS gyroscope fault diagnosis platform, we
conducted a temperature experiment to obtain drift signal data from an actual gyroscope.
Figure 11 displays both the gyroscope and the experimental equipment employed in
this study. Specifically, we utilized the dual mass-07# gyroscope for our experiment, with
detection circuits arranged across three separate PCB boards and connected through the use
of metal pins to transmit electronic signals and maintain structural integrity. To minimize
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electromagnetic interference, the metal case was grounded to the “GND” signal. The first of
the three PCB boards served as an interface for processing weak signals, with the structural
chip connected to it. The remaining two PCB boards were utilized for the sensing loop and
the drive closed loop, respectively [32–34].

Figure 11. MEMS gyroscope porotype and temperature experiment platform.

In our experiment, we utilized a range of equipment to test the feasibility and efficacy
of the MEMS gyroscope fault diagnosis platform. This equipment included an Agilent
33220A signal generator, which was capable of generating the test voltage, VTes. Addition-
ally, we employed an Agilent 34401A multimeter and an Agilent DSO7104B oscilloscope to
measure and observe signal amplitude and phase. For the power supply, we utilized an
Agilent E3631A unit, which provided ±10 V DC voltage and GND. Finally, to create a full
range of temperature conditions for measuring the actual bandwidth of the gyroscope, we
utilized both a temperature box and a turntable.

The experimental process proceeded as follows: The gyroscope was first turned on
and allowed to run for one hour at room temperature. Subsequently, the oven temperature
was gradually increased until it reached 60 ◦C. Then, to ensure a continuous and stable
internal temperature in the gyroscope, the temperature should be maintained for one
hour for every 10◦ drop from 60 ◦C to −40 ◦C and finally stand for one hour, the test
was finished [35–37]. The above steps were repeated three times to obtain three groups of
experimental results, as shown in Figure 12. For the three groups of drift signals, VMD−SE
is used for feature extraction, and the ELM method is used for fault identification. The
results of our identification process are presented in Figure 12. It is evident from the figure
that the recognition rate based on real data is exceptionally high, reaching 100%. All of the
data were successfully recognized, thus providing strong evidence for the reliability and
accuracy of the proposed dualmass MEMS gyroscope fault diagnosis platform.
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Figure 12. Identification results of real data.

6. Conclusions

Due to the inconvenience of gyroscope fabrication costs and fault dataset acquisition,
in this study, a new Dualmass MEMS gyroscope fault diagnosis platform was designed.
The platform integrates a dualmass MEMS gyroscope structural model and measurement
control system, data feature extraction and classification prediction algorithm, and real data
feedback verification. The accuracy rate reached up to 92.86% upon simulation training
and test set verification, and all the effects of the platform were correctly identified through
temperature experiments to obtain real data, indicating that the proposed fault diagnosis
platform can accurately and effectively identify fault types.
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Abstract: This paper presents an improved empirical modal decomposition (EMD) method to
eliminate the influence of the external environment, accurately compensate for the temperature drift
of MEMS gyroscopes, and improve their accuracy. This new fusion algorithm combines empirical
mode decomposition (EMD), a radial basis function neural network (RBF NN), a genetic algorithm
(GA), and a Kalman filter (KF). First, the working principle of a newly designed four-mass vibration
MEMS gyroscope (FMVMG) structure is given. The specific dimensions of the FMVMG are also given
through calculation. Second, finite element analysis is carried out. The simulation results show that
the FMVMG has two working modes: a driving mode and a sensing mode. The resonant frequency
of the driving mode is 30,740 Hz, and the resonant frequency of the sensing mode is 30,886 Hz. The
frequency separation between the two modes is 146 Hz. Moreover, a temperature experiment is
performed to record the output value of the FMVMG, and the proposed fusion algorithm is used
to analyse and optimise the output value of the FMVMG. The processing results show that the
EMD-based RBF NN+GA+KF fusion algorithm can compensate for the temperature drift of the
FMVMG effectively. The final result indicates that the random walk is reduced from 99.608◦/h/Hz1/2

to 0.967814◦/h/Hz1/2, and the bias stability is decreased from 34.66◦/h to 3.589◦/h. This result
shows that the algorithm has strong adaptability to temperature changes, and its performance is
significantly better than that of an RBF NN and EMD in compensating for the FMVMG temperature
drift and eliminating the effect of temperature changes.

Keywords: four-mass vibration MEMS gyroscope; theoretical simulation; temperature drift com-
pensation; empirical mode decomposition; radial basis function neural network; genetic algorithm;
Kalman filter

1. Introduction

MEMS (micro-electro-mechanical systems) gyroscopes are widely used in both civil
and military fields. They are mainly used in fields such as automobile navigation, inertial
navigation, attitude determination, robotics, micro-signal detection, aerospace and spa-
tial positioning, and application electronics [1–6]. However, temperature variation can
seriously reduce the precision of the MEMS gyroscope when used in a changing environ-
ment. Therefore, it is necessary to study how to eliminate the influence of temperature
drift on MEMS gyroscopes. In general, there are two main methods for the tempera-
ture compensation of MEMS gyroscopes: hardware compensation methods and software
compensation methods.
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The hardware method is mainly used to optimise the structure of the MEMS gyroscope.
For example, Yu proposed to use a polarising resonator to improve the thermal stability
of a resonator fibre optic gyro [7]. Gao proposed that by calculating the optimal layer
number of the fibre coil, the temperature drift of the interferometric fibre optic gyroscope
can be effectively reduced [8]. Wang proposed that the use of a symmetrical push-pull
structure can eliminate the effects of temperature drift [9]. Yan proposed to use a single-
polarisation fibre, and the resonant fibre optic gyro was found to exhibit good stability
over a wide temperature range [10]. Ling proposed a novel winding idea of dicyclic fibre
coils for suppressing the thermal-induced bias drift error of interferometric fibre optic
gyroscopes [11]. Qian proposed a hybrid resonator consisting of a polymer-based long-
range surface plasmon polariton (LRSPP) waveguide coupler and a silica fibre to reduce
the effects of temperature noise on the resonant fibre optic gyroscope [12]. Zhang proposed
an improved QAD fibre coil, which helped to reduce the thermal-induced drift error of a
fibre optic gyroscope and improved its precision [13]. Zhang proposed a special resonator
structure that can generate oriented thermal stress to reduce the temperature drift of the
vibrating axis of the resonator [14]. To some extent, hardware compensation methods
have the disadvantage of increasing the size and power consumption and cost of MEMS
gyroscopes, so these methods are not suitable for some applications that require low cost
and low power.

The second solution is a software compensation method that takes as its input the
relationship between the temperature of the MEMS gyroscope and the output signal and
then establishes a temperature drift model to compensate for the effects of temperature
drift. For example, Fontanella proposed a new method for accurate thermal compensation
of the inertial device gyro bias using an augmented state Kalman filter [15]. Cao proposed
a fusion algorithm based on an RBF NN-GA-KF, which effectively reduced the effect of
the temperature drift on the MEMS vibration gyroscope [16]. Baxpameeb proposed an im-
proved method for real-time thermal drift compensation of fibre optic gyros, through which
the fibre gyro temperature drift was effectively compensated [17]. Narasimhappa proposed
an ARMA model based on an adaptive unscented fading Kalman filter to reduce the drift of
a fibre-optic gyroscope [18]. Zhang proposed a novel wavelet threshold denoising method,
which effectively suppresses the environmental drift of fibre optic gyroscopes [19]. Song
proposed a new modelling and compensation method combining an artificial fish swarm
algorithm (AFSA) and a back-propagation (BP) neural network to improve the output
precision of fibre optic gyroscopes [20]. Han proposed a simplified model to compensate
for the output of ring laser gyros, which effectively improved the output accuracy of the
gyroscopes [21]. Ahtohoba used factors such as the temperature change rate of the environ-
ment; an error model of the fibre optic gyroscope was established, and the output precision
of the gyro was ultimately improved [22]. Zha established an IUKF neural network model
for temperature drift compensation of the fibre optic gyro [23]. Prikhodko proposed to
compensate high-Q MEMS gyroscopes by using temperature self-sensing technology, and
the compensated gyroscope has high precision [24]. Chen proposed a fibre optic gyro
adaptive positive linear prediction denoising algorithm based on the ambient temperature
rate of change and a temperature drift modelling compensation concept, which was used to
correct errors caused by drastic changes in the ambient temperature [25]. Wang proposed
to establish an HRG temperature compensation model based on the natural frequency
of the resonator and then used this model to compensate for the temperature drift of the
gyroscope; this method can be used over a wide temperature range [26]. Cai established a
parallel processing model based on multi-objective particle swarm optimisation based on a
variational modal decomposition-time-frequency peak filter (MOVMD-TFPF) and Beetle
antennae search algorithm-Elman neural network (BAS-Elman NN) to eliminate the noise
and temperature drift in a Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) gyroscope’s output
signal [27]. Zhou proposed the improved VMD and TFPF hybrid denoising algorithm,
which combines variational modal decomposition (VMD) and time-frequency peak filtering
(TFPF), which has a smaller signal distortion and stronger denoising ability [28]. In recent
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years, the academic circle has shown great interest in the research of a four-mass gyroscope.
Zhou proposed a novel Center Support Quadruple Mass Gyroscope, which combines the
advantages of tuning fork gyros and micro hemisphere resonant gyros and is expected to
achieve performance breakthroughs of flat structures [29]. Trusov proposed a new tuning
fork architecture addressing the limitations of the conventional designs [30]. The software
method has the advantages of a simple structure, low cost, and convenient implementation,
and it is convenient for improving the precision of the MEMS gyroscope.

In this paper, an improved RBF NN filtering algorithm based on EMD is proposed, and
this method has been successfully applied to eliminate the temperature drift of the MEMS
gyro. Different from the other MEMS gyroscope temperature compensation algorithms, this
paper proposes a new fusion algorithm (EMD-based RBF NN+GA+KF fusion algorithm) to
eliminate the influence of temperature drift on MEMS gyroscopes and make the MEMS
gyroscope more accurate.

The structure of the MEMS gyroscope is introduced in Section 2; the fusion algorithm is
shown in Section 3; Section 4 describes the temperature experiment; and Section 5 gives the
results of the data processing and a comparison of the various algorithms. The conclusion
of this paper is given in Section 6.

2. Structure of the Four-Mass Vibration MEMS Gyroscope

The original signal is generated by a four-mass vibration MEMS gyroscope (FMVMG).
The schematic diagram of the FMVMG is shown in Figure 1a. The FMVMG is composed
of support anchor points, quadruple mass blocks, a drive comb, a drive sense comb, a
sense comb, a force rebalances comb, and multiple folding beams. This gyroscope has two
operating modes: a drive mode and a sense mode. Both modes can be considered as a
“mass-spring-damped” second-order vibration system. The basic mechanical equivalent
model is shown in Figure 1b.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 1. (a) Structure of FMVMG, (b) The lumped model of FMVMG.

Firstly, after the preliminary design and optimisation, the geometric shape of the
FMVMG was determined, and the specific parameters are shown in Table 1. Then, the
modal component in ANSYS software was used to analyse the modal of the FMVMG, and
the modal analysis mainly included the natural frequency, modal shape, and vibration
stability of the MEMS gyroscope structure. Finally, the driving and sensing mode shapes of
the FMVMG are shown in Figure 2.
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Table 1. MEMS gyroscope structure mechanical values.

Parameter Value

Elastic modulus (E) 169 GPa
Poisson’s ratio (μ) 0.27

Density (ρ) 2328.3 kg/m3

Prototype length 3015 μm
Prototype width 2331 μm
Prototype height 60 μm

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 2. (a) Driving mode, (b) Sensing mode.

As shown in Figure 2, the vibration mode of the driving mode is the motion of the
Coriolis mass block on the X-axis, while the vibration mode of the sensing mode is the
motion of the Coriolis mass block on the Y-axis. In both the driving and sensing modes, the
motion of the adjacent mass blocks is reversed. Among them, the resonant frequency of the
driving mode is 30,740 Hz, and the resonant frequency of the sensing mode is 30,886 Hz
due to the highest mechanical sensitivity when the natural frequencies of the driving
and sensing modes of the MEMS gyroscope are equal, but the bandwidth is small. The
frequency difference of this structure is 146Hz, which not only ensures the mechanical
sensitivity of the gyroscope but also gives it a certain bandwidth.

The gyroscope control and detection system are shown in Figure 3. In the drive loop,
the drive frame displacement, x(t), is detected by the drive sensing combs and picked up by
the differential amplifier 1©. Then, the signal phase is delayed by 90◦ (through 2©) to satisfy
the phase requirement of the AC drive signal, VdacSin(ωdt). After that, VdacSin(ωdt) is
processed by a full-wave rectifier 3© and a low pass filter 4©. Afterwards, Vdac is compared
(in 5©) with the reference voltage, Vref 6©. Next, the drive PI controller 7© generates the
control signal, which is modulated by VdacSin(ωdt), and then the signal is superposed
(through 10©) by VDC 9© to stimulation drive mode.

The sensing system employs an open loop, which utilises the same interface as the
drive circuit. Firstly, the left and right masses’ sensing signals are detected separately with
the differential detection amplifier 11©. In addition, the output signals are processed by a
second differential amplifier 12© to generate a signal, Vstotal. Then, Vstotal is demodulated by
signal VdacSin(ωdt) (in 13©). After that, the demodulated signal, Vdem, passes through the
low pass filter 14© so the sensing mode’s movement signal, VOopen, can be obtained.
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Figure 3. FMVMG monitoring system.

The monitoring system consists of three PCBs. PCBI contains the connection circuit
and is connected to the structure chip, and PCB II is the drive circuit. PCB I and PCB III are
nested on the top and back sides, respectively. PCB III contains the detection loop, and the
output signal is from PCB III. The prototype of the FMVMG is shown in Figure 4.

  

Figure 4. FMVMG prototype.

3. Model and Algorithm

3.1. SE-EMD Algorithm

Empirical mode decomposition is a new adaptive signal time-frequency process-
ing method that is especially suitable for the analysis and processing of nonlinear non-
stationary signals. In essence, this method is also a process of smoothing non-stationary
signals by generating a series of data sequences, and their feature scales are different. Each
of these data sequences is called an intrinsic mode function (IMF). The specific steps of the
EMD are as follows:

(1) Take out all the local extremum points of the signal and use the cubic spline curve
to connect all the local maxima to form the upper envelope. Similarly, the minimum values
are also connected to form the lower envelope. In addition, find the average value of the
upper and lower envelopes, denoted as m1, and h1 can be obtained as follows:

x(t)− m1 = h1 (1)

where x(t) is the original data, and if h1 meets the IMF component conditions, then h1 can
be seen as the first IMF component of x(t).
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(2) If h1 is not the IMF, set h1 as the original data, continue with step 1, obtain the
average value m11, and evaluate h11 = h1 − m11; if h11 is still not an IMF component, repeat
the loop k times and obtain h1(k−1) − m1k = h1k until h1k meets the conditions of the IMF.
Note that c1 = h1k. Then, c1 is the first of the signals x(t) that meets the IMF condition.

(3) Separate c1 from x(t) and obtain Equation (2):

r1 = x(t)− c1 (2)

(4) Substitute the value solved by Equation (2) into Step 1 and Step 2, obtain the second
IMF-compliant component, and repeat this step n times to obtain the nth IMF-compliant
components of the signal, namely: ⎧⎨

⎩
r1 − c2 = r2

· · ·
rn−1 − cn = rn

(3)

(5) If the resulting rn is a monotonic function and no additional IMF-compliant com-
ponents can be derived from it, the steps are not repeated. The final result of EMD
decomposition is shown in Equation (4):

x(t) =
n

∑
i=1

ci + rn (4)

where c1, c2, c3, . . . , cn are the individual IMF components, and rn represents the average
trend of the signal.

After EMD decomposition, the output signal of the gyroscope is decomposed into
many IMF components. To simplify the analysis, the IMFs are divided into three component
types: a noise component, a mixed component, and a drift component. The sample entropy
(SE) is introduced here to realise this work. The sample entropy is a measure of the
complexity of a time series. The larger the value of SE is, the more complex and irregular
the data. SE can be defined as follows:

SE(m, r) = lim
N→∞

{
−ln[

Amr
Bmr

]

}
(5)

where m is the embedding dimension, referred to as the length of the data to be compared,
and r is the tolerance value.

3.2. The Algorithm of RBF NN+GA+KF

The radial basis function (RBF) is a non-negative nonlinear function characterised by a
local distribution of the centre point and a symmetric attenuation of the radial centre point.
The smaller the distance between the input point and the centre of the radial basis function,
the stronger the output signal.

The basis function of the RBF NN is shown in Equation (6):

αj(x) = ψj(
∥∥x − cj

∥∥/σj) (6)

where x is an n-dimensional input vector, cj is the centre of the jth hidden node, σj is
the breadth of the hidden layer neuron, ||·|| is the Euclidean distance, and ψj has a
maximum value at cj, which is a radially symmetric function. When ||x−cj|| increases,
ψj decreases quickly.

To establish an RBF neural network model, an RBF is introduced into the hidden layer
of the neural network. The RBF NN structure is shown in Figure 5, which is similar to the
other forward neural networks. The RBF neural network has three layers: the input layer,
the hidden layer, and the output layer. The input layer consists of signal source nodes. The
number of elements in the hidden layer is determined according to the specific problem,
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and the hidden layer centre transform function is a radial basis function. The output layer
is the response to the input mode.

1 M

Output layer

Hidden layer

Input layer

Figure 5. Model of a radial basis function neural network.

Here, the Gaussian basis function is chosen as the transfer function of the RBF neurons,
which is shown in Equation (7):

aj(x) = ψj(
∥∥x − cj

∥∥/σj) = e
−‖x−cj‖2

2σ2
j (7)

The output of the RBF NN is shown in Equation (8):

yi =
m

∑
j=1

wijαj(x), i = 1, 2, · · ·, r (8)

where Wij is the connection weight between the ith hidden layer node and the jth output
layer node. The learning algorithm is shown in Equation (9):

wij(l + 1) = wij(l) + β[yd
i − yi(l)]αj(x)/αT(x)α(x) (9)

where β is the learning rate. When β falls within the range of 0 to 2, the algorithm offers
good convergence performance.

During the training process of the RBF NN, the local amplification of the RBF neural
network occurs. If x is far from cj, the output of αj(x) is also nearly 0 when passing through
the linear nerve of the second layer. When x and cj become very close to 0, the output of
the layer is almost equal to 1, and the output value is almost equal to the weight value on
the second layer when passing through the second layer

The RBF neural network has the characteristics of a simple structure, fast operation
speed, and local function approximation. In general, the more hidden layer neuron nodes
of the RBF neural network, the stronger the computing power and mapping ability are
and the better the function is. The approximation ability can approach a complex function
curve with arbitrary precision.
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However, the performance of the RBF NN model depends mainly on the length of
the training sample set and the expansion constant of the radial basis function (breadth
σj). The length of the training sample set affects the performance of the network and the
real-time performance of the training directly; if the expansion constant, σj, is too small, the
network will over-fit, and, conversely, if it is too large, the network will not have the ability
to fit. Therefore, genetic algorithms are introduced to solve this problem.

The genetic algorithm is an adaptive global probability search algorithm that simulates
the inheritance and survival of creatures in their natural environment. The algorithm mainly
includes five basic steps: coding, initial population generation, fitness setting function,
genetic operator design, and operational parameter determination. The process of a GA is
shown in Figure 6. In combining the GA with the RBF neural network, use the GA to solve
the parameter selection problem of the RBF NN model. The specific algorithm is as follows:
set the maximum algebra, GMAX, of the genetics and combine each body in the population
as RBF NN training parameters to find the corresponding output error. After training the
algebra maximum, stop the calculation.

Initial 
population

Chromosome 
coding

Construct RBF NN 
hidden layer

Calculate hidden 
layer output

Determine the
RBF NN output 

layer weight

calculation fitness 
valueend

   Judging 
termination 
conditions

Get the answer

Choice, crossover, 
variation

Yes

No

Figure 6. The process of the RBF NN based on a GA (RBF NN+GA).

The Kalman filter algorithm is an optimal estimation of the autoregressive data pro-
cessing algorithm. It is widely used in the elimination of gyro noise because of its high
estimation accuracy, fast convergence speed, strong adaptability, and simple calculation.
Since the original data contain the influence of noise, the optimal choice of data processing
can be regarded as a filtering process. The Kalman filtering process can be approximated as
the following five equations:

X̂k/k−1 = Φk,k−1X̂k−1 (10)

X̂k = X̂k/k−1 + Kk(Zk − HkX̂k/k−1) (11)

Kk = Pk/k−1HT
k (HkPk/k−1HT

k + R)
−1

(12)

Pk/k−1 = Φk,k−1Pk−1ΦT
k,k−1 + Γk−1QΓT

k−1 (13)

Pk = (I − Kk Hk)Pk/k−1 (14)

where Hk is a measurement matrix, Pk/k−1 is a matrix of the prior estimate error covariance,
Pk is a matrix of the estimation error variance, Kk is a filter gain matrix, R is the covariance
of the measurement noise, and Q is the covariance of the process noise. According to the
above equations, it can be found that the state estimation of X̂k(k = 1, 2, · · ·) at time point k
can be calculated by the measurement vector of Zk at time point k if the initial value of X̂0
and P0 are determined.

In this section, the RBF NN, GA, and KF are combined, and the RBF NN+GA+KF
fusion algorithm is proposed. The algorithm has the advantages of online real-time use,
training capability, and fast learning. The fusion algorithm of RBF NN+GA+KF is shown
in Figure 7.

RBF NN GA KF Output data after 
process (v)

Output 
data (V)

Figure 7. The process of RBF NN+GA+KF.
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3.3. RBF NN+GA+KF Denoising Based on SE-EMD

After being decomposed by EMD, the original data are decomposed into multiple
IMF components. Each IMF component is classified by using the sample entropy (SE).
Generally, these IMF components can be divided into three groups: the noise component,
the mixture component, and the drift component. The noise has the characteristics of high
frequency and low drift. The high-frequency noise component of the IMFS can be removed
directly. However, the mixed component contains both the useful signal and the equivalent
noise signal, so the RBF NN+GA+KF is applied to the filtering of this component, which is
beneficial for protecting the useful signal of the gyroscope and removing the noise signal
effectively. The processing of the drift component can be divided into two steps. First, the
output of the temperature sensor is decomposed by EMD to obtain the trend term of the
temperature, and then the trend term of the temperature is used to compensate for the drift
component of the gyroscope. Finally, the signal reconstruction of the MEMS gyroscope is
performed by using the mixed component after denoising and the drift component after
compensation by the trend term of the temperature. The specific flow chart is shown
in Figure 8.
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Medium frequency 
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Low frequency 
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Temperature 
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The  Processed 
signal

Temperature EMD 
decomposition

 
Figure 8. The process of RBF NN+GA+KF denoising based on SE-EMD.

4. Temperature Experiment Proposal

Through temperature experiments, the temperature characteristics of the MEMS
gyroscope were tested. In the temperature experiment, the temperature-controlled oven
can accurately provide a temperature range of −40 ◦C to +150 ◦C, as shown in Figure 9. The
gyroscope output is collected by dedicated data acquisition software. Power is provided
by a Gwinstek GPS-4303C DC power supply. The real-time temperature in the gyroscope
metal casing is obtained by a temperature sensor, whose value is synchronised with the
gyroscope output. The indoor temperature is 25 ◦C.

Firstly, the gyroscope is fixed to the static plane to avoid the influence of motion.
Secondly, the output lines are connected to the Gwinstek DC power supply and the laptop.
Then, the oven temperature is set at −30 ◦C to +60 ◦C. Finally, the power is switched on,
and the original output signal of the gyroscope is recorded. The data collection process
is continuous, and the temperature experiment results are shown in Figure 10. It can be
seen that the gyroscope output changes more obviously when the temperature changes.
This phenomenon indicates that the temperature affects the precision of the gyroscope
output seriously. Therefore, it is necessary to establish a temperature drift model of the
MEMS gyroscope.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 9. (a) Temperature experiment equipment. (b) Inside the oven.

Figure 10. Temperature experiment results in a temperature-controlled oven.

5. Verification and Analysis

Figure 11 shows the results of the EMD processing of the gyroscope temperature drift
error, which is decomposed into 7 IMF components and a residual component. These
IMF components are characterised by non-stationary and complex components. For the
convenience of processing, the sample entropy (SE) method is used to classify the IMF
components of each layer, which can reduce the cumulative error when processing a single
IMF reconstruction. Figure 12 shows the feature extraction based on the SE. It can be
seen from Figure 13 that these IMF components can be roughly divided into three groups:
IMF1, IMF2 as a group; IMF3, IMF4 as a group; and IMF5 to IMF7 as a group. These
three groups are the three signal components mentioned above: the noise component (S1),
the mixed component (S2), and the drift component (S3). The three signals are processed
separately below.

According to the temperature error handling method proposed in Figure 8, first, the
noise component (S1) is removed due to the high-frequency and low-drift characteristics of
the noise, and the mixed component (S2) is denoised by the RBF NN+GA+KF algorithm.
The denoised results are shown in Figure 14a. Second, after the temperature sensor output
signal is decomposed by EMD, as shown in Figure 13, the temperature trend is obtained.
Then, the temperature component is used to compensate for the drift component of the gy-
roscope output. Finally, the S2 and S3 component signals after processing are reconstructed,
and the reconstruction results are shown in Figure 14b.

It can be seen from Figure 14 that the EMD improved algorithm proposed in this paper
can effectively eliminate the error caused by temperature drift.
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To compare the temperature compensation results quantitatively, the Allen analysis of
variance was introduced. The Allen analysis is an analysis method that is based on the time
domain. The main feature of the Allan variance method is that it can easily characterise
and identify various error sources and their contribution to the overall noise statistics, and
it also has the advantages of easy calculation and easy separation. Figure 15 shows the
different compensation results for the Allan standard deviation curve, and Table 2 gives the
quantitative results. It can be concluded from Table 2 that the proposed EMD-based RBF
NN+GA+KF fusion method has the best performance, and the bias stability is increased
from 34.66◦/h to 3.589◦/h. The angular random walk is reduced from 99.608◦/h/Hz1/2 to
0.967814◦/h/Hz1/2.

 
Figure 11. IMFs decomposed by EMD (gyroscope output).
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Figure 12. Feature component extraction based on the SE.

Figure 13. IMFs decomposed by EMD (temperature).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 14. (a) Mixed component after denoising, (b) The final reconstructed signal.

Figure 15. Allan variance analysis of the gyroscope’s output after error processing.

Table 2. Allan variance analysis.

Denoising Temperature Compensation

Original Data RBF NN RBF NN+GA RBF NN+GA+KF

B(◦/h) N(◦/h/Hz1/2) B(◦/h) N(◦/h/Hz1/2) B(◦/h) N(◦/h/Hz1/2) B(◦/h) N(◦/h/Hz1/2)
34.66 99.608 28.42 99.6037 23.65 99.6011 3.589 0.967814

6. Conclusions

This paper studies the design and analysis of a new four-mass vibration MEMS
gyroscope (FMVMG). The temperature compensation algorithm of the MEMS gyroscope is
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also studied in detail. First, the structure is simulated by finite element analysis software.
The simulation results show that the FMVMG has two working modes: a driving mode and
a sensing mode. The resonant frequency of the driving mode is 9.6096 kHz, the resonant
frequency of the sensing mode is 9.6154 kHz, and the frequency interval between those
two modes is 5.8 Hz. In the temperature compensation, a new fusion algorithm based
on empirical mode decomposition (EMD) and combining a radial basis function neural
network (RBF NN), genetic algorithm (GA), and Kalman filter (KF), is proposed. First, the
gyroscope output is decomposed into three components by EMD and the sample entropy
(SE), which are the noise component, the mixed component, and the drift component.
Second, to process these three components, the specific steps are as follows: the high-
frequency noise component is directly removed, and the RBF NN+GA+KF algorithms are
used to denoise the mixed components. Third, the trend component of the temperature
sensor output is used to compensate for the drift component of the MEMS gyroscope.
Finally, the signal is reconstructed to obtain the final compensated signal. The results show
that this method not only removes the noise signal of the gyroscope effectively but also
protects the effective signal of the gyroscope. Finally, the Allan variance coefficient shows
the comparison of the method with the original data. The data show that if the gyroscope
output is compensated by the EMD and RBF NN + GA with the KF fusion method, the bias
stability is increased from 34.66◦/h to 3.589◦/h. The angular random walk is reduced from
99.608◦/h/Hz1/2 to 0.967814◦/h/Hz1/2.
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Abstract: A VCF-based mode-matching micromachine-optimized tuning fork gyroscope is proposed
to not only maximize the scale factor of the device, but also avoid use of an additional quadrature-
nulling loop to prevent structure complexity, pick-up electrode occupation, and coupling with
a mode-matching loop. In detail, a mode-matching, closed-loop system without a quadrature-
nulling loop is established, and the corresponding convergence and matching error are quantitatively
analyzed. The optimal straight beam of the gyro structure is then modeled to significantly reduce
the quadrature coupling. The test results show that the frequency split is narrowed from 20 Hz to
0.014 Hz. The scale factor is improved 20.6 times and the bias instability (BI) is suppressed 3.28 times.
The observed matching accuracy demonstrates that a mode matching system without a quadrature
suppression loop is feasible and that the proposed device represents a competitive design for a
mode-matching gyroscope.

Keywords: MEMS gyroscope; mode-matching; matching error; virtual Coriolis force

1. Introduction

A gyroscope is a device for detecting the rotation rate of its carrier, and is one of
the most important sensors for applications in fields such as navigation and industrial
control [1]. MEMS-based gyroscopes are small and can be batch-fabricated at a low cost [2]
compared with other gyroscope technologies such as photonic gyroscopes [3], nuclear
magnetic gyroscopes [4], or fiber-optic gyroscopes [5]. However, the measurement accuracy
of MEMS gyroscopes is limited due to machining errors. To improve the precision of
MEMS gyroscopes, numerous approaches have been used, including the amelioration of
the fabrication process [6], control of the vibration mode [7], temperature compensation [8],
and back-end signal processing [9]. To benefit from the mode matching technology, the
performance of MEMS gyroscopes has significantly improved to achieve navigation-grade
accuracy [6]. This technology mainly relies on the fact that Coriolis-induced displacement
in the sense mode reaches a maximum when the frequency split between the drive and
sense modes of the gyroscope is zero, which means that the scale factor of the gyroscope
is optimal.

The common mode matching scheme can be divided into three approaches. The first
is the structure topology design of the gyroscope to achieve inherent mode matching. A
ring gyroscope with L-shaped spokes based on a non-uniform radial width was designed
to suppress the frequency split from 180 Hz to 50 Hz [10,11]. An elliptic-shaped structure
connecting a thick ring alternately with multiple thin rings achieved the mode matching of
43 ppm at a center frequency of 69 kHz [12,13]. The frequency split of a micro-machined
gyroscope was reduced to sub-Hz values with a temperature stability of 0.05 Hz over a
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130 ◦C temperature range by placing critical mechanical elements, including coupling
springs, anchors, and suspensions, at the center of the resonator structure [14].

The second approach to reduce the frequency split is employing a fabrication trimming
scheme to modify the mass distribution via selective polysilicon deposition, laser trimming,
or a focus-ion process. For example, a focus-ion beam process was used to trim the geometry
to achieve the mode matching of 0.02 Hz at a resonant frequency of about 6 kHz [15].
A quantitative mass deposition process guided by a modification equation for the ring
structure was devised to reach a mode matching level of 0.08 Hz [16]. Femtosecond laser
trimming was applied with a mass-stiffness decoupling design to narrow the frequency
split to 0.4 Hz [17].

The last widely used approach is an electrostatic tuning scheme based on the elec-
trostatic spring softening technology to achieve mode matching by tuning the resonant
frequency of the sense mode with a feedback DC voltage, which is a function of the
characteristic signal reflecting the frequency split. For this category of method, the key
issue is how to extract the related signal to the frequency split. Currently, existing meth-
ods for extracting the frequency split can be divided into three types, including (1) of-
fline calibration, (2) signal symmetry comparison, and (3) small-signal-induced phase
relation analysis.

For the offline calibration method, according to the previously defined quantitative
relations between the frequency split, tuning DC voltage and angular rate output based on
an offline experimental test, a lookup table (LUT) was established to identify the appropriate
tuning voltage during the actual running to achieve mode matching. The LUT was built
to regulate the frequency split of 0.01 Hz and to achieve an overall output bias drift of
0.76◦/s over a 90 ◦C range [18]. A three-layer back propagation neural network controller
was constructed to achieve a frequency split of 0.3 Hz over the temperature range from
−40 ◦C to 80 ◦C by fitting the tuning voltage beforehand with the temperature [19]. Mode
matching based on this method can be achieved quickly. Nevertheless, it is not easy to
deal with the in-run, long-term mode matching uncertainty induced by mechanical fatigue
deformation, residual stress change, or unexpected environment disturbances, such as
vibration and shock.

With respect to the signal symmetry comparison method, double-side signal charac-
teristics, including amplitude symmetry or noise power spectrum symmetry, are usually
extracted as the matching error reference to judge the degree of mode matching. The
symmetry of the both-sides band power spectrum of thermal noise in the sense mode was
calculated to establish the functional relation between the degree of mode matching and the
symmetrical error, achieving the frequency splits of 1.5 Hz [20,21] and 0.28 Hz [22], respec-
tively. For high-quality gyroscopes, the noise characteristics dominated by the interface
circuit are susceptible to environment disturbances, such as space electromagnetic coupling
and stray capacitances fluctuation, which leads to mode matching accuracy deterioration.
Two amplitude values of the signals at the lower and upper sides of the resonant frequency
were compared by design-tuning the control loop to detect an amplitude difference, which
will theoretically converge to zero when the two modes are matched. Nevertheless, due to
the intrinsic, double-sided and non-uniform characteristic of high-Q gyroscopes, the slight
asymmetry response was not fully eliminated [23].

With respect to the phase relation methods, the quadrature error is a typical character-
istic excitation signal for mode matching [24–26]. In this way, the phase difference of the
quadrature signal in the pick-up signal of the sense mode, with respect to the displacement
of the drive mode, is extracted to generate a control error signal for the tuning voltage,
where a 90◦ phase difference constituting a 0 V control error indicates the realization of
mode matching. Nevertheless, the response to the angular rate input can couple into the
control error and lead to a matching error when the sensor is of working status.

Another improved phase relation method is developed based on the virtual Coriolis
force (VCF) [27,28]. In this way, an external signal for simulating the Coriolis force with
the corresponding frequency and phase information was loaded to special electrodes in
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the sense mode to excite the vibration of the sense mode. An induced pick-up signal was
demodulated by the reference signal in the phase with Coriolis force to generate the control
error signal, which trended to zero when the mode matching was reached. Since the VCF
method is based on the closed-loop classical control theory, it is a real-time mode matching
method, which avoids the calibration for each sensor to significantly reduce experimental
complexity. More importantly, the phase relation between the VCF and the pick-up signal
is only decided by the matching degree of the internal gyroscope, and it is not affected by
external disturbances. In reported works, the VCF method is used to narrow the frequency
split to 0.03 Hz and sub-0.1 Hz on the tuning fork gyroscope (TFG) [29] and disk resonator
gyroscope (DRG) [30], respectively.

Nevertheless, according to the precondition of the effectiveness of this VCF method,
the quadrature error of the sensor can be suppressed as much as possible, which is usually
realized through an additional closed quadrature-nulling loop [29–31];otherwise, the resid-
ual quadrature error, referring to the frequency split information, is an output to deteriorate
the phase relation and reduce the sensitivity improvement of the gyroscope [28]. However,
the additional quadrature suppression loop results in the complex gyroscope control circuit
and reduction in the scale factor due to the occupation of sense pick-up electrodes. More
importantly, the feedback of a quadrature-nulling loop may be coupled with the feedback
of the mode-matching loop, leading to the leakage of stiffness trimming from the axis of
quadrature stiffness to the axis of the sense mode. For example, with respect to the tuning
fork gyroscope (TFG), the coexistence of slide-film excitation and squeeze-film excitation
is why the electrostatic force is generated two-dimensionally and further simultaneously
trims the stiffness of quadrature coupling and the sense mode [23]. With respect to the disk
resonator gyroscope (DRG), the coupling is caused by the interaction between the sense
mode stiffness and the quadrature coupling stiffness, due to the continuous distribution of
the stiffness of the rings [32].

Considering the drawbacks of the phase relation method based on an additional
quadrature suppression loop for the circuit complexity, occupation of electrodes, and
coupling between quadrature nulling and mode matching, a simplified VCF-based mode-
matching gyroscope without a quadrature-nulling loop and with an optimized TFG struc-
ture to achieve a sufficient structural quadrature suppression for mode matching is pre-
sented in this work. The proposed gyroscope without a quadrature-nulling loop has
advantages in two aspects. On the one hand, as the quadrature-nulling loop is removed,
the electrodes used for quadrature calibration can be used for detecting the sense mode
displacement, and thus, the scale factor is maximized. On the other hand, the absence of
the quadrature feedback means that the stiffness axis of the sense mode is only acted on by
the frequency tuning voltage, and thus, the mode matching can be maintained more stably.

This work is organized as follows. The corresponding matching error caused by
the quadrature error is theoretically analyzed in Section 2. Then, the optimization of the
TFG structure is proposed and the effect of quadrature suppression is simulated. Third,
the designed mode matching system with the estimated parameters of the gyroscope
is simulated.

2. Theoretical Analysis of VCF-Based Mode Matching and Matching Error

2.1. Mode Matching System Design

Figure 1 shows the whole VCF-based mode matching schematic consisting of the
mechanical part and electrical part. In the mechanical part, TFG is the object of the presented
scheme, as shown in Figure 1b. In detail, TFG mainly consists of a drive, couple, and sense
frames, which are marked by blue, green, and red, respectively. Due to the widely known
tuning fork topology, the description of the Coriolis effect principle of TFG is omitted here.
The electrical part contains three modules. The first module is the vibration-stabilizing
closed-loop circuit for the drive mode, which is marked in blue. The second one is the
equivalent electrical signal of the induced virtual Coriolis force, which is marked in red.
The last one is the presented mode-matching circuit in the sense mode, which is marked
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in orange. In the mode-matching circuit, the total force, Ftot, consisting of Coriolis force,
Fc, virtual Coriolis force, Fvc, and quadrature force, Fq, drives the sense mode to move.
This displacement of sense mode y is then used as a voltage signal, Vsp, by the interface
circuit. Then, the Vsp is divided into circuit units for angular an velocity output and a mode-
matching, closed loop. In the mode-matching loop, Vsp is demodulated by the in-phase
demodulation signal, Vdm, to obtain Vsdm as a function of the phase shift, ϕd

s , between Ftot
and y. Through a low-pass filter, a comparator, and a proportional-integral (PI) controller,
DC tuning voltage, Vt, is obtained and fed into the frequency tuning electrode of the sense
mode. Based on the electrostatic softening effect, the resonant frequency of the sense mode,
ωs, is tuned by Vt and continuously varied until it equals to the resonant frequency of the
drive mode ωd. The detailed deduction is given as follows.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 1. Schematic of (a) mode matching system with (b) the topology of the gyro sensor.

First, Fc, Fvc, and Fq, which are components of Ftot, are defined in Equation (1). Fc is
the mechanical Coriolis force induced by the Coriolis effect under the angular rate input,
Ωin, with a frequency of ωin. The amplitude of Coriolis force, Fc, is proportional to that of
the angular rage input, ΩIN . Fvc is the electrostatic force produced by the VCF excitation
voltage, Vvc, which is obtained by amplifying the pick-up signal of the drive mode, Vdp,
with the fixed gain, Kvc. According to the Coriolis effect theory and the principle of charge
sensitive amplifier (CSA), all Fc, Vdp, Vvc, and Fvc have in-phase relations. Thus, Fvc is
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considered as artificial Coriolis force caused by the DC (ωin= 0) angular rate input, and it is
defined as the VCF. The amplitudes of FC, FVC, and FQ are considered as fix values due to
the closed-loop amplitude control in the drive mode.⎧⎨

⎩
Fc = FCsin(ωdt)cos(ωint)
Fvc = FVCsin(ωdt)
Fq = FQcos(ωdt)

(1)

Then, the transfer function from Ftot to the pick-up signal Vsp is expressed as follows:

Hs(s) =
L[Vsp(t)

]
L[Ftot(t)]

=
Ksp/ms

s2 + ωs
Qs

s + ω2
s

(2)

where Ksp is the gain from y to Vsp, ms is the mass of the sense mode, ωs is the resonant
frequency of the sense mode, and Qs is the quality factor of the sense mode. According to
the theory of the second-order system, Vsp in Equation (2) can be solved as follows:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Vsp =

FC
2

[
Gd+in

s sin
(

ωd+int + ϕd+in
s

)
+ Gd−in

s sin
(

ωd−int + ϕd−in
s

)]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

response to Fc

+FVCGd
s sin

(
ωdt + ϕd

s

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

response to Fvc

+ FQGd
s sin

(
ωdt + ϕd

s +
π

2

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

response to Fq

ωd±in = ωd ± ωin

(3)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

Gd
s =

Ksp

ms

√
ω2

d(Δω+ωd)
2

Q2
s

+[(Δω+ωd)
2−ω2

d]
2

ϕd
s = −arctan

[
ωd(Δω+ωd)/Qs

(Δω+ωd)
2−ω2

d

] (4)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

Gd+in
s =

Ksp

ms

√
ω2

d+in(Δω+ωd)
2

Q2
s

+[(Δω+ωd)
2−ω2

d+in]
2

ϕd+in
s = −arctan

[
ωd+in(Δω+ωd)/Qs

(Δω+ωd)
2−ω2

d+in

] (5)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

Gd−in
s =

Ksp

ms

√
ω2

d−in(Δω+ωd)
2

Q2
s

+[(Δω+ωd)
2−ω2

d−in]
2

ϕd−in
s = −arctan

[
ωd−in(Δω+ωd)/Qs

(Δω+ωd)
2−ω2

d−in

] (6)

In Equation (3), Vsp comprises three terms, including Fc, Fvc, and Fq. In detail, the
gain Gs and the phase shift ϕs from Ftot to Vsp can be deduced through the functions about
frequency split Δω, where Δω = ωs − ωd. In the mode-matching loop, in order to extract
the voltage amplitude, Vsp is demodulated by Vdm = VDMsin(ωdt), which is derived from
Vdp multiplied by the fixed gain Kdm. Vsdm is deduced as follows:

Vsdm

(
ϕd

s

)
= VspVdm

= VDM
2

{
FCGd+in

s
2

[
cos
(

ωint + ϕd+in
s

)
− cos

(
2ωdt + ωint + ϕd+in

s

)]
+ FCGd−in

s
2

[
cos
(

ωint − ϕd−in
s

)
− cos

(
2ωdt − ωint + ϕd−in

s

)]
+ FVCGd

s
2

[
cos
(

ϕd
s

)
− cos

(
2ωdt + ϕd

s

)]
+

FQGd
s

2

[
−sin

(
ϕd

s

)
+ sin

(
2ωdt + ϕd

s

)]}
(7)
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From Equation (7), it can be seen that Vsdm contains the signals of three classes of
components distinguished by frequency: the DC signals about ϕd

s , the low-frequency
signals with frequency of ωin, and the double-frequency signals with frequency of 2ωd.
Then, a low-pass filter (LPF) is designed after Vsdm reaching the DC component Vcomp:

Vcomp

(
ϕd

s

)
=

VDMGd
s

2

[
(FC + FVC)cos

(
ϕd

s

)
− FQsin

(
ϕd

s

)]
(8)

Herein, Vcomp is only related to the phase shift ϕd
s . Subsequently, a subtracter with

negative input, Vcomp, and a positive input, Vre f = 0, are designed to obtain the error
signal Verr:

Verr

(
ϕd

s

)
= Vre f−Vcomp

= −VDMGd
s

2

[
(FC + FVC)cos

(
ϕd

s

)
− FQsin

(
ϕd

s

)] (9)

Verr is then input into the PI controller to pursue the DC tuning voltage, Vt, which is
fed into the frequency-tuning electrode of the sense mode. According to electrostatic spring
softening theory [33,34], the stiffness variation of the sense mode kt versus tuning voltage
Vt can be expressed as follows:⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
kt(Vt) = ε0HL

(
1

D3
1
+ 1

D3
2

)[
Nt
(
Vp − Vt

)2
+
(

Nsp + Nvc
)
Vp

2
]

ωs(Vt) =
√

ks0−kt
ms

(10)

The design parameters of the sensor structure in Equation (10) are defined in Table 1.

Table 1. Parameters of the sensor structure.

Symbol Description

ε0 vacuum dielectric constant
ms mass of the sense mode
ks ks = ω2

s ms, stiffness of sense mode
ks0 stiffness of the sense mode when Vt = 0
H thickness of the device layer
L overlap length of the combs

D1 upper gap of the electrodes
D2 lower gap of the electrodes
Nsp number of capacitor pairs for the sense pick-up
Nvc number of capacitor pairs for the VCF feedback
Nt number of capacitor pairs for frequency tuning

The process reflected by Equations (3)−(10) evolves continuously until Verr equals
to zero, which is proved by Equations (11)−(14) in the following Section 2.2. In this case,
if FQ is suppressed and can be neglected, ϕd

s satisfies the relation ϕd
s = π/2 according to

Equation (9). Furthermore, according to Equation (4), it is deduced that Δω = 0, suggesting
that mode matching is realized. In practice, FQ is not strictly controlled and it produces
matching errors within the system. Thus, the influence of FQ is analyzed in Section 2.2.

2.2. Quantification of Matching Errors

As mentioned above, the designed system is self-stabilizing and requires quadra-
ture suppression for mode matching. However, the quadrature force is not strictly con-
trolled with the absence of the quadrature-suppression circuit in this system for max-
imizing the detection sensitivity of Vsp. Herein, the matching error caused by FQ is
mathematically analyzed.
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As the mode matching system is designed with stability conditions, it can be linearized
around its stable point to study the matching error in a stable state. In this case, the equiv-
alent system concerning how Δω is established, as shown in Figure 2, and the nonlinear
relations between two nets are linearized. For example, the square root relation between ks
and ωs is replaced by the fixed gain, Gω.

 
Figure 2. Schematic of the frequency split controlling.

By taking Verr, Vt, and Δω as the output variables, three closed-loop transfer functions
are constructed:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

{[
L(Verr)

(
KP + KI

s

)
Gk +

ks0
s

]
Gω − ωd

s

}
GϕFTOTGF +

FQGQ
s = L(Verr){[(

L(Vt)Gk +
ks0
s

)
Gω − ωd

s

]
GϕFTOTGF +

FQGQ
s

}(
KP + KI

s

)
= L(Vt)[(

L(Δω)GϕFTOTGF +
FQGQ

s

)(
KP + KI

s

)
Gk +

ks0
s

]
Gω − ωd

s = L(Δω)

(11)

where FTOT = FC + FVC + FQ and L(∗) is the Laplace operator. By solving Equation (11),
the Laplace transformations of Verr, Vt, and Δω are obtained as follows:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

L(Verr) = − GQ FQ+GϕGF FTOT(Gωks0−ωd)

(GkGω GϕGFKP FTOT−1)s+GkGω GϕGFKI FTOT

L(Vt) = − (KI+KPs)[GQ FQ+GϕGF FTOT(Gωks0−ωd)]
(GkGω GϕGFKP FTOT−1)s2+GkGω GϕGFKI FTOTs

L(Δω) = − GkGω GQKI FQ+s(GkGω GQKP FQ+Gωks0−ωd)
(GkGω GϕGFKP FTOT−1)s2+GkGω GϕGFKI FTOTs

(12)

By conducting an inverse Laplace transformation for Equation (12), the solutions in
the time domain of Verr, Vt, and Δω are solved as follows:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Verr = −GQ FQ+GϕGF FTOT(Gωks0−ωd)

GkGω GϕGFKP FTOT−1 e− 1
T t

Vt = −GQ FQ+GϕGF FTOT(Gωks0−ωd)
GkGω GϕGF FTOT

− GQ FQ+GϕGF FTOT(Gωks0−ωd)

GkGω GϕGF FTOT(GkGω GϕGFKP FTOT−1)
e− 1

T t

Δω = − GQ FQ
GϕGF FTOT

+
[

GQ FQ
GϕGF FTOT

− GkGω GQKP FQ+Gωks0−ωd
GkGω GϕGFKP FTOT−1

]
e− 1

T t

(13)

where 1/T = GkGωGϕGFKI FTOT/
(
GkGωGϕGFKPFTOT − 1

)
is the damping coefficient.

With increasing the time, t, the exponential terms in Equation (13) converge to zero and the
stable points of Verr, Vt, and Δω converge to the following equations:⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
Verr = 0
Vt = − GQ FQ

GkGω GϕGF FTOT
− Gωks0−ωd

GkGω

Δω = − GQ FQ
GϕGF FTOT

(14)
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Obviously, the stable point of Verr is always equal to zero. This feature is provided by
the principle of the PI controller and not affected by FQ. In contrast, the stable point of Δω
is a residual term about FQ, which causes the matching error of the system. Equation (14)
indicates Verr = 0 when the system is stable, and the phase shift, ϕd

s , can be deduced using
Equation (9):

ϕd
s = arctan

(
FC + FVC

FQ

)
(15)

By combining Equations (4) and (15), the stable solution of Δω is expressed as follows:

Δω =

⎧⎨
⎩ FQ

2Qs(FC + FVC)
+

√[
FQ

2Qs(FC + FVC)

]2
+ 1 − 1

⎫⎬
⎭ωd (16)

According to Equation (16), the matching error is affected by FC + FVC and FQ. Specif-
ically, the matching error is proportional to the ratio of FQ to FC + FVC when it satisfies
Equation (17): [

FQ

2Qs(FC + FVC)

]2
 1 (17)

Thus, |FC + FVC| should be reduced as much as possible with respect to
∣∣FQ
∣∣ for the

matching error reduction. On the contrary, the increase in
∣∣FQ
∣∣ will enlarge the matching

error. In addition, according to Figure 2, FC + FVC constitutes the loop gain of the mode
matching system and its polarity should be constant in working to keep the negative
feedback characteristics of the mode matching system; otherwise, if the value of FC + FVC
exceeds the zero point, the system can possibly oscillate. In summary, the design of the
mode matching system turns to an optimization problem:{

max |FC + FVC|
s.t. FC + FVC > 0, FVC > 0

(18)

In this system, FVC is designed positively, with a fixed value when the drive loop of
gyro is stable. Then, the value of FC + FVC should be discussed in two cases:

• Case FC ≥ 0

The case that FC ≥ 0 corresponds to the situation where the positive direction an-
gular rate is the input. In this case, FC + FVC always satisfies the constraint condition in
Equation (18) and it is increased with increasing the angular rate. Meanwhile, the matching
error is decreased by the input angular rate, according to Equation (16).

• Case FC < 0

The case that FC < 0 corresponds to the situation when the negative direction angular
rate is the input. In this case, we have FC + FVC = FVC − |FC|. To guarantee the constraint
condition in Equation (18), it is required that |FC| < FVC. Combined with Equation (16), it
is revealed that the increment in the angular rate in the negative direction magnifies the
matching error, and FVC is the boundary value of the angular rate in negative direction.

The numerical analysis of the matching error with the designed range of FC, FVC, and
FQ is proposed. To explicitly compare FC, FVC, and FQ, they are equivalently transformed
into the form of amplitudes of angular rate ΩIN , ΩVC, and ΩQ, respectively.

First, ΩIN is the test condition provided by the rate table, and thus it is known as the
setting value. In this paper, it varies from −49◦/s to −50◦/s.

Then, the value of FVC is selected because it is the constant excitation of the in-
run mode matching system. FVC is calculated according to the electrostatic effect of the
mechanical capacitor.

FVC = ε0NvcHL

(
1

D2
1
− 1

D2
2

)
VpVVC (19)
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where VVC is the amplitude of Vvc. Meanwhile, FVC is also related to ΩVC under the
Coriolis effect.

FVC = 2ΩVCms
.
x (20)

where
.
x = ωdx is the velocity of drive mode and x is the displacement of the drive mode.

Combining Equations (19) and (20), the virtual angular rated input ΩVC is expressed by
Equation (21), as follows:

ΩVC =
ε0Nvc HL

2ms
.
x

(
1

D2
1
− 1

D2
2

)
VpVVC (21)

In this paper, ΩVC is 50◦/s via trimming VVC.
Third, ΩQ is evaluated by the scale factor of the gyro. Considering that Ωin is set as a

DC rotation, it is obvious that
ΩQ

ΩIN
=

VQ

VIN
(22)

where VQ and VIN are the DC voltages induced by FQ and FC at the output of the sense
mode detection circuit, respectively. As VIN/ΩIN is the scale factor of the gyro, ΩQ is finally
equal to the ratio of VQ to the scale factor. Experimentally, ΩQ can be estimated under
15◦/s for the proposed gyro. Furthermore, the numerical relations between ΩIN , ΩQ, and
Δ f is calculated through Equation (16), where FC, FVC, and FQ are replaced by ΩIN , ΩVC,
and ΩQ, respectively. Additionally, Δ f = Δω/2π represents the matching error in unit of
Hertz. Calculation results are shown in Figure 3. Figure 3a shows the continuous numerical
relationship between Δ f and ΩQ with several samples of FC, and Figure 3b corresponds to
the opposite case. It should be noted that Δ f increases significantly when ΩIN approaches
the boundary negative direction (−ΩVC). Thus, the merge of a negative measurement is
required for the specific matching error target in operation. By comparing the effects of
ΩQ and ΩIN on Δ f , the target of Δ f is set as 0.5 Hz for the negative measurement limit
ΩIN = −35◦/s when ΩQ = 15◦/s, which is an empirical value in our previous design of
TFG [35]. The negative measurement limit can be possibly expanded to −45◦/s when ΩQ
is further suppressed below 5◦/s, which is the estimated value referring to [36].

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 3. Matching error versus varying (a) quadrature error and (b) angular rate input.

3. System Implementation

3.1. Optimization of the Gyro Sensor

The optimized TFG structure compared with the original prototype is demonstrated in
Figure 4. The folded sense suspension beams and the sense-decoupled beams are replaced
by the straight ones, which provide better stiffness along the drive axis of the gyro, thereby
improving the oscillation stability of a couple frame and the rigid constraints of a sense
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frame along the drive axis. Consequently, the quadrature couple between the drive and
sense modes is further suppressed.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Structure comparison of (a) original structure and (b) optimized structure.

The effect of quadrature suppression of TFG structures is verified through a mechanical
simulation. The excitation for quadrature error is operated as shown in Figure 5. To produce
the mode coupling, the deformation of the element mesh is used to drive the suspension
beams for simulating the machining error, which induces the quadrature coupling between
the drive and sense mode (Figure 5a). To produce the quadrature force, the drive mode is
excited by adding a harmonic disturbance load to the drive excitation electrodes (Figure 5b).
The frequency sweep of the harmonic disturbance is executed in the simulation and the
displacement of the sense mode is recorded to evaluate the level of quadrature error.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 5. Steps of quadrature error simulation (a) mesh deformation and (b) load definition.

The simulation results are shown in Figures 6 and 7. Figure 6 shows the distortion
of the sense suspension beams caused by the quadrature coupling when the harmonic
disturbance load is used for the drive excitation electrodes. By comparison, a significant
distortion emerges on the sense suspension beams of the original structure, whereas the
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sense suspension beams of the optimized structure present a better resistance against the
drive coupling. Figure 7 shows the frequency sweep of the displacement corresponding to
the two structures of the quadrature coupling. The maximum amplitudes of displacement
of the two structures are 0.53 um and 0.11 um, respectively. The quadrature errors ΩQ of
the two structures are equivalent to 17◦/s and 3.5◦/s, respectively.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 6. Quadrature couple simulation of (a) the original structure and (b) the optimized structure.

Figure 7. Comparison of coupled displacement in the sense mode.

3.2. Simulation System Construction

According to the designed system, a parameterized system model for the real circuit
implementation is constructed as shown in Figure 8. The simulation parameters are
summarized in Table 2. The simulation works consist of a transient response, stable
matching error, and scale factor.
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Figure 8. Schematic of the simulation model.

Table 2. Simulation parameters.

Parameter Value

fd 7000 Hz
fs 6990 Hz

Qs 8000
ΩIN −45◦/s~50◦/s
ΩVC 50◦/s
ΩQ 5◦/s~15◦/s

The transient response of the mode matching system varies relatively to ΩIN , as
shown in Figure 9. The frequency split converges to zero during the full scale, from –45◦/s
to 50◦/s, in the absence of the quadrature error. The setting time is about 0.6 s when
ΩIN = 50◦/s, whereas it is increased to about 11 s when ΩIN gradually varies to −45◦/s.
This variation is caused by the closed-loop gain related to ΩIN + ΩVC when the quadrature
error is neglected according to the equivalent system in Figure 2.

The matching error caused by the quadrature error is simulated with a series of ΩIN
and ΩQ. The results are summarized in Table 3. The relations between Δ f , ΩIN , and
ΩQ agrees well with the description in Section 2.2. The matching error is controlled to
under 0.41 Hz within the measurement range of ΩIN > −45◦/s when ΩQ is suppressed
under 5◦/s.

The scale factor simulation is performed as shown in Figure 10. The discrete points
are the simulated samples, and the solid lines are the corresponding first-order fitting
lines. The fitted scale factors of the open-loop operation and closed-loop operation
with the quadrature error varying from 0◦/s to 15◦/s are calculated as 0.983 mV/◦/s,
16.095 mV/◦/s, 16.082 mV/◦/s, 16.089 mV/◦/s, and 16.102 mV/◦/s, respectively. The
scale factor of the gyro with the mode matching system is improved 16.36 times on average,
compared with that of the open-loop operation. Compared with the result in the case of
ΩQ = 0, the worst deterioration of the scale factor caused by the quadrature error is 0.12%.
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The nonlinearity of the open-loop operation and closed-loop operation with quadrature
error varying from 0◦/s to 15◦/s is calculated as 0.056%, 0.042%, 0.079%, 0.084%, and
0.031%, respectively. The correlation between the nonlinearity and quadrature error cannot
be observed through simulation. It can be considered that the proposed system without
circuits for the quadrature suppression is feasible and acceptable with respect to both the
scale factor improvement and the nonlinearity maintenance.

Figure 9. Transient response with different angular rate inputs.

Table 3. Matching error (Hz) versus quadrature error and angular rate input.

ΩIN(◦/s)

−45 −20 0 20 50

ΩQ(◦/s)
5 0.41 0.09 0.06 0.05 0.04

10 0.88 0.16 0.10 0.08 0.08
15 1.36 0.15 0.15 0.11 0.09

Figure 10. Scale factor simulation with different quadrature errors.
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4. Experiment

4.1. TFG Sensor Fabrication

The fabrication of TFG sensor is divided into three parts: the through-silicon-via
(TSV) process, the device process, and the wafer-level-package (WLP) process, as shown
in Figure 11. The TSV process contains the following treatments: (a) etching the back side
with TMAH; (b) deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) for trench; (c) filling trench with thermal
oxide and in situ doped polysilicon; and (d) etching the cavity and removing the oxide
layer. The device process contains the following treatments: (e) etching the shallow-bottom
cavity and thermal oxidation; (f) vacuum bonding, grinding, and chemical mechanical
polishing (CMP) the device layer; and (g) DRIE device wafer to release movable structures.
The WLP process contains the following treatments: (h) vacuum-bonding the TSV wafer to
the device wafer; (i) plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) of TEOS and
reactive ion etching (RIE); (j) sputtering and dry-etching the metal layer; and (k) PECVD of
TEOS and RIE.

 
Figure 11. Fabrication process of TFG sensor: (a) etching the back side with TMAH; (b) deep reactive
ion etching (DRIE) for trench; (c) filling trench with thermal oxide and in situ doped polysilicon;
(d) etching the cavity and removing the oxide layer; (e) etching the shallow-bottom cavity and thermal
oxidation, (f) vacuum bonding, grinding, and chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) the device layer;
(g) DRIE device wafer to release movable structures; (h) vacuum-bonding the TSV wafer to the device
wafer; (i) plasma-enhanced-chemical-vapor deposition (PECVD) of TEOS and reactive ion etching
(RIE); (j) sputtering and dry-etching the metal layer; and (k) PECVD of TEOS and RIE.

4.2. TFG Sensor Tests

The implemented test board and TFG sensor are shown in Figure 12. The experiments
include the open-loop sweep for the mode characteristics, the open-loop frequency tuning
for verifying the electrostatic tuning effect, the transient response of drive mode for the
demodulation signals, the start-up progress of the mode-matching circuit for evaluating
the frequency split, and the scale factor, as well as the Allan variance for evaluating the
overall performance.
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Figure 12. PCB test board with the TFG sensor.

The sweep tests of the drive and sense modes were conducted under the open-loop
operation. The magnitude–frequency response and the phase–frequency response of the
two modes are shown in Figure 13. It can be found that the resonant frequencies of
the drive and sense modes are 6960.09 Hz and 6940.28 Hz, respectively. Additionally,
the quality factors of the two modes are calculated with the 3dB bandwidth, which are
Qd = 24,857 and Qs = 7977, respectively.

 
Figure 13. Sweep tests of the drive and sense modes under open-loop operation.

The open-loop frequency tuning test was conducted as shown in Figure 14. The
resonant frequency of the drive mode is independent of the tuning voltage because of
the fully decoupled structure. The resonant frequency of sense mode is firstly increased
and then decreased when Vt exceeds 5 V. This is because an initial stiffness softening is
induced by the bias voltage, Vp, and is then offset by the improvement in Vt according to
Equation (10).

The transient response of the drive mode under the mode mismatching operation is
shown in Figure 15. The drive mode proceeds about 3 s to reach a stable status. The drive
excitation signal, Vde, is maintained at about 128 mV and the drive pickup signal Vdp is
controlled at 1 V. The drive mode oscillates at its resonant frequency of 6960.3 Hz, which is
indicated by the antiphase between Vde and Vdp. Furthermore, Vdp is reused as the in-phase
demodulation signal Vdm and shifted with 90◦ to get the orthogonal demodulation signal
Vdm−90, as shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 14. Open-loop frequency tuning test.

 
Figure 15. Transient response of the drive mode.

 
Figure 16. Phase shift of the demodulation signals.

The start-up progress of the mode-matching circuit and the oscillation of the sense
mode are shown in Figure 17. In Figure 17a, the error voltage, Verr, and the tuning voltage,
Vt, converge to 0 V and 715 mV after 2 s, respectively. The detected angular rate output
voltage is 350 mV, which reflects the virtual angular rated input, ΩVC. The zoomed wave-
form in Figure 17b shows the phase difference of 88.18◦ between Vdp and Vsp, which is close
to the theory value of 90◦ when the gyro is under the mode matching operation. According
to the relationship between the phase shift, ϕd

s , and frequency split, Δ f , as expressed by
Equation (4), Δ f is controlled at about 0.014 Hz. It has been proven that without the
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additional circuits for quadrature suppression, the structure-optimized gyro sensor still
provides an excellent performance of mode decoupling, and the residual quadrature error
barely produces any effect on the mode matching.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 17. Start-up progress of (a) mode matching and (b) the sense mode.

The scale factors of both the mode matching and mismatching operations are tested as
shown in Figure 18. The discrete points are the tested samples, and the solid lines are the
corresponding first-order fitting lines within the range from −50◦/s to 40◦/s. The scale
factor of the mode matching operation is calculated as 6.70 mV/◦/s, which is improved
20.6 times compared with that of the mode mismatching operation (0.33 mV/◦/s). This
improvement in experimental scale factor conforms well to the estimated value in the
corresponding system simulation. The nonlinearity of the mode matching operation is
calculated as 1.77%, which is comparable to that of the mode mismatching operation of
1.61%. In addition, it is notable that the scale factor is deteriorated when ΩIN exceeds 40◦/s,
where ΩVC is nearly offset by ΩIN and cannot provide enough gain for the mode-matching
loop. Herein, the mode mismatching occurs and decreases the scale factor.

Figure 18. Scale factor test of mode matching and mismatching.

Finally, the Allan variances of both mode matching and mismatching operations are
calculated as shown in Figure 19. As the sense mode of the gyro oscillates at its resonant
frequency, the signal–noise ratio (SNR) is also improved. The data are acquired with the
sampling rate of 10 Hz during 2 h. The bias instability (BI) of the mode matching operation
is calculated as 9.60◦/h, which is suppressed 3.25 times compared with that of the mode
mismatching operation of 31.53◦/h.
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Figure 19. Allan variance test of mode matching and mismatching.

The comparison of the performance in different works is given in Table 4. The matching
error of this work is at a similar level of [29,31], which indicates that the quadrature
suppression circuit is unnecessary in a VCF-based mode-matching circuit relying on the
proposed TFG decoupling design. For the specific numerical difference, the implementation
of a prototype, such as the selection of operational amplifier or voltage reference, may be
the primary influencing factor [29]. The BI suppression of this work is not outstanding for
the lack of the test environment control. Notably, the work in [31] presents an extraordinary
scale factor improvement and BI suppression. This feature probably benefits from a high-
quality factor of 150,000 of the gyro.

Table 4. Summary of the performance of VCF-based works.

Ref. Matching Error (Hz)
SF Improvement

(Times)
BI Suppression

(Times)

This work 0.014 20.6 3.28
[28] 0.6 5.60 -
[29] 0.03 16.8 -
[30] 0.1 17.9 10.9
[31] 0.005 68.8 23.1

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a simplified VCF-based mode-matching micromachine-optimized TFG
is proposed. For the gyroscope sensor, the structure is optimized to provide a better perfor-
mance of structural quadrature suppression. The related theoretical analyses, simulations,
and experiments are implemented. The overall performance of the tested prototype is
that the frequency split is narrowed from 20 Hz to 0.014 Hz. The scale factor is improved
from 0.33 mV/◦/s to 6.70 mV/◦/s. The BI is suppressed from 31.53◦/h to 9.60◦/h. The
level of BI agrees well with the accuracy requirement of the tactical grade and can satisfy
applications, such as those in industrial electronics and those that are low-end tactical [1].
Benefiting from the simplicity of the circuit design, this gyroscope is particularly suitable
in applications requiring a low cost and low power consumption, such as unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs), movable energy harvesting systems, and consumer electronics. Alongside
that, the tested matching error represents an outstanding degree of mode matching, and the
times of BI suppression are at a similar level to that in other works. These results effectively
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prove the feasibility of the proposed non-quadrature-nulling mode matching scheme for
avoiding the structure complexity, pick-up electrode occupation, and coupling between
the quadrature-nulling loop and the mode-matching loop. As a preview of the work, it
is hoped that it this will be applied in higher-end fields, such as attitude and heading
reference systems (AHRSs) with a finer interface circuit to reduce the BI.
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Abstract: This article describes a closed-loop detection MEMS accelerometer for acceleration mea-
surement. This paper analyzes the working principle of MEMS accelerometers in detail and explains
the relationship between the accelerometer zero bias, scale factor and voltage reference. Therefore, a
combined compensation method is designed via reference voltage source compensation and terminal
temperature compensation of the accelerometer, which comprehensively improves the performance
over a wide temperature range of the accelerometer. The experiment results show that the initial
range is reduced from 3679 ppm to 221 ppm with reference voltage source compensation, zero-bias
stability of the accelerometer over temperature is increased by 14.3% on average and the scale factor
stability over temperature is increased by 88.2% on average. After combined compensation, one
accelerometer zero-bias stability over temperature was reduced to 40 μg and the scale factor stability
over temperature was reduced to 16 ppm, the average value of the zero-bias stability over temperature
was reduced from 1764 μg to 36 μg, the average value of the scale factor stability over temperature
was reduced from 2270 ppm to 25 ppm, the average stability of the zero bias was increased by 97.96%
and the average stability of the scale factor was increased by 98.90%.

Keywords: MEMS accelerometer; combined compensation; voltage reference; temperature compensation

1. Introduction

An accelerometer is a typical inertial sensor, which has a wide range of important
applications in aviation, navigation, aerospace, weapons and civilian fields. However, the
large size and high price of traditional accelerometers limit their application. With the
development of MEMS (microelectromechanical system) technology, a variety of MEMS
accelerometers have emerged, and their small size, small power consumption and wide
application range have aroused the interest of research from all walks of life. At present, the
sensitive structure of high-performance accelerometers mostly uses an all-silicon structure,
which has developed rapidly due to its advantages of full-temperature performance, such
as Safran’s Colibrys sandwich all-silicon accelerometer with a zero-bias stability of 30 μg in
2020 [1]. As a typical representative, the Litton SiACTM silicon accelerometer has a range of
more than 100 g, a zero bias better than 20 μg and a scale factor stability better than 50 ppm.
In addition to the improvement of sensitive structures, there are some improvements in the
circuit to enhance the accuracy of MEMS accelerometers. A 2012 Colibrys article introduced
a navigation-grade Sigma-Delta MEMS accelerometer [2]. The accelerometer interface
used a preamplifier and an ADC (analog-to-digital conversion) in part, and the rest of the
circuitry was carried out digitally. At the same time, the closed-loop structure is adopted to
reduce the equivalent noise and quantization noise of the structure, improve the linearity
of the structure and ensure performance within the vibration environment.

Multiple ways have been proposed to improve the thermal behavior of MEMS ac-
celerometers. Some studies propose the structure in [3–7], other studies reduce the thermal
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drift via compensating circuits and algorithm [8–19]. In 2015, Sergei A. Zotov et al. in-
troduced a high-quality-factor resonant MEMS accelerometer [3]. To address drift over
temperature, the MEMS sensor die incorporates two identical tuning forks with opposing
axes of sensitivity. Demodulation of the differential FM output from the two simultaneously
operated oscillators eliminates common mode errors and provides an FM output with
continuous thermal compensation. Allan deviation of the differential FM accelerometer
revealed a bias instability of 6 μg at 20 s, along with an elimination of any temperature drift
due to increases in averaging time. In 2018, Giuseppe Ruzza et al. introduced the thermal
compensation of low-cost MEMS accelerometers for tilt measurements [4], which have
developed a miniaturized thermal chamber mounted on a tilting device to account for tilt
angle variation. It can be determined whether it is warming or cooling the cycles, then select
the corresponding compensation equation. After compensation, the RMS errors calculated
for both the x- and y-axes decreased by 96%, but increased the complexity of the technique.
In 2018, Wei Xu et al. reported a dual-differential accelerometer with an all-silicon structure
with 3-times improved full temperature stability [5]. In 2020, Niu H et al. reported a comb
accelerometer made of an all-silicon structure with a zero-bias stability of 100 μg [6]. In
2021, Liu Dandan et al. introduced an in situ compensation method for the scale factor
temperature coefficient of a single-axis force-balanced MEMS accelerometer [7], which
integrates the thermistor with the accelerometer to detect the temperature change of the
accelerometer in real time, compensates for the change of the scale factor and reduces the
temperature coefficient in the range of 25 ◦C to 50 ◦C for 6 ppm/◦C.

In 2015, Qingjiang Wang et al. introduced the thermal characteristics of typical mi-
croelectromechanical system (MEMS) inertial measurement units (IMUs) with a reliable
thermal test procedure [8]. The first-order piecewise function is introduced to establish
the thermal models. The performance of both IMUs and inertial navigation systems im-
proved significantly after compensation with the established thermal models. In 2019, Qing
Lu et al. introduced a fusion algorithm-based temperature compensation method for a
high-g MEMS accelerometer [10], which combines empirical mode decomposition (EMD),
wavelet thresholding and temperature compensation to process measurement data from a
high-g MEMS accelerometer. The experimental data show that the acceleration random
walk changes from 1712.66 g/h/Hz0.5 to 79.15 g/h/Hz0.5 and the zero-deviation stability
changes from 49,275 g/h to 774.7 g/h. In 2020, Vasco L et al. introduced a small-size,
vacuum-packaged capacitive MEMS accelerometer through Sigma-Delta modulation [11],
using an FPGA (field-programmable gate array) to achieve three different modulation
levels, allowing for the flexible real-time adjustment of loop parameters. In 2021, Javier
Martínez et al. introduced a lightweight thermal compensation technique for a MEMS ca-
pacitive accelerometer [12,13]. In this work, a light calibration method based on theoretical
studies was proposed to obtain two characteristic parameters of the sensor’s operation:
the temperature drift of the bias and the temperature drift of the scale factor. This method
requires less data to obtain the characteristic parameters, allowing for faster calibration. In
2021, Pengcheng Cai et al. introduced an improved difference temperature compensation
method for MEMS resonant accelerometers [14], which proposed an improved temper-
ature compensation approach, called proportional difference, for accelerometers based
on differential frequency modulation. Experiment results demonstrate that the tempera-
ture sensitivity of the prototype sensor was reduced from 43.16 ppm/◦C to 0.83 ppm/◦C
within the temperature range of −10 ◦C to 70 ◦C using the proposed method. In 2022, Qi
Bing et al. introduced a novel accurate temperature drift error estimation model using
microstructural thermal analysis [15], which obtains the complete temperature correlated
quantities through structural thermal deformation. Moreover, the particle swarm opti-
mization genetic algorithm back propagation neural network [16] was used to improve the
accuracy and real-time recognition of accelerometer models. Compared with the traditional
model, the accuracy was improved by 16%, and the number of iterations reduced by up
to 99.86%. In 2023, Gangqiang Guo et al. introduced temperature drift compensation of
a MEMS accelerometer based on DLSTM and ISSA [17], which improved bias instability,
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rate random walk and rate ramp with an increase of 96.68% on average. In 2023, Bo Yuan
et al. presented a calibration and thermal compensation method for triaxial accelerometers
based on the Levenberg–Marquardt (LM) algorithm and polynomial methods [18]. Within
the temperature range of −40 ◦C to 60 ◦C, the temperature drifts of x- and y-axes reduced
from −13.2 and 11.8 mg to −0.9 and −1.1 mg, respectively. The z-axis temperature drift
was reduced from −17.9 to 1.8 mg. In 2023, Mingkang Li et al. reported an approach of
in-operation temperature bias drift compensation based on phase-based calibration for
a stiffness-tunable MEMS accelerometer with double-sided parallel plate (DSPP) capaci-
tors [19]. The demodulated phase of the excited response exhibits a monotonic relationship
with the effective stiffness of the accelerometer. Through the proposed online compen-
sation approach, the temperature drift of the effective stiffness can be detected through
the demodulated phase and compensated in real time by adjusting the stiffness-tuning
voltage of DSPP capacitors. The temperature drift coefficient (TDC) of the accelerometer is
reduced from 0.54 to 0.29 mg/◦C, and the Allan variance bias instability of about 2.8 μg is
not adversely affected.

Due to its excellent characteristics, all-silicon accelerometers can be used in navigation
and guidance fields, such as the navigation and control of small UAVs, short-range tactical
weapon guidance, etc. This article analyzes the operating principle of capacitive accelerom-
eters and focuses on the factors that affect the full-temperature performance of capacitive
accelerometers. In this paper, an all-silicon comb accelerometer with anchor zone stress
cancellation technology will be analyzed [20], and a combined compensation method is
designed to improve the full-temperature performance of the accelerometer via reference
voltage source compensation and terminal temperature compensation of the accelerometer,
which provides a basis for the development of capacitive accelerometers with a high range,
high precision and high sensitivity.

2. MEMS Accelerometer Composition

As shown in Figure 1, the MEMS accelerometer includes and the accelerometer-
sensitive structure which shown in Figure 2, capacitor–voltage conversion module, low-
pass filter, PID controller, torque meter, temperature sensor, analog-to-digital conversion
module and temperature compensation algorithm module [21,22].

Figure 1. Block diagram of a MEMS accelerometer.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of a MEMS accelerometer-sensitive structure.
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3. MEMS Accelerometer Principle

As shown in Figure 1 above, when the external acceleration input occurs, the sensitive
structure of the accelerometer is displaced relative to the carrier coordinate system. The
distance between the sense electrode 1 and the sensing structure increases, so that the sense
capacitance CS1 decreases, and the sense electrode 2 decreases with the sensitive structure
comb electrode, so that the sense capacitance CS2 increases.

The sense capacitance CS1 and the sense capacitance CS2 convert the two capacitor
values into two voltage values through the capacitance–voltage conversion circuit, and
obtain the differential voltage via differential operation. This differential voltage is output
to the analog-to-digital conversion module through a low-pass filter and PID controller. At
the same time, the output of the PID controller is amplified by torque 1 and torque 2, and
then feed back to the drive electrode 1 and 2, respectively. Drive electrode 1 forms drive
capacitance with the sensing structure electrode CF1, and drive electrode 2 forms drive
capacitance with sensing structure electrode CF2. Because the torque applied to the two
drive voltages differs, the electrostatic attraction of CF1 is greater than that of CF2, ultimately
forcing the accelerometer-sensitive structure to remain near the initial position at all times.
The output voltage of the PID controller is fed into the analog-to-digital conversion module
and converted into a digital signal, and finally, the digital output of the temperature sensor
performs temperature compensation calculations and outputs the final acceleration signal.

When the electrostatic force is equilibrated, the position of the movable comb (the
electrical zero point) deviates from the mechanical zero point, δ. For the movable comb, the
electrostatic force balance equation is:

Kmδ + Fe + ma = 0 (1)

In this equation, Km is the mechanical stiffness of the accelerometer cantilever beam,
Fe is the electrostatic force, m is the mass of the accelerometer sensitive structure and a is
the acceleration input.

According to the static equilibrium analysis of the accelerometer closed-loop sys-
tem [22], the output when the electrostatic force equilibrium is obtained is:

Vf b =
VR

(
d0
δ + δ

d0

)
2K f b

±
VR

(
d0
δ − δ

d0

)
2K f b

√√√√1 +
2Km

Cf

(
δ

VR

)2
+

2maδ

Cf V2
R

(2)

Which can be expanded to:

Vf b =
δVR

d0K f b
− (Kmδ + ma)d0

2Cf VRK f b
(3)

In this equation, Cf is the sense capacitance, VR is the driving reference voltage, Km is
the mechanical stiffness of the accelerometer cantilever beam, Vfb is the feedback output,
Kfb is the feedback coefficient, m is the mass of the accelerometer sensitive structure, a is the
acceleration input, d0 is the comb gap and Fe is the electrostatic force.

Equation (3) provides a quadratic model of the static equilibrium state, so a zero-bias
K0 is:

K0 =
δVR

d0K f b
− Kmδd0

2Cf VRK f b
(4)

The primary term coefficient K1 is:

K1 = − md0

2Cf VRK f b
(5)

As seen from Equations (4) and (5), the zero bias and scale factor are all related to the
drive reference voltage VR. From this, the temperature characteristics have a direct impact
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on the performance of the circuit. Figure 3 shows the flow direction of the main reference
voltage of the closed-loop control circuit. It can be confirmed that the band-gap reference
(BGR) used by the ASIC is the final source of the subsequent drive reference voltage, so its
temperature characteristics have a direct impact on the temperature characteristics of the
entire accelerometer.

Figure 3. Accelerometer ASIC reference voltage source.

4. Temperature Compensation Method

4.1. Reference Voltage Source Compensation

A common band-gap reference circuit [23,24] is based on the principle of adding two
voltages of equal magnitude and opposite temperature coefficients to obtain a temperature-
independent voltage. The negative temperature coefficient voltage is realized through the
base-emitter voltage, VBE, of the substrate tertiary transistor. The positive temperature
coefficient is accomplished through the base-emitter voltage difference, ΔVBE, of two tran-
sistors operating at different current densities. In practice, the sum of the two temperature
coefficients is not exactly zero. A typical band-gap reference is shown in the Figure 4 below.

Figure 4. Band-gap reference source schematic.

In the Figure 4, VOS is the offset voltage and the emitter area of bipolar transistor Q2
is n times that of Q1. Under the action of the op amp, the voltages of nodes X and Y are
equal, the current flowing through bipolar transistors Q2 and Q1 is also equal and the
base-emitter voltage difference between Q1 and Q2 is:

ΔVBE = VT ln n (6)

VT = kT/q, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature and q is the
electron charge. VBE2 is a negative temperature coefficient. The reference voltage output
with the offset in this case is [23]:

VREF = VBE2 + (1 +
R2

R3
)(VT ln n + VOS) (7)

By selecting the appropriate ratio of n to resistors R2 and R3, a temperature-independent
output reference voltage can be obtained. In integrated circuit design, for symmetry con-
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siderations, n is generally taken as 8, and R2 and R3 are implemented through the resistor
repair network and controlled via digital registers or other means.

The Figure 5 shows the simulation results of the temperature characteristics of the
output voltage. The maximum change in output voltage is 1.55 mV and the temperature
coefficient is 9 ppm/◦C, from −50 ◦C to 85 ◦C.

Figure 5. Simulation of temperature characteristics of band-gap references.

The number of transistors in the ASIC design process is a definite value. The tempera-
ture characteristics are determined by the acceleration sensor itself and are affected by the
processing process. Thus, the resistor can be adjusted later by forming a resistor network.

According to Equation (5), the scale factor of the system is directly related to the high
drive voltage, VR, so the temperature characteristics of the scale factor will be directly
affected by the characteristics of the high drive voltage and therefore also by the temperature
characteristics of the band-gap reference.

Limited by the ASIC chip pin count and anti-interference design, the direct output of
the band-gap reference is not easy to measure, so we selected the 4.5 V output point of the
chip to evaluate the temperature characteristics of the reference.

Due to the deviation between the ASIC design value and the actual processing, the
actual measured temperature characteristics of the 4.5 V reference voltage are shown in
Figure 6 below, with an initial range of 3679 ppm, and after adjusting the resistor network
through multiple rounds of iterative experiments, the final range is 221 ppm, as shown in
Figure 7.

 
Figure 6. Factory state reference temperature characteristics of the circuit chip.
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Figure 7. Modified reference temperature characteristics of the circuit chip.

4.2. Accelerometer Terminal Temperature Compensation

In order to further improve the performance over a wide temperature range of the
accelerometer, the terminal third-order temperature compensation of the accelerometer
is continued on the basis of the reference voltage source compensation to improve the
performance over a wide temperature range of the accelerometer. Through the stability-
over-temperature modeling experiment of the accelerometer, the temperature sensor output,
Ti, zero-bias K0i and scale factor, K1i, of the accelerometer at each temperature point are
obtained. The third-order polynomial model is fit to the zero bias vs. accelerometer
temperature sensor output, where p0, p1, p2 and p3 are the 0–3-order coefficients of the
model. Then, the accelerometer zero bias K0 is:

K0 = p3T3 + p2T2 + p1T + p0 (8)

The fitting error E is:

E =
n

∑
i=0

[
K0 −

(
p3T3

i + p3T2
i + p1Ti + p0

)]2
(9)

In order to minimize the fitting error, it is necessary to make its various deviations
∂E
∂Ti

= 0

− 2
n

∑
i=0

[
K0 −

(
+p3T3

i + p3T2
i + p1Ti + p0

)]
= 0

− 2
n

∑
i=0

[
K0 −

(
p3T3

i + p3T2
i + p1Ti + p0

)]
· T1

i = 0 (10)

− 2
n

∑
i=0
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(
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i + p1Ti + p0

)]
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i = 0
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∑
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i + p1Ti + p0

)]
· T3

i = 0
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⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
·

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

p0
p1
p2
p3

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

n
∑

i=0
K0i

n
∑

i=0
K0i Ti

n
∑

i=0
K0i T

2
i

n
∑

i=0
K0i T

3
i

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(11)
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Let the van der Mond matrix V:

V =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

1 1 . . . 1
T1 T2 . . . Tn
T2

1 T2
2 . . . T2

n
T3

1 T3
2 . . . T3

n

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (12)

Sorted out, it is:
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Therefore:

VVT ·

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

p0
p1
p2
p3

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ = V ·

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

K01

K02
...

K0n

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ (14)

Finally, the third-order fitting coefficient of the zero bias vs. accelerometer temperature
sensor output is obtained: ⎡

⎢⎢⎣
p0
p1
p2
p3

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ =

(
VVT

)−1
V · K0 (15)

Similarly, a third-order polynomial model of the scale factor change vs. the output of
the accelerometer temperature sensor can be obtained:

K1
′

K1T

= q3T3 + q2T2 + q1T + q0 (16)

K1
′ is the scale factor of the accelerometer at room temperature, K1T is the scale factor

of the accelerometer at each temperature point and q0, q1, q2 and q3 are the 0–3-coefficients
of the model.

The ASIC chip is known to read the temperature sensor data, T, and the accelerom-
eter output measurement, Da. According to Equations (8) and (16), the accelerometer
temperature compensation value Dout is:

Dout = (Da − K0) ·
(

K1
′

K1T

)
(17)

5. Comparative Experiments

5.1. Uncompensated Experiments

Temperature tests have been performed for the −40 ◦C to +60 ◦C range with a
1 ◦C/min temperature gradient. The test data collection is smoothed for 1 s, the bias
and scale factor are calculated using the range and the stability is calculated using the
standard deviation. Figure 8 shows the accelerometer product photo, where the mass is
0.7 g and size 9 × 9 × 2.7 mm3. Figure 9 shows the accelerometer temperature performance
test system, model GWS EG-02JAS. The temperature uncompensated accelerometer’s zero
bias and scale factor as a function of temperature are shown in Figure 10 below. From
Figure 10a, it can be seen that the change (peak–peak) of the zero bias of the five MEMS
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accelerometers with temperature compensation from −40 ◦C to +60 ◦C is distributed
between 4098 μg and 7183 μg, and the zero-bias stability (1σ) over a wide temperature
range is distributed between 1374 μg and 2400 μg. The result of each accelerometer varies
linearly with temperature. From Figure 10b, it can be seen that the temperature variation
(peak–peak) of the scale factor of the five MEMS accelerometers is distributed between
6135 ppm and 7347 ppm, and the stability of the scale factor over a wide temperature range
(1σ) is distributed between 2075 ppm and 2472 ppm. The scale factor of each accelerometer
is also basically linear against temperature.

Figure 8. Accelerometer product photo.

Figure 9. Accelerometer temperature performance test system.

(a)

(b)

Figure 10. The reference voltage source is uncompensated for the zero bias and scale factor vs.
temperature. (a) Zero bias curve against temperature. (b) Scale factor curve against temperature.
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5.2. Accelerometer Stability over Temperature Experiment after Independent Reference Voltage
Source Compensation

The zero bias and scale factor of the accelerometer with reference voltage source com-
pensation as a function of temperature are shown in Figure 11. As seen in Figure 11a, after
the reference voltage source compensation, the zero bias of the five MEMS accelerome-
ters was distributed between 3367 μg and 6576 μg with the temperature from −40 ◦C to
+60 ◦C, and the zero bias stability over temperature (1σ) was distributed between 1156 μg
and 2196 μg, and the zero bias stability of each accelerometer increased by an average of
14.3%, with the result remaining linear against temperature. As seen from Figure 11b, the
temperature variation (peak–peak) of the scale factor of the five MEMS accelerometers was
distributed between 564 ppm and 1044 ppm, the stability of the scale factor over tempera-
ture (1σ) was distributed between 191 ppm and 330 ppm and the stability of scale factor
of each accelerometer was increased by 88.2% on average. The comparative experiment
results show that the accelerometer scale factor performance over temperature can be
significantly improved by compensating the reference source temperature. The scale factor
of each accelerometer as a function of temperature also changes from a basic linear curve to
a second-order curve.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 

 
 
 

Figure 11. The zero bias and scale factor curves against temperature after reference voltage source
compensation. (a) Zero bias curve against temperature. (b) Scale factor curve against temperature.

5.3. Accelerometer Stability over Temperature Experiment after Independent Terminal
Temperature Compensation

To verify the effectiveness of the combined compensation method, the stability perfor-
mance of the accelerometer after terminal temperature compensation was continued to be
verified. Using the same five accelerometers and terminal temperature compensation, a
plot of the accelerometer zero bias and scale factor as a function of temperature is obtained.
Figure 12a shows that in the range of −40–+60 ◦C, the zero bias total temperature variation
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(peak–peak) of the five accelerometers is distributed in 83–317 μg, and the zero bias stability
over temperature (1σ) is distributed in 26–85 μg. In the same temperature range, the total
temperature variation (peak–peak) of the scale factor of the five accelerometers shown in
Figure 12b is distributed in 71–175 ppm, and the stability of the scale factor over tempera-
ture (1σ) is distributed within 25–48 ppm. Among them, one accelerometer fluctuation is
obviously more severe than the others, mainly because the processed accelerometer still
has poor consistency and some degree of discreteness, but the overall results are still within
the range. Terminal temperature compensation significantly improves accelerometer bias
and scale factor performance over a wide temperature range.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 12. The zero bias and scale factor curve with temperature after terminal temperature compen-
sation. (a) Zero bias curve against temperature. (b) Scale factor curve against temperature.

5.4. Stability over Temperature Experiment with Combined Temperature Compensation

The combined compensation of reference voltage source compensation and end-
temperature compensation was used for the same five accelerometers to verify its validity.
The zero bias and scale factor of the accelerometers as a function of temperature is shown
in Figure 13. Figure 13a shows that in the range of −40–+60 ◦C, the zero bias temperature
variation (peak–peak) of the five accelerometers was distributed within 79–183 μg, and
the zero-bias stability over temperature (1σ) was distributed within 25–53 μg. Compared
with only terminal temperature compensation, the combined compensation at the five
accelerometers has improved the zero-bias stability at a wide temperature range by an
average of 24.5%. Through combined temperature compensation, the total temperature
variation (peak–peak) of the scale factor of the five accelerometers shown in Figure 13b was
distributed within 43–145 ppm, and the stability of the scale factor over temperature (1σ)
was distributed within 14–51 ppm. The scale factor stability of the five accelerometers was
improved by an average of 25.5% compared to using only terminal temperature compensa-
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tion. This combined compensation method comprehensively improves the accelerometer
performance over a wide temperature range and proves the effectiveness of this method.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 13. The zero bias and scale factor curve with temperature after the combined compensation.
(a) Zero bias curve against temperature. (b) Scale factor curve against temperature.

Table 1 shows the zero bias and scale factor full temperature experiment data for
an accelerometer numbered ACC3 before and after various compensations. Combined
compensation has obvious advantages over any single compensation method.

Table 1. Comparison of data before and after various compensation for an ACC3 accelerometer.

Name Uncompensated
Voltage Reference

Source Compensation
Terminal Temperature

Compensation
Combined

Compensation

Zero bias variation over
temperature (p–p) μg 4098 3367 185 124

Zero bias stability over
temperature (1σ) μg 1374 1156 59 40

Scale factor variation over
temperature (p–p) ppm 6606 765 83 46

Scale factor stability over
temperature (1σ) ppm 2233 242 27 16

6. Conclusions

MEMS accelerometers are characterized by a small size, light weight and low cost.
However, there is also a negative effect of the drift in temperature coefficient of the refer-
ence voltage source. This effect creates errors when the accelerometer operates at a wide
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temperature range, ultimately affecting the output signal of the accelerometer. In order
to reduce the influence of the temperature coefficient of the reference voltage source, a
method of temperature compensation of the reference voltage source is proposed, which
is to reduce the influence of the temperature drift from the reference voltage source. To
further improve the accelerometer performance over a wide temperature range, the ac-
celerometer is compensated for the terminal third-order temperature compensation and the
reference voltage source compensation. The experiment results show that the average value
of zero-bias stability of the accelerometer with combined temperature compensation of
reference voltage source compensation and terminal temperature compensation is reduced
from 1764 μg to 36 μg, and the average stability of the scale factor over temperature is
reduced from 2270 ppm to 25 ppm. The zero-bias stability over temperature is improved
by 97.96% on average. The scale factor stability over temperature is improved by 98.90% on
average. The combined compensation method greatly improves the accelerometer’s perfor-
mance over a wide temperature range, which increases the accelerometer’s high-precision
application capability. The accelerometer is suitable for environments with a short working
time and minimal external temperature influence.
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Abstract: This paper presents a novel method for the performance of an all-silicon accelerometer by
adjusting the ratio of the Si-SiO2 bonding area, and the Au-Si bonding area in the anchor zone, with the
aim of eliminating stress in the anchor region. The study includes the development of an accelerometer
model and simulation analysis which demonstrates the stress maps of the accelerometer under
different anchor–area ratios, which have a strong impact on the performance of the accelerometer. In
practical applications, the deformation of the comb structure fixed by the anchor zone is influenced
by the stress in the anchor region, causing a distorted nonlinear response signal. The simulation
results demonstrate that when the area ratio of the Si-SiO2 anchor zone to the Au-Si anchor zone
decreases to 0.5, the stress in the anchor zone decreases significantly. Experimental results reveal that
the full-temperature stability of zero-bias is optimized from 133 μg to 46 μg when the anchor–zone
ratio of the accelerometer decreases from 0.8 to 0.5. At the same time, the full-temperature stability
of the scale factor is optimized from 87 ppm to 32 ppm. Furthermore, zero-bias full-temperature
stability and scale factor full-temperature stability are improved by 34.6% and 36.8%, respectively.

Keywords: MEMS accelerometer; response signal; anchor zone; stress cancellation

1. Introduction

Accelerometers are widely used in various areas, including navigation, aviation,
aerospace, weapons, and civil fields. However, the traditional accelerometer’s large size and
high cost limits its applications. With the development of microelectromechanical systems
(MEMS) technology, various MEMS accelerometers have emerged. Its characteristics of
small size, low-power consumption, and wide application range have aroused the research
interest of all circles [1]. N. Yazdi introduced an all-silicon structure accelerometer in
approximately 2000 [2]. All-silicon structure accelerometers have the advantage of low
temperature sensitivity and good long-term stability due to their material consistency.
Colibrys, a division of Safran, introduced a new structure of the all-silicon sandwich
accelerometer in 2020 [3], which improved the zero-bias full temperature stability to 30 μg.
In 2016, D. Xiao reported a dual-differential torsional MEMS glass–silicon–glass sandwich
accelerometer structure, in which the characteristics of the temperature coefficient were
five times lower than before [4]. In 2018, Wei Xu reported an all-silicon structure of the
dual-differential accelerometer, in which the total temperature stability was increased
by three times [5]. In 2020, H. Niu reported that the same type of accelerometers had a
zero-bias stability of 100 μg [6]. In 2018, Huan Liu reported two versions of capacitive
accelerometers based on low-temperature co-fired ceramic (LTCC) technology, presenting a
larger full-scale range (10 g), and lower nonlinearity of less than 1%, as well as a sensitivity
of 30.27 mV/g [7]. The MEMS Technology Center at the Middle East University of Science
and Technology in Turkey has manufactured a Silicon-On-Insulator (SOI) structure of the
triaxial capacitive accelerometer, which had a background noise of 8 μg/

√
Hz, as recorded

in 2020 [8]. In 2021, Yurong He reported a novel teeter-totter type accelerometer based on
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glass–silicon composite wafers, in which a zero-bias stability under 0.2 mg, and a noise
floor with 11.28 μg/

√
Hz were obtained [9]. In 2022, Yongjun Zhou reported an improved

variational mode decomposition (VMD), and the time-frequency peak filtering (TFPF)
denoising method has a smaller amount of signal distortion and a stronger denoising
ability, so it can be adopted to denoise the output signal of the High-G MEMS accelerometer
in order to improve its accuracy [10]. Litton SiACTM has reported a silicon-based MEMS
accelerometer made of an all-silicon structure, with a measurement range of over 100 g,
it has good characteristics including zero-bias stability and a scale factor stability that is
better than 20 μg and 50 ppm.

The working mechanism of the accelerometer is based on Newton’s law of inertia. It
is a mechanical sensitive device, so all kinds of stresses will bring the output error of the
accelerometer and deteriorate the full-temperature performance of the accelerometer. At
present, there are three main measures to reduce the stress effect for accelerometers. First,
stress isolation can be achieved by adding a stress isolation frame and stress isolation beam,
or by low-stress encapsulation [11–13]. Second, the effect of in-plane stress is reduced by
stress difference using differential symmetry structures [14]. Third, an all-silicon wafer
level packaging process can be used to reduce the thermal stress caused by inconsistent
coefficients of thermal expansion between layers [15]. The all-silicon wafer level packag-
ing process can reduce the thermal stress caused by the inconsistent thermal expansion
coefficients of the cap layer, the sensitive structure layer, and the substrate layer. However,
the stress isolation structure will increase the acceleration sensor volume. Although the
above low-stress packaging technology can reduce the external stress interference, it cannot
reduce the internal stress of the chip. The differential symmetric structure mainly reduces
the stress by the symmetric structure in X, Y, and Z directions. In this paper, based on the
above stress-reduction technology, the internal stress reduction is further studied to adapt
to the complex multi-layer structure of the MEMS accelerometer. Therefore, a bonding an-
chor zone stress cancellation method is proposed to reduce thermal stress transferred to the
sensitive capacitor, which improves the accelerometer’s overall temperature performance.
This study provides a theoretical basis for the development of high-precision capacitive
MEMS accelerometers.

2. MEMS Accelerometer Layer Design

Figure 1 shows the chip layer design of an all-silicon accelerometer, which consists
of three layers: substrate layer, sensitive structure layer, and cap layer. A silicon dioxide
graphic layer is present between the cap layer and the structure layer. The structure layer is
bonded to the cap layer using Si-SiO2 bonding, while the gold-silicon eutectic bonding is
used to bond the sensitive structure layer to the substrate layer. This bonding arrangement
creates a cavity in which the micro-structure can move freely. Electrodes are patterned
on the substrate layer, and a coplanar electrode is used to connect the sensitive structure
inside the cavity with the outer electrode pad. The anchor area is the bonding area between
the cap layer and the sensitive structure layer, connecting the three layers together and
supports the movable sensitive structure.

Figure 1. Structural Diagram of MEMS Accelerometer.
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3. Principle of MEMS Accelerometer

As shown in Figure 2, the MEMS accelerometer system consists of several components,
including accelerometer-sensitive structure, capacitance-voltage conversion module, low-
pass filter (LPF), proportional integral derivative (PID) controller, torquer, analog-to-digital
conversion module (ADC), digital bandwidth filtering module, and digital average filtering
module. Under external input acceleration, the accelerometer sensitive structure moves
relative to the carrier coordinate system. The distance between the sense electrode 1 and
the movable comb electrode increases, so the sensing capacitance CS1 decreases, while the
distance between the sense electrode 2 and the movable comb electrode decreases, the
sensing capacitance CS2 increases. The sensing capacitance CS1 and the sensing capacitance
CS2 are converted into two voltage values through a capacitor-voltage conversion circuit
(CV), and then converted to differential voltage, which is sampled by the analog-to-digital
converter module after passing through a low-pass filter and PID controller. After that, it
is then passed through a bandpass filter and digital average filter to work as the output
signal of the accelerometer. The output of the PID controller is amplified by the torque
1 and torque 2 circuits and fed back to the drive electrode 1 and drive electrode 2 of the
accelerometer, respectively. The drive electrode 1 and the movable comb electrode form
the drive capacitor CF1, and the drive electrode 2 and the movable comb electrode form
the drive capacitor CF2. The electrostatic attraction of CF1 is greater than that of CF2 due
to the different voltages applied by the torques to the two drive capacitors, which keeps
the accelerometer-sensitive structure static near the initial position and thus forms an
electrostatic balance closed-loop system.

C Vk − PIDG ADC
FC

SC

FC

SC

LPF outACC

Figure 2. Principle block diagram of MEMS accelerometer.

4. Structural Stress Simulation Analysis of MEMS Accelerometer

The comb-tooth capacitive MEMS accelerometer described in this paper has a sym-
metrical arrangement of its sensitive structure layer. However, the cap layer and substrate
layer above and below the structure layer are not completely symmetric. The anchor layer
between the cap layer and the structure layer is made of silicon dioxide, while the anchor
layer supported by the substrate layer and the sensitive structure layer is made of gold. It
can be seen from the material properties in Table 1 that the thermal expansion coefficients of
these materials are inconsistent, causing different stresses on the anchor area on both sides
of the structure at different temperatures, which reduces the accelerometer’s temperature
performance. To address this issue, a stress cancellation method in the anchor zone is
proposed in this paper. The optimal stress of the sensitive structure over full-temperature
can be achieved by matching the anchor area of the upper and lower sides of the sensitive
structure to achieve the balance of stress on both sides. The asymmetric stress is reduced
drastically, and thus the full-temperature accuracy of the MEMS accelerometer is improved.
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Table 1. Accelerometer Layer Material Attribute Table.

Name Silicon Silicon Dioxide Au Unit

Coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) 2.60 × 10−6 0.5 × 10−6 14.2 × 10−6 1/K

Constant pressure heat capacity 700 730 129 J/(kg·K)

Density 2329 2200 19,300 kg/m3

Thermal conductivity 130 1.4 317 W/(m·K)

Young’s modulus 1.69 × 1011 7.00 × 1010 7.00 × 1010 Pa

Poisson’s ratio 0.28 0.17 0.44 1

The stress generated by the bonding of the MEMS accelerometer is related to the
anchor zone, and the balance of the stress on both sides of the structure layer is achieved
by designing the size of the anchor zone on both sides of the sensitive structure layer, so
that the stress of the sensitive structure is optimized at full-temperature, and the generation
of asymmetric stress is fundamentally reduced, thereby improving the full-temperature
accuracy of the accelerometer. Since the normal force and the lateral force are related to
Poisson’s ratio of the material, the lateral force has a strong correlation with the normal
force, so optimizing the normal force also indirectly optimizes the lateral force, which may
obtain a similar result in this research. Therefore, only the normal force is considered as
the research object in this paper. The positive stress is multiplied by the area of the anchor
area in order to obtain the stress value, and the stress on both sides of the anchor zone
is treated with a combined force, and the point with the smallest resultant force is the
most advantageous. By simulating the force curves of different anchor–zone ratios, the
optimized result is selected and tested. The design of the acceleration is only different in the
anchor zone, and the processing is consistent, so as to minimize external interference factors
as much as possible. Finally, the change in the output result is strongly correlated with the
change in the anchor–zone ratios, in order to complete the experimental verification.

Since the in-plane structure is fully symmetric, each anchor area has the same size.
During simulation, a group of anchor areas are taken for modeling, as shown in Figure 3.
The model consists of 10 layers, and the upper and lower layers of the structure are the
silicon dioxide anchor layer and the gold silicon anchor layer, respectively.

 
Figure 3. Anchorage simulation modeling model.

Figure 4 shows the simulation diagram of the stress model of the anchor zone, where
the stress difference of the anchor zone is the added stress difference of the Si-SiO2 zone
and the Au-Si zone at different temperatures. The force on the anchor zone is the surface
normal stress multiplied by the area of the anchor zone. The anchor–zone ratio is defined
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as the square root of the ratio of the area of the Si-SiO2 anchor zone divided by the area of
the Au-Si anchor zone.

Figure 4. Anchor zone simulation diagram.

With the size of the silicon oxide anchor area of the current MEMS accelerometer
fixed, the anchor–zone ratio varies from 0.1 to 2, and the simulations are carried out
under the temperature conditions of 233.15 K, 278.15 K and 333.15 K, respectively. The
simulation results are shown in Figure 5, which is the relationship between the ratio of
the anchor zone and the force difference at three typical temperatures. The undulation
of the curve is caused by the nonlinear nature of the material in each layer. As can be
seen from the figure, the variation trends of the three curves are basically the same, and
the regions with anchor–zone ratios of less than 0.6 all have gentle changes. Moreover,
all three curves have the best force difference when the anchor–zone ratio is less than
0.6. The minimum force difference at the temperature 233.15 K is 5.33 × 10−4 N with the
anchor–zone ratio of 0.1, while at temperatures of 278.15 K and 333.15 K, the smallest
force difference is 7.49 × 10−5 N and 8.31 × 10−6 N, respectively, with the same anchor–
zone ratio of 0.3. The simulation results are presented such that the force difference of
the accelerometer-sensitive structure has a great consistency with the change trend of the
anchor region ratio at different temperatures. The force of the accelerometer-sensitive
structure at different temperatures can be reduced by selecting an appropriate anchor–zone
ratio, so as to improve the temperature performance of the accelerometer.

Taking the risks involved in actual MEMS fabricating into consideration, a small
anchor area means small bonding strength. To ensure the rationality of the design and
process of the MEMS accelerometer, the anchor–zone ratio of 0.1 and 0.3 is considered
poor. Thus, two ratios of 0.5 and 1.5 are chosen according to the force difference diagram as
shown above for different anchor–zone ratios. Therefore, the force difference fluctuation
of the anchor region ratio near 1.5 is too large, and it is easy to cause a large difference
because of a micromachining error. Thus, the anchor–zone ratio of 0.5 is selected as the
optimal value, which ensures that the structural force is relatively small within a certain
process error range. Figures 6–8 show the maximum normal stress diagram of the Au-Si
anchor zone at 233.15 K, 278.15 K and 333.15 K, respectively, with a 0.5 anchor–zone ratio.
Figures 6–8 show the maximum normal stress diagram of the Au-Si anchor zone at 233.15 K,
278.15 K and 333.15 K, respectively, with a 0.5 anchor–zone ratio.
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Figure 5. Diagram of anchor zone force difference under different anchorage zone ratios.

Figure 6. The maximum normal stress diagram of Au-Si anchor zone at 233.15 K with 0.5 anchor–
zone ratio.
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Figure 7. The maximum normal stress diagram of Au-Si anchor zone at 278.15 K with 0.5 anch-
or–zone ratio.

Figure 8. The maximum normal stress diagram of Au-Si anchor zone at 333.15 K with 0.5 anch-
or–zone ratio.

5. Design Verification

In order to verify the above theory, accelerometers with a 0.5 and 0.8 anchor–zone
ratio were designed. The structure layout of the anchor area is shown in Figure 9. The
anchor area of the Au-Si layer with an anchor–zone ratio of 0.5, as shown on the left, with
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an anchor area of 80 μm × 80 μm, compared with an anchor–zone ratio of 0.8 with an
anchor area of 190 μm × 80 μm, as shown on the right.

 
Figure 9. Anchor layout control group design drawing.

Both structures were processed using the standard unit, all-silicon wafer level packag-
ing process, and their sensitive structures are identical. The two anchor structures obtained
after processing are shown in Figure 10. The sensitive structures of the two accelerometers
are exactly the same, except that the anchor–zone ratio is different. Figure 11 shows the
SEM image of the sensitive structure layer of the MEMS accelerometer. Figure 12 is a picture
of the chip after wafer level packaging, and Figure 13 is a picture of the final packaged
MEMS accelerometer product.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 10. Two types of anchor SEM diagrams processed. (a) Anchor–zone ratio 0.5. (b) Anchor–zone
ratio 0.8.

 

Figure 11. MEMS accelerometer SEM diagram of sensitive structural layers.
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Figure 12. MEMS accelerometer structural chip photo.

 

Figure 13. Accelerometer product photo.

6. Experimental Test

The experiment involved testing the full-temperature performance of four MEMS
accelerometers with anchor–zone ratios of 0.5 and 0.8. The accelerometer temperature
performance test system is shown in Figure 14. Results from the two groups of eight
accelerometers are presented in Figures 15–18. It can be observed that for the anchor–zone
ratio of 0.8, the average zero-bias stability for acceleration is 133 μg, and the average coeffi-
cient stability for full-temperature scale is 87 ppm. On the other hand, for the anchor–zone
ratio of 0.5, the average zero-deviation stability for acceleration is 46 μg, and the aver-
age full-temperature scale factor stability is 32 ppm. Compared with the two schemes,
the zero-offset full-temperature performance of the scheme with an anchor–zone ratio
of 0.5 is more outstanding, which has a 34.6% improvement in zero-bias stability and a
36.8% improvement in scale factor stability. The results of the comparison experiment
demonstrate the effectiveness of the stress cancellation method in the anchor area of the
MEMS accelerometer.

Figure 14. Accelerometer temperature performance test system.
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Figure 15. The average bias stability of the four accelerometers with an anchor-zone ratio of 0.8 was
133 μg.

Figure 16. The average bias stability of the four accelerometers with an anchor-zone ratio of 0.5 was
46 μg.

Figure 17. The average scale factor stability of the four accelerometers with an anchor-zone ratio of
0.8 was 87 ppm.
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Figure 18. The average scale factor stability of the four accelerometers with an anchor-zone ratio of
0.5 was 32 ppm.

7. Conclusions

The simulation results illustrate that when the anchor–zone ratio of the accelerometer
is reduced to 0.5, the stress in the anchor zone is significantly reduced, which improves the
full-temperature performance of the accelerometer. Experiments show that if the anchor–
zone ratio of the accelerometer is reduced from 0.8 to 0.5, the zero-bias full-temperature sta-
bility of the accelerometer is reduced from 133 μg to 46 μg, the scale factor full-temperature
stability is reduced from 87 ppm to 32 ppm, the zero-bias full-temperature stability has a
34.6% improvement, and the scale factor full-temperature stability has a 36.8% improve-
ment. The MEMS accelerometer has the characteristics of small size, light weight and
low cost. The thermal expansion coefficient of each layer material is inconsistent. Thus,
thermal stress will be generated due to the effects of temperature, which will affect the total
temperature performance of the accelerometer. In order to reduce the influence of thermal
stress on the multilayer structure, this paper presents a method of stress cancellation in the
anchor zone, in order to reduce the internal thermal stress of structure. The experimental
results show that when the anchor–zone ratio decreases from 0.8 to 0.5, the zero-offset
stability of the MEMS accelerometer has been improved to 34.6%, and the full-temperature
scale factor stability has been improved to 36.8%. The whole temperature performance of
accelerometer is improved.
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Abstract: In response to the growing demand for high-sensitivity accelerometers in vector hy-
drophones, a piezoelectric MEMS accelerometer (PMA) was proposed, which has a four-cantilever
beam integrated inertial mass unit structure, with the advantages of being lightweight and highly
sensitive. A theoretical energy harvesting model was established for the piezoelectric cantilever beam,
and the geometric dimensions and structure of the microdevice were optimized to meet the vibration
pickup conditions. The sol-gel and annealing technology was employed to prepare high-quality
PZT thin films on silicon substrate, and accelerometer microdevices were manufactured by using
MEMS technology. Furthermore, the MEMS accelerometer was packaged for testing on a vibration
measuring platform. Test results show that the PMA has a resonant frequency of 2300 Hz. In addi-
tion, there is a good linear relationship between the input acceleration and the output voltage, with
V = 8.412a − 0.212. The PMA not only has high sensitivity, but also has outstanding anti-interference
ability. The accelerometer structure was integrated into a vector hydrophone for testing in a cali-
bration system. The results show that the piezoelectric vector hydrophone (PVH) has a sensitivity
of –178.99 dB@1000 Hz (0 dB = 1 V/μPa) and a bandwidth of 20~1100 Hz. Meanwhile, it exhibits
a good “8” shape directivity and consistency of each channel. These results demonstrate that the
piezoelectric MEMS accelerometer has excellent capabilities suitable for use in vector hydrophones.

Keywords: microelectromechanical systems; cantilever beam; piezoelectric accelerometer; vector
hydrophone; sensitivity

1. Introduction

Accurately extracting information from underwater acoustic sources is a crucial aspect
of sonar system research. Hydrophones serve as a window for communication between
sonar systems and the ocean, acting as the “eyes and ears” of the sonar system. A hy-
drophone is a transducer to convert the acoustic radiation signals of underwater targets
into electrical signals, which is commonly used for transmitting and receiving acoustic
signals [1–3]. A vector hydrophone can measure vector information, such as the direction
of underwater targets, particle velocity, displacement, and acceleration of water particles,
while maintaining spatial colocation and time synchronization [4,5]. Due to its excellent
sensitivity and directional capabilities, the vector hydrophone is widely used for detecting
low-frequency underwater target signals. According to the measurement principle, the
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vector hydrophone can be divided into two types: pressure difference type [6] and reso-
nance type [7]. Compared to the pressure difference type, the resonance type sensor can
directly measure the movement of the sound wave and has advantages such as reliable
performance, high sensitivity, and good low-frequency directivity. A better vibration design
scheme is to install a sensor along the orthogonal coordinate axis inside a rigid shell to
pick up the vibration signal of the water particle. The accelerometer is suitable for a vector
hydrophone, because its output characteristic is dipole, and it is possible to measure low
frequencies. It requires that the vibration pickup should have a small enough mass to
approach neutral buoyancy and resonate with the water medium to pick up underwater
vibration signals. In 2023, Mireles, J. et al. [8] developed a MOEMS accelerometer using
SOI technology, which contains a mass structure and handle layers coupled with four de-
signed springs built. The sensor exhibited a resonant frequency of 1274 Hz under running
conditions up to 7 g. However, the sensitivity of the low-frequency response is lower, as
the sensitivity is reduced by 6 dB for each doubling of the frequency. Therefore, a reso-
nance type vector hydrophone requires a lightweight, compact, and highly sensitive micro
accelerometer as the vibration pickup unit [9]. The MEMS accelerometer is smaller than a
traditional accelerometer, reducing the impact of the original acoustic field when used in
the manufacture of hydrophones, and making the detection more accurate. Meanwhile, it
has lighter weight, lower manufacturing cost, and easier-to-achieve low-frequency target
detection [10].

Currently, there are three types of MEMS accelerometers: piezoresistive [11], ca-
pacitive [12], and piezoelectric [13]. The piezoresistive MEMS accelerometer is an early
developed type of miniaturized accelerometer. It consists of a cantilever beam with a
piezoresistive material and an inertial mass unit, which possesses the advantages of simple
structure and relatively easy fabrication. However, the large temperature coefficient of the
piezoresistive material results in the sensitivity of the acceleration detection performance
to temperature and the poor anti-interference ability. Additionally, it has low sensitivity,
significant hysteresis effects, and a high-power dependence, making it difficult to apply
to underwater scenarios with high requirements for sensitivity and accuracy [14]. The
capacitive MEMS accelerometer uses variable capacitors as sensing components and has the
advantages of high sensitivity, simple structure, low noise, and low temperature sensitivity,
whereas it is susceptible to parasitic capacitance interference and requires complex detec-
tion circuits. Additionally, the non-linear effect of the capacitive accelerometer structure
is significant at large displacement, limiting its linear dynamic testing range [15]. Unlike
piezoresistive and capacitive sensors, the piezoelectric MEMS accelerometer is a passive
device that requires no external power supply. It exhibits excellent piezoelectric coupling,
high quality factor, wider linear amplitude range, and lower power consumption, making it
widely used in marine resource exploration and inertial sensing systems [16]. Piezoelectric
MEMS accelerometers commonly use lead zirconate titanate (PZT), zinc oxide (ZnO), and
aluminum nitride (AlN) as thin film materials for electromechanical conversion. As three
kinds of typical piezoelectric materials, the piezoelectric coefficients d31 of AlN and ZnO
thin film is 3.4~6.4 pC/N and 5.9~12.4 pC/N, respectively [17]. However, the piezoelectric
coefficients d31 of PZT thin film with high energy density and output voltage is up to
60~223 pC/N [18], tens of times higher than the value of AlN and ZnO. PZT has gained
significant interest due to its high dielectric constant, low cost of fabrication, good piezo-
electric properties, and convenience to be incorporated into MEMS accelerometers. Several
studies have been carried out on piezoelectric MEMS accelerometers. Between 2006 and
2010, Hinichsen et al. [19–21] developed a series of PZT piezoelectric accelerometers based
on beam structure and the inertial mass unit. Firstly, they fabricated and characterized a mi-
cromachined accelerometer with four beams and four inertial unit structures. Subsequently,
they presented a theoretical model of a PZT MEMS accelerometer based on four-cantilever
beams and single inertial unit. In 2019, Xu et al. [22] fabricated a PZT four-cantilever beams
accelerometer with interdigital electrodes structure. The results indicated that a higher
voltage output can be achieved with a smaller filling and electrode interspace. Recently,
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in 2021, Lee et al. [23] proposed and fabricated a piezoelectric MEMS accelerometer on
Si substrates using photolithography and sol-gel PNZT. The accelerometer exhibited a
sensitivity of 16.8 mV/g at 200 Hz. According to the above research, the four-cantilever
beam structure has advantages, such as high sensitivity, wide frequency range, improved
linearity, low power consumption, and easy fabrication, making it a popular choice for
piezoelectric accelerometers used in various applications [8].

Research has focused on the theoretical analysis and functional verification of piezo-
electric MEMS accelerometers in vector hydrophones to improve their design and perfor-
mance. In 2017, Kim et al. [24] developed a PMN-PT crystal vibrator for vector hydrophones
to measure the magnitude and direction of acoustic signals. The voltage response equa-
tion of the PMN-PT crystal vibrator was derived to guide the design of shear moding
accelerometers in vector hydrophones. However, the accelerometer was not packaged as
a hydrophone for testing and verification. In 2018, Seonghun et al. [25] proposed a shear-
type accelerometer for a vector hydrophone, which was applied to a towed array sonar
system. The minimum receiving voltage sensitivity (RVS) of the hydrophone demonstrated
a remarkable capability of up to −201.4 dB at the operating frequency range, achieving
the highest RVS over the frequency range. It should be noted that a single hydrophone
can only test directivity in one direction. In 2020, Cho et al. [26] developed a PIN-PMN-PT
piezoelectric accelerometer for vector hydrophone. Results showed the sensitivity of the
accelerometer and hydrophone to be −199 dB and −196 dB, respectively. The sensor
produced the expected cardioid directivity pattern across the operating frequency range.
Although the basic functionality of the proposed vector sensor was confirmed, further
research should be conducted to enhance its sensitivity. In 2022, Roh et al. [27] designed and
optimized a shear-type accelerometer to improve the performance of vector hydrophones.
The RVS of the hydrophone is −204.9 dB. Coupled with an omnidirectional hydrophone,
the dipole response can generate a cardioid directivity pattern that detects both the mag-
nitude and direction of external sound sources. Although significant studies have been
made in the design and development of vector hydrophones, there are still challenges that
need to be addressed. For instance, more accelerometer research is required to increase
the sensitivity of vector hydrophones, particularly at a low-frequency range. In addition,
the translation of theoretical designs into viable sensors is still a hurdle that needs to be
overcome.

Therefore, based on a cross-beam integrated inertial mass unit structure, this paper
developed a piezoelectric MEMS accelerometer (PMA) for vector hydrophones. Firstly,
the impact of the geometric dimensions of the cantilever beam on resonance frequency
and stress distribution was numerically analyzed, and its parameters were optimized.
In addition, the overall structure of the piezoelectric microstructure was designed, and
the manufacturing process of the device was proposed. PZT piezoelectric films were
prepared using sol-gel technology as the sensitive unit, and MEMS technology was used
to manufacture the acceleration microdevice. The MEMS accelerometer was packaged
on a vibration test platform in order to investigate and analyze the performance of the
PMA within a range of input acceleration and frequency. Finally, the accelerometer was
encapsulated as a piezoelectric vector hydrophone (PVH) to investigate the sensitivity
and directivity in a calibration system. The PVH with PMA has high sensitivity and good
directivity.

2. Theoretical

Piezoelectric materials play an important role in the sensor dynamic response. Under
different external forces, piezoelectric materials exhibit different types of electromechanical
conversion modes, as shown in Figure 1. Most piezoelectric materials used in energy
conversion sensors have a clear polar axis, and the different direction between external
forces and the polar axis affects the material performance [28]. According to the working
mode, the piezoelectric system mainly includes d31 working mode and d33 working mode.
In the d31 mode, the external forces applied to the piezoelectric material are perpendicular
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to the electric field polarization direction. In other words, direction 1 is the direction
of generating the coupled electric field, and direction 3 is the direction of applying the
force, forming a sandwich structure with top and bottom electrodes. In the d33 mode,
the piezoelectric material is subjected to force, and the polarized electric field is along
the direction 3, forming a plane–bimorph structure. In the d31 and d33 working modes,
the charge in the piezoelectric layer is induced to be perpendicular and parallel to the
strain direction, respectively. The open-circuit voltage Voc and transferred charge Qoc of the
piezoelectric layer can be expressed as follows [29,30]:{

Voc =
σ3id3i t

εrε0
Qoc = −σ3id3i A3i

(1)

where σ3i (i = 1, 3) represents stress; t represents the piezoelectric layer thickness; d3i (i = 1,
3) represents the piezoelectric coefficient; εr and ε0 represent the relative dielectric constant
and vacuum permittivity, respectively; and A3i (i = 1, 3) represents the effective area of the
electrodes.

Figure 1. Electromechanical conversion mode of piezoelectric material: (a) longitudinal mode d31

and (b) transverse mode d33.

In Equation (1), Voc is proportional to σ3i, d3i, and t, and Qoc is proportional to σ3i.
Obviously, the piezoelectric material performance depends on the type of working mode.
Normally, the piezoelectric film is usually very thin to reduce the geometric dimensions
of the sensor structure. The thickness of the piezoelectric film in d31 is shorter than d33.
The d31 working mode has the advantage of higher voltage output, while d33 has a larger
current output. Meanwhile, the d31 PZT film will produce larger mechanical strain during
vibration.

Due to the strain generated inside the cantilever beam, which is a relatively simple
structure during vibration, the piezoelectric cantilever beam is the key structure for collect-
ing mechanical energy from vibration. According to the piezoelectric working mode and
mechanical vibration, an external force can drive the cantilever beam to vibrate. Vibration
causes polarization changes in the piezoelectric film on the cantilever beam, resulting in
voltage signals on the surface of the thin film. The compressive stress on the upper surface
and the tensile stress on the lower surface generate an electric charge of opposite polarity
on both surfaces of the film, causing opposite deformation of the two parts of a single
cantilever beam. The stress difference on the two surfaces of the cantilever beam leads
to the distribution of charges between the two surfaces, as shown in Figure 2. In this
structure, there are two piezoelectric units connected in series, one lower electrode and two
disconnected upper electrodes [31].
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Figure 2. The electrical charges generated on the single cantilever beam.

3. Design and Simulation

3.1. Design of the Sensor Microstructure

According to the above theory, we designed a MEMS accelerometer with four can-
tilever beams and a central inertial unit based on Au/PZT/Pt/Si, as shown in Figure 3a.
The vibration energy is converted into electricity by the d31 PZT film. When the central
inertial unit is subjected to vibration, the cantilever beam experiences stress in the opposite
direction, generating an electrical signal with opposite phase. This multichannel output im-
proves the stability of the signal from the device. The upper and lower electrodes are made
of low-resistivity Au and Pt, respectively. Due to the constraints of the four-beam structure,
when the transverse swing of the mass unit is ignored, acceleration triggers the vibration
of the inertial mass unit. This vibration drives the cantilever beam to swing, resulting in
the generation of strain in the PZT film integrated on the suspended beam, which then
produces an electrical signal output reflecting the value of the acceleration. Similar to other
forms of accelerators, mechanical properties are determined by the structural parameters
of the beam. To establish a Cartesian coordinate system (o-x-y-z), shown in Figure 3b, the
length, width, and thickness of the beam are denoted by l, w, and t, respectively. The central
coordinate of the inertial unit is located at x = l. In the theoretical model, the bending of
the beam mass unit and inertial mass unit is ignored, and the effect of mass unit motion
without rotation is guaranteed. Without considering the gravitational acceleration, the
mass unit m will move downward or upward under an external acceleration az in the z-axis
direction. The four cantilever beams undergo the same deformation due to the symmetry of
the microstructure. In accordance with small deflection theory, the torque balance equation
on the beam is expressed as [32]:

Figure 3. Microstructure model: (a) the microstructure with four cantilever beams and an inertial
mass unit, (b) coordinates and parameters of a single cantilever beam.
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EIxω′′ (x) = F(lx − x)− M0 (2)

where x represents the distance from the constraint end to any point on the beam. E is
Young’s modulus of Si, Ix is the moment of inertia along the x-axis, ω(x) is the displacement
of lx along the z-axis, F is the reaction force, and M0 is restriction moment.

Ix = wt3/12 (3)

The concentrated force F on the cantilever beam can be determined as:

F = maZ/4 (4)

where m represents the mass of the inertia unit.

ω(x) =
∫ lx∫

0

(
3maZ

EI
dx
)

dx + Ax + B (5)

A and B are constants. The boundary condition is expressed as:

ω(0) = ω′(0) = 0 (6)

From Equations (3), (5), and (6), the displacement of lx along the z-axis direction is
expressed as:

ω(x) =
12maZ

4Ewt3

(
1
2

lxx2 − 1
6

x3
)

(7)

When x = lx, the displacement can be expressed as:

ω(lx) =
maZlx

3

Ewt3 (8)

In the x-axis direction, the maximum stress of the cantilever beam can be expressed as:

σmax =
Fd
Ix

=
3lx

2wt2 maZ (9)

where d = h/2 is the distance between the neutral plane of the cantilever beam and the
piezoelectric layer. According to Hooke’s law, the displacement of the inertial unit is equal
to the displacement of the cantilever. The elastic constant can be expressed as:(

k
m

)2
=

maZ
ω(x)

=

lx∫
0

EI[ω′′ (x)]2dx/
1
2

m[ω(lx)]
2 (10)

k
m

=
√

2Ewt3/4ml3
x (11)

where k represents the elastic coefficient of the cantilever beam. The resonance frequency
of the cantilever beam can be expressed as:

f =
1

2π

√
k
m

=
1

2π

√
Ewh3/4ml3

x (12)

Positive and negative charges appear on the top and bottom surfaces of the PZT film,
and the charge quantity q is expressed as:

q = d31σmax (13)

where the d31 is the piezoelectric coefficient of normal stress, σmax is the normal stress.
In light of the definition, the capacitance C between the top and bottom electrode can be
obtained as follows:

C = q/V (14)
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By substituting Equations (9) and (13) into Equation (14), the output voltage V is
expressed as:

V = d31
3lx

2wt2C
maZ (15)

Combined with Equations (14) and (15), the sensitivity S of the PZT element can be
expressed as:

S =
ΔV
Δa

= d31
3lxm

2wt2C
(16)

According to the above analysis, to improve the output voltage sensitivity, it is rec-
ommended to increase the inertial unit mass and beam length, while decreasing the beam
thickness and width. During the size determination of the MEMS accelerometer, factors
include the microdevice sensitivity and microstructure working frequency bandwidth.
Microdevice sensitivity is proportional to the cantilever beam stress, with higher stress
leading to greater sensitivity and vice versa. Broaden the microstructure working frequency
bandwidth by increasing the natural frequency of the sensitive microdevice, but fixed
structure size means the sensitivity and frequency are contradictory. PVH performance
bandwidth is mainly determined by the natural frequency of the sensing structure, and
increased natural frequency leads to the wider bandwidth of PVH. Hence, it is necessary to
conduct further static stress to determine the sensor dimensions.

3.2. Simulation

To consider the performance of the microstructure before fabrication, Finite Element
Analysis was performed using COMSOL Multiphysics 6.1 software, as shown in Figure 4.
In the design of beam and inertial mass unit structure, not only the material settings,
but also the physical settings of the Multiphysics simulation interface of the piezoelectric
components are used; the simulation parameters of the principal material are listed in
Table 1.

Figure 4. Microstructural model in COMSOL Multiphysics.

Design variables are the length of cantilever beams, widths of cantilever beams,
thicknesses of cantilever beams, and the side length of the inertial mass unit. Under
the action of the external force Fz, the relationship of the microstructure dimensions, the
resonant frequency, and the stress is shown in Figure 5. Figure 5a shows the force analysis
and deflection diagram of the microstructure. By varying the microstructure dimensions,
which include the length, width, thickness of the cantilever beams, and the side length of
the inertial mass unit, the resonant frequency and the maximum stress can be changed.
Moreover, the effect of microstructure dimensions is being analyzed using COMSOL
Multiphysics 6.1 through parametric scanning methods. Considering the restrictions of
the manufacturing process and the sensor microstructure parameters, Table 2 shows the
parameter setting for the scanning analysis. The other components are set as free moving
parts, while the base is set as a fixed constraint. Figure 5b,c show that the increase of the
width and thickness of the cantilever beam will increase the resonant frequency. On the
contrary, the increase of the length of the cantilever beam or the inertial mass unit will keep
the resonant frequency decreasing continuously. Using a parametric scanning simulation
with the above parameters, the resonant frequency of approximately 4 kHz can be obtained.
For an input acceleration of 1 g and a frequency of 1 kHz, the effects of the dimensions
on the maximum stresses are shown in Figure 5d,e. The maximum stress decreases as the
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width and thickness of the cantilever beam increase, and increases as the inertial mass
unit or side length of the beam increases. Although the maximum stress fluctuates, the
overall trends of performance changes are consistent and well below the fatigue strength of
the silicon substrate. From the analysis of the natural frequency and maximum stress, the
microstructure dimensions can be determined as shown in Table 3.

Table 1. Simulation parameters of principal material.

Material Parameters Value

Si

Density 2330 kg·m−3

Young’s modulus 190 Gpa
Poisson’s ratio 0.26

Dielectric constant 11.9

PZT

Density 7500 kg·m−3

Young’s modulus 75 Gpa
Poisson’s ratio 0.32

Effective Coupling Co-efficient 35 k2%
Curie temperature 365 ◦C

Elastic modulus 5 × 1010 N/m2

Tensile modulus 2 × 107 N/m2

Dielectric constant 1300
Piezoelectric charge constant d31 −270 pC/N

Mechanical quality factor 32

Figure 5. The effects of microstructural parameters on the resonant frequency and maximum stress:
(a) the force analysis and deflection diagram of the microstructure, (b) relationship of the resonant
frequency on the width and thickness of the beam, (c) relationship of the resonant frequency on the
beam length and the inertial mass unit, (d) relationship of the maximum stress on the width and
thickness of the beam, (e) relationship of the maximum stress on the beam length and the inertial
mass unit.
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Table 2. Parameters of the scanning.

Parameters Range Steps

Length of cantilever beams 700~1800 100 μm
Width of cantilever beams 100~150 5 μm

Thicknesses of cantilever beams 10~50 5 μm
Side length of inertial mass unit 600~1100 50 μm

Table 3. Dimension parameters of microstructure (Unit: μm).

Parameters for Scanning Numerical Value

Length of single beams 1100 μm
Width of beams 120 μm

Thicknesses of beams 25 μm
Side length of the inertial unit 700 μm

Thicknesses of PZT 1 μm
Microstructure size 5000 μm × 5000 μm

When the geometric dimensions are obtained, the stress distribution and modal
analyses can be performed in Figure 6. The acceleration of 1 g was loaded along the
z-axis direction to the inertial mass unit; the stress distribution and deformation of the
microstructure are showed in Figure 6a. It can be seen that the region of stress concentration
is mainly distributed at both ends of the cantilever beam. Moreover, the stress near the
support frame areas is more concentrated, which is in line with the expected design.
Therefore, the piezoelectric unit should be arranged in the stress concentration area as
much as possible to produce a larger output voltage. Figure 6b–d show that the 1st-, 2nd-,
and 3rd-order resonance frequencies are 2298 Hz, 12,198 Hz, and 12,199 Hz, respectively.
Whereas the 1st resonance mode exhibits vertical displacement, the 2nd and 3rd resonance
modes exhibit torsional displacement in different directions. The working frequency of the
accelerometer should be lower than the 1st-order resonance frequency to ensure stability of
performance.

Figure 6. Modal analysis using COMSOL Multiphysics: (a) the deformation and stress distribution
of the microstructure, (b) the 1st-ordered resonance, (c) the 2nd-ordered resonance, and (d) the
3rd-ordered resonance.
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4. Fabrication and Testing

4.1. Fabrication of the MEMS Acceleration Microstructure

The acceleration microstructure was fabricated in a clean laboratory. The main pro-
cesses include thermal oxidation, sputtering, sol-gel, photolithography, ion beam etching
(IBE), and reactive ion etching (RIE). The fabrication scheme of the MEMS piezoelectric
microstructure is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Fabrication scheme of the MEMS piezoelectric microstructure: (a) SiO2 grown by thermal
oxidation. (b) Pt/Ti sputtered onto the SiO2/Si substrate. (c) PZT grown by sol-gel combined with
the annealing process. (d,e) PZT, Pt/Ti, and SiO2 pattern produced by photolithography and IBE.
(f) Au/Ti was sputtered, followed by a peel-off process. (g,h) Cantilever beams and mass fabrication
using lithography and etching by the RIE process.

I. Thermal oxidation was used to grow 330 nm SiO2 on the silicon wafer surface as a
transition layer (Figure 7a).

II. Pt/Ti was sputtered onto the SiO2/Si substrate as the bottom electrode (Figure 7b).
III. A 1 μm thick PZT (PbZr0.53Ti0.47O3) piezoelectric film was grown on the Pt/Ti/SiO2/

Si (100) substrate using sol-gel combined with the annealing process as the functional layer.
The annealing process is completed in a tubular annealing furnace in an ultra-clean room.
The annealing process is divided into three sections: the first section (low-temperature
section) is 450 ◦C for 10 min; the second section (high-temperature section) is 650 ◦C
for 10 min; and in the third section, 10% excess lead (Pb) is added at 700 ◦C for 30 min
(supplement Pb lost in the annealing process). After annealing, a layer of PZT film with
preferential crystallization growth is obtained, and more than 10 steps are conducted
continuously to form 10 layers of PZT film (Figure 7c).

IV. The IBE process was used to sequentially etch PZT, Pt/Ti, and SiO2 to pattern the
PZT piezoelectric unit, Pt/Ti bottom electrode, and SiO2 layer (Figure 7d,e).

V. Au/Ti was sputtered, followed by a peel-off process to complete the preparation of
the top metal electrode on the PZT surface (Figure 7f).

VI. The RIE process was used to etch the front and back of the silicon to determine the
thickness of the cantilever and release the four cantilevers (Figure 7g).

The acceleration microstructure manufactured through the above process is shown in
Figure 7h. In the fabrication process of the microstructure, mature UV photolithography
and dry etching techniques were used to ensure the accuracy of the structural dimensions of
the cantilevers and the inertial mass unit as much as possible, which improved the stability
of the sensor fabrication process and the yield of the device, laying a device foundation for
the integration of hydrophones and the improvement of the sensor performance.

After the fabrication of PMA, scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM, SUPPA-55,
Germany, SE2, 14.8 nm, 10 kV, 26.79 KX) was used to obtain the accelerometer morphology
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in an ultra-clean room and room temperature, as shown in Figure 8. The microstructure has
a clear and smooth boundary, and the surface is clean without stains. The cantilever beam
has a width of 110.82 μm, which is consistent with the design dimensions. In addition, the
small modulus of the cantilever beam is beneficial for the cantilever beam to bend under
external vibration or impact force, thereby generating charges on different surfaces. The
MEMS sensors ensure their long-term stability due to their sturdy mechanical structure.
The microstructure is encapsulated on the tube shell at room temperature, and then pasted
onto a printed circuit board (PCB) to form a device/tube shell/PCB packaging structure.
The upper and lower electrodes are wire bonded separately to complete the packaging of
the sensor. As shown in Figure 8a, the boundaries of the four cantilever beams are clear,
and the structure is symmetrical. The metal electrode pattern is intact, and the inertial mass
unit is in a suspended state, effectively avoiding interference between the mass unit and the
bottom surface of the sensor during vibration. As can be seen from Figure 8b, the PZT film
deposited on the cantilever beam has a thickness of about 1 μm, and the interface between
each layer of the material is clearly defined. The PZT film is well bonded and adhered to
the Pt/Ti/SiO2/Si substrate, resulting in a good and clear interface between the PZT film
and the substrate. In addition, the cantilever beam has a small modulus, which helps the
beam to bend under external vibrations or impacts, thereby generating charges on different
surfaces. PMA ensures long-term stability due to its sturdy mechanical structure.

Figure 8. Morphological characterization of the PMA: (a) photos of the packaging equipment,
indicating the electrodes on the base and cantilever beam, respectively, and (b) SEM images of
cantilever beam cross-section, representing different thicknesses of PZT, Pt/Ti, SiO2, and silicon wafer
layers, respectively.

4.2. Performance of the MEMS Accelerometer

The vibration measurement system of the PMA is shown in Figure 9. The measuring
platform is shown in Figure 9a. The vibration calibration system developed by B&K
company is used to provide vibration interference of different frequencies for PMA. A
function generator (Agilent 33522 A, Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) generates
a sine wave signal, which is amplified by a power 136 amplifier, and finally fed into the
vibration exciter to generate the vibrations in the required directions [33]. The flow chart
of measurement system is shown in Figure 9b. Both the packaged PMA and the standard
accelerometer are fixed on the vibration platform to ensure that the maximum output
direction is perpendicular to the platform surface. The test system generates a sine wave
signal through the signal generator, which is enhanced by the power amplifier. The
amplified signal drives the shaker to vibrate regularly, and the vibration frequency is
consistent with the sine signal. After passing through the charge amplifier, the output
voltage of the PMA is input to an oscilloscope to display the output voltage. Additionally,
the power amplifier is set so that the vibration platform produces a certain amount of
acceleration, as measured by the standard accelerometer. The fixed acceleration can be
applied to the PMA to observe its output signal.
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Figure 9. The vibration measurement system of the PMA: (a) vibration measuring platform, (b) flow
chart of measurement system.

The resonance frequency of the PMA is shown in Figure 10. The output of the PMA
increases with increasing frequency and reaches its maximum value at about 2300 Hz,
indicating that this frequency is the resonant point of the PMA. After passing through
the resonant point, the output voltage drops sharply. Nevertheless, there is still a certain
difference between the measured and designed target frequency of about 3000 Hz. This
difference may be attributed to the MEMS fabrication process, where there is a certain
difference between the actual geometric dimensions and the designed ones of the can-
tilever beams and the central inertial unit. It is impossible to achieve a rigid installation
between the sensor and vibration platform. In addition, the damping coefficient around
the encapsulated acceleration sensor in air may also cause the frequency difference men-
tioned above [34]. In any case, the resonant frequency results prove the effectiveness of our
designed accelerometer.

Figure 10. Resonant frequency curve of PMA.

A single cantilever beam was analyzed to study the noise impact of PMA that was
measured on a vibration testing system. The accelerometer was installed on the excitation
platform to test the sensor frequency response under load. On the other hand, the sensor
was tested without being installed on the excitation table to measure its frequency response
under no load. Under a 1000 Hz vibration frequency input, the results of the noise signal
and output electrical signal comparison test are shown in Figure 11. The blue curve is for
the no-load condition, and the peak-to-peak voltage value of the testing system is about
86 μV. The red curve is for the load condition, and the peak-to-peak voltage value of the
piezoelectric element is about 183.4 mV, which is much larger than the output voltage
value under no load, differing by about three orders of magnitude. The PMA is a passive
piezoelectric sensor, and noise mainly comes from the testing system. The noise is relatively
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small compared to the output signal, so it can be ignored. The noise has little impact on the
output signal of the piezoelectric element, demonstrating good anti-interference ability and
reducing the influence of the noise gradient in the environment on the sensor detection
performance.

Figure 11. No-load and load output voltage curve.

In addition, the influence of different accelerations and frequencies on the acceleration
performance is discussed. The voltage curve of the PMA is shown in Figure 12. By adjusting
the power amplitude, the vibration platform was increased from 1 g to 5 g in steps of 1 g,
and excited by a sine wave signal with input frequency at 100 Hz and 1000 Hz. Figure 12a,b
are shown as output voltage curves of the PMA at 100 Hz and 1000 Hz, respectively. The
results show that as the acceleration increases, the output signal is increased proportionally.
The perfect response indicates the high-performance sensitivity of the PMA, which is able
to meet the demand of hydrophones.

Figure 12. Output voltage curves of the PMA under different accelerations from 1 g to 5 g at (a) 100 Hz
and (b) 1000 Hz.

Finally, sensitivity testing was performed on the accelerometer. The vibration platform
was set to start from 0 g and gradually increase to 5 g in steps. Each acceleration value
was loaded with a negative acceleration measurement for 2 min in the same way, i.e.,
applying −5~5 g acceleration to the sensor under testing. The output voltage results at each
acceleration were exported from the data interface of the digital oscilloscope. Then, the data
were linearly fitted using the least squares method, and Figure 13 shows the output curve
of the test, which shows the relationship between the output voltage and PMA values. The
relationship between the output voltage of a single cantilever beam and the acceleration
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value is plotted at an excitation frequency of 600 Hz. The results showed that the input
acceleration and output voltage of the PMA had a linear relationship, and the function
expression was V = ka + Vo = 8.412a − 0.212 (where k is the slope of the line, and Vo is
the voltage intercept). The linear correlation coefficient R2 of the sensor’s single cantilever
beam was 0.9997, approaching 1. Therefore, the sensor has good acceleration response
linearity and passive stability. The slope is equal to its prime sensitivity, which measures
the output voltage per unit of gravitational force applied. In this case, the slope is found
to be 8.412 mV/g for a single beam. Hence, since all four beams on the accelerometer are
coupled in parallel, the sensitivity of the entire sensor is 33.65 mV/g.

Figure 13. Output voltage sensitivity of the PMA at 600 Hz, ranging from −5 g to 5 g.

4.3. Performance of the MEMS Hydrophone

To investigate the performance of the PVH for vector hydrophone, which was encap-
sulated inside the polyurethane waterproof cap of the vector hydrophone [35], the standard
wave tube calibration system was used to measure the sensitivity and directionality of the
vector hydrophone [36], as shown in Figure 14. The standing wave tube measurement
site is shown in Figure 14a. The PVH and a standard hydrophone were placed in a free
sound field simultaneously. The output signals of the two sensors were compared with the
standard hydrophone used as a reference to obtain the received sensitivity of the PVH. The
sensitivity of the PVH was calibrated to the standard hydrophone (where sensitivity of the
standard hydrophone is −180 dB (0 dB = 1 V/μPa)). The schematic diagram of the testing
system is shown in Figure 14b. The PVH was installed on a mechanical rotating device,
which had four orthogonal fixed ends for securing it. A sine wave with a peak-to-peak
voltage of 1 V and 20 dB amplification was generated as the signal source, and the frequency
range was swept from 1/3 octave to 2 kHz, with a sampling frequency of 20~2000 Hz.
The elevation control console was adjusted to place the standard hydrophone and the
uncalibrated hydrophone at distances d0 and d from the water surface, respectively. The
open-circuit out voltage e0 of the standard hydrophone was measured to obtain its sound
pressure p0. Similarly, the open-circuit output voltage ex of the uncalibrated hydrophone
was measured, and the sensitivity of PVH at each frequency point was calculated based on
the sound pressure information obtained at the location of the standard hydrophone and
the two sets of measured values. According to the above analysis of the testing process, the
values need to be recorded in the sensitivity calibration include: the open-circuit output
voltage of PVH (ex), the open-circuit output voltage of the standard hydrophone (e0), and
the calibration value of the standard hydrophone sensitivity in the free field (M0). Accord-
ing to the definition of the hydrophone voltage sensitivity in the free field, M0 is expressed
as [4]:
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Figure 14. Measuring calibration system of the PVH: (a) test calibration system, (b) schematic diagram
of hydrophone calibration device.

M0 = e0/p0 (17)

The sensitivity of PVH is expressed as:

Mx = ex/px (18)

where p0 and px are the sound pressures at the acoustic centers of the standard hydrophone
and PVH, respectively, before placing them in the sound field. d and d0 are the depths of
the centers of the PVH and the standard hydrophone mounted on the mechanical rotation
device in the water, respectively. The sound pressure at any point in the standing wave
barrel satisfies the relationship p ∝ sin kd. In the testing process of this paper, the PVH
and standard hydrophone are placed on the same horizontal plane (d = d0). Therefore, the
sensitivity of the PVH is given by:

Mx = 20lg(
ex

e0

sin kd
cos kd0

) + M0 (19)

According to Equation (19), the sensitivity of the PVH can be obtained, and the
sensitivity curve can be plotted based on the data. Figure 15a shows the x-axis and y-axis
frequency response curve of the PVH. It can be seen that the PVH has good low-frequency
characteristics, with a sensitivity of −178.99 dB@1000 Hz (0 dB = 1 V/μPa) and a frequency
bandwidth of 20~1100 Hz, 11 dB higher than the bionic cilia MEMS vector hydrophone
(CVH) at the same frequency [7], suitable for quiet underwater applications.

Figure 15. Measuring calibration system and performance of the PVH: (a) comparison chart of
hydrophone sensitivity curve and (b) the “8” character directivity diagram at 800 Hz.

Theoretically, the various channels of a vector hydrophone should have cosine di-
rectivity independent of frequency. The PVH is suspended in a rotating frame within a
standing wave tube, with the coordinate axis of the channel to be tested parallel to the
axis of the standing wave tube and pointing towards the transmitting transducer (as is
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shown in Figure 14a). While keeping the output power and frequency of the transmitting
transducer stable, the PVH was rotated around a circle using the rotation device, and the
output voltage values corresponding to different angles were recorded. Finally, the results
are normalized and expressed in logarithmic form to obtain the directivity curve of the PVH
at this frequency. The rotational speed of the rotary device is 120◦/min, and the recording
interval of the recorder is 0.2 s, which means that the angle interval for the directivity test is
0.4◦. As can be seen from Figure 15b, the results show that the PVH has a good and smooth
“8”-shape cosine directivity at 800 Hz. The depths of the sensitivity notch for the X and Y
channels are 32.46 dB and 32.08 dB, respectively. The depth of the sensitivity notch for each
channel is greater than 32 dB, which meets the application requirements.

5. Conclusions

In this study, a piezoelectric MEMS accelerometer was designed and fabricated for
vector hydrophones with four-cantilever beam integrated inertial mass unit structure man-
ufactured using MEMS technology. The cantilever beam of PMA is comprised of Si, SiO2,
Pt/Ti, PZT, and Au, arranged from bottom to top. The high dielectric constant PZT film was
employed to measure the transverse sensitivity of the d31 working mode. The accelerometer
was tested on a vibration platform. The results indicate that the resonant frequency of the
PMA is 2300 Hz, with high anti-interference ability, good response linearity, and passive
stability. The accelerometer exhibits a perfect response to the input signals, indicating high
sensitivity of 33.65 mV/g at 600 Hz. Additionally, the PMA was encapsulated inside the
polyurethane waterproof cap of the vector hydrophone. The PVH was tested in a standing
wave barrel, revealing excellent low-frequency characteristics, with a receiving sensitivity
of −178.99 dB@1000 Hz (0 dB = 1 V/μPa), which is 11 dB higher than the bionic cilia MEMS
vector hydrophone (CVH). All channels of PVH exhibited good “8” shape directivity. The
fabricated piezoelectric MEMS accelerometer has excellent performance and manufac-
turing feasibility, indicating its potential for widespread use in various fields requiring
high-sensitivity acceleration measurement and underwater target detection applications.
The future work will focus on investigating the PVH performance in low-temperature deep
sea environments.
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Abstract: The problem that the fuze overload signal sticks and is not easily identified by the counting
layer during the high-speed intrusion of the projectile is an important factor affecting the explosion
of the projectile in the specified layer. A three-pole plate dual-capacitance acceleration sensor based
on the capacitive sensor principle is constructed in this paper. The modal simulation of the sensor
structure is carried out using COMSOL 6.1 simulation software, the structural parameters of the sensor
are derived from the mechanical properties of the model, and finally the physical sensor is processed
and fabricated using the derived structural parameters. The mechanical impact characteristics of
the model under different overloads were investigated using ANSYS/LS-DYNA, and the numerical
simulation of the projectile intrusion into the three-layer concrete slab was carried out using LS-
DYNA. Under different overload conditions, the sensor was tested using the Machette’s hammer
test and the output signal of the sensor was obtained. The output signal was analyzed. Finally, a
sensor with self-powered output, high output voltage amplitude, and low spurious interference was
obtained. The results show that the ceramic capacitive sensor has a reasonable structure, can reliably
receive vibration signals, and has certain engineering applications in the intrusion meter layer.

Keywords: PZT; layer counting identification; capacitive acceleration sensor; MEMS; LS-DYNA

1. Introduction

In modern war, in order to prevent important targets from being destroyed by the en-
emy, targets of strategic significance (underground command center, missile silo, weapons
depot, underground communication hub, etc.) are often hidden underground with ex-
tremely strong fortifications [1]. For example, the Japanese Central Command Post, which
was completed and put into use in 1984, has two floors above ground and three under-
ground, with a total depth of more than 30 m [2]. The Command and Operation Center of
the French Staff Headquarters is a two-story and half-story building composed of steel bars
and high-strength concrete, with the lowest ground level at −10 m [3]. The underground
command center of the Iraqi Presidential Palace is 18 m above the ground, and its main
structure is made of special high-strength and heat-resistant concrete with a thickness of
up to two meters [4]. Therefore, how to effectively attack this kind of target has become the
focus for various countries and military departments [5]. Various research institutions are
constant committed to finding more effective means and methods of damage [6]. Based
on this goal, penetration ammunition was born. Penetration ammunition mainly relies
on the kinetic energy of the warhead to invade the inside of the target; after penetrat-
ing the target, the intelligent fuze to controls the location of the projectile blast point to
achieve the maximum damage effect [7]. Penetration munitions can be used in various
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weapon systems [8], including air force weapons such as aerial bombs and air-to-ground
missiles, lethal weapons such as strategic guided missiles and ground-to-ground missiles,
and naval weapons such as ship-borne cruise missiles, ship-to-ground missiles, and so
on [9]. In general, penetration munitions are aimed at high-value, hardened targets and
are therefore mostly used in a variety of precision strike weapons [10]. According to the
types of targets, penetration munitions can be used to target important ground targets such
as airport runways, bridges, ground command centers, and communication hubs. They
can also effectively strike various underground command centers, missile silos, weapons
depots, and underground communication hubs [11]. They can also strike a variety of
maritime targets, including the precision killing of aircraft carrier fleets, frigates, and reef
military bunkers [12].

Due to the in-depth research on high-speed and ultrahigh-speed intrusion munitions
technology at home and abroad, the multi-layer target intrusion layer counting problem
of high-speed large aspect ratio projectiles has become a hot topic of research in the field
of intrusion at home and abroad [13]. The MEMS island-beam acceleration sensor has
the technical advantage of a high range [14], and its layer counting sensing technology
is usually applied to the multi-layer target layer counting of high-speed and large aspect
ratio projectiles (initial velocity of intrusion greater than 600 m/s). However, the following
problems still exist:

When the aspect ratio of the projectile increases and the projectile velocity is greater
than 800 m/s, the stress wave propagates back and forth in the projectile body during the
penetration process, resulting in concussive acceleration [15]. The peak value of the high-
frequency concussive signal will increase rapidly and the overload envelope of multi-layer
target penetration will be completely submerged, resulting in the mutual adhesion of over-
load signals from layer to layer, which cannot effectively identify the penetration layer [16].

The problem of signal adhesion is difficult to solve at the root. The maximum de-
structive effect of an intrusive munition must be achieved by intelligent fuze control and
detonation at the right location [17]. A fuze is a special single-use product defined as
a control system that can use information about the target, environment, platform, and
network to detonate or ignite the combatant charge according to a predetermined strategy.
It can select the point of detonation and give instructions for range or extended engine
ignition, and information about the destructive effect [18]. There are four commonly used
fuze initiation methods for intrusion munitions: timed initiation, layer/cavity initiation,
stroke initiation, and media recognition initiation [19]. Among the four initiation methods,
the layer/cavity counting initiation is the most widely studied and the most intensively
researched initiation method. The principle of layer/cavity counting identification fuze is
that when the strike target is a multi-layer hard target, the acceleration sensor in the fuze re-
ceives the acceleration signal output penetrated each hard target layer, so that the electrical
signal system inside the fuze processes the acceleration signal (the size of the deceleration,
derivative, inflection point, etc.); and analyze the number of layers of the target that have
penetrated the target to drive the position of the projectile. When the projectile reaches a
predetermined number of target layers, the fuze emits a detonation signal and detonates
the explosive to achieve the optimal destruction of the penetrated target [20]. The existing
fuze layer counting techniques often rely on single-axis acceleration sensors to sense the
overload of the projectile as it penetrates each layer of the target and the calculation of the
number of target layers is achieved by using a comparison of the overload signal amplitude
and threshold; great progress has been made in engineering applications. However, the
complexity of the penetration problem, including the oscillation of the projectile, the friction
between the projectile and the target plate, and the characteristics of the sensor, can lead to
a large amount of clutter interference in the overload signal, and in some cases the overload
signal amplitude of the penetrated target is not obvious, leading to difficulties in fuze layer
counting or even layer counting errors Therefore, in order to further improve the accuracy
of the fuze layer, it is necessary to explore better sensors to solve the interference problem
at the source of the overload signal generation and to study more accurate and reliable fuze
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layer counting strategies. In this paper, we focus on the precise identification of multilayer
targets for target penetration munition fuzes. In the layer counting identification of an
intruder fuze, the main layer counting method currently relies on high g-value acceleration
sensors or an acceleration threshold switch to realize layer counting; however, there are
two very important key points to accurately count the number of layers through which the
intruder warhead has passed:

(1) The occurrence of the overload signal
(2) The way the overload signal is processed and discriminated.

This paper focuses on the precise identification of multilayer targets for intrusion mu-
nitions fuzes. A flat plate capacitive acceleration sensor based on a three-layer pole plate is
designed for the layer counting recognition of intrusion munition fuzes. The corresponding
simulation and tests are conducted to obtain a sensor with excellent output performance.

2. Design Principle

2.1. Three-Dimensional Acceleration Numerical Simulation of Projectile Penetration into a
Multilayer Concrete Target

With the continuous development of modern science, especially the development of
computer technology and various intrusion theories, numerical simulation by computers
has become a very critical and important technology [21]. The penetration problem is
a very complex problem, involving the calculation of the deformation of the bullet and
the target plate, material stress, target plate erosion, and a series of key points. The
previous empirical and analytical methods have certain shortcomings [22]. The empirical
method requires a large number of live firing tests and analysis of the measured data,
which requires huge manpower and material resources and is less economical [23]. The
analytical method requires the establishment of certain prerequisites, and the scope of
application is more restricted [24]. The numerical method relies on electronic computers
and combines the concept of finite elements or finite volumes to achieve the purpose of
studying engineering and physical problems and even various problems in nature by
means of numerical calculations and image display [25].

In order to accurately verify the rationality and usability of the designed sensor, LS-
DYNA 19.2 finite element simulation software was used to produce and solve the whole
process of projectile intrusion into the concrete target plate and obtain the overload signal
of the smart fuze inside the projectile during the projectile intrusion, which supports the
accurate layer counting identification of the subsequent fuze [26].

Firstly, the LS-DYNA finite element simulation software was used to simulate the
dynamics of the projectile body penetrating the three-layered cement board.

When designing the projectile penetration model, the initial velocity of the projectile
was set to 800 m/s, the thickness of the reinforced concrete target plate was 40 mm, the
spacing of the target plate was 300 mm, 400 mm, or 500 mm, the diameter of the projectile
body was 60 mm, and the vertical length was 200 mm; the penetration model is shown in
Figure 1.

The velocity and acceleration changes of the projectile penetration simulation are
shown in Figure 2. Figure 2a,b show the changes in projectile velocity and acceleration dur-
ing the penetration process. According to the images, when the projectile completely pene-
trates the first target plate, the horizontal velocity decreases from 800 m/s to 724.39 m/s; the
velocity difference is 75.61 m/s and the maximum acceleration is −257,176.87 g. When the
projectile penetrates the second target plate, the horizontal velocity decreases to 659.3 m/s,
the velocity difference is about 65.09 m/s, and the maximum acceleration is −189,766.764 g.
When the projectile completely penetrates the third target plate, the horizontal velocity
decreases to 619.31 m/s, the velocity difference is about 39.99 m/s, and the maximum
acceleration is −116,588.921 g.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1. Simulation diagram of projectile penetration of three-layer plate: (a) is the physical model of
the projectile penetrating the three-layer target, (b) is the penetration diagram when the acceleration
is whole, (c) is the penetration diagram of the tail velocity, and (d) is the penetration diagram of the
tail acceleration.

We place the probe at the rear of the projectile to detect the velocity and acceleration of
the projectile during penetration. The probe diagram is shown in Figure 1c,d. Figure 2c,d
show the velocity and acceleration curves at the rear of the projectile. From Figure 2d, it can
be seen that when the projectile penetrates the cement plate, due to the internal structure of
the projectile, the maximum acceleration caused by the penetration resistance propagating
to the rear of the projectile is about 10,000 g.

The core of this layer counting principle approach lies in the extraction of acceleration
peaks and the setting of the thresholds. Using the intrusion into multiple layers of targets,
the acceleration will suddenly change to produce a peak and the counting of the number of
layers penetrating the target is achieved by comparing the magnitude of this peak with a
set threshold [27].
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2. The overall velocity and acceleration curves of the projectile, as well as the velocity and
acceleration curves of the projectile: (a) is the velocity of the projectile as a whole, (b) is the acceleration
of the projectile as a whole, (c) is the velocity of the projectile tail, and (d) is the acceleration of the
projectile tail.

It can be seen that the projectile took about 120 μs from the beginning of contacting the
first target plate to leaving the last target plate and that the projectile decreased by a total of
180 m/s during the process of penetrating the three target plates. Overall, the acceleration
overload values of the three layers of penetration were large and the acceleration sensors
could easily obtain their corresponding acceleration signals.

2.2. Principle of Capacitance Sensor Measurement

The sensor element of a capacitive sensor is various types of capacitors. When the
external measurement changes, it leads to the change in capacitor capacitance. Through
the corresponding external measurement circuit, the capacitance change of a capacitor is
converted into an electrical signal through the corresponding mathematical relationship.
Then, by measuring the size of electrical signals, the changes and sizes measured can
be judged [28].

The capacitive acceleration sensor designed in this paper has a double-capacitance
structure. The overall structure is cylindrical, consisting of movable upper and middle
plates, a fixed lower plate, and upper and lower zirconia ceramic dielectric layers, the
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diameter of the plates and dielectric layers is 4.5 mm, the thickness of the three plates is
0.5 mm, and the thickness of the ceramic dielectric layer is 1.5 mm. Its structure is shown
in Figure 3a, and the equivalent dynamics model is shown in Figure 3b.

(a) (b)

Figure 3. Overall structure of double-plate capacitive accelerometer and equivalent dynamics model
of the double-plate capacitive accelerometer. (a) Overall structure of the three-electrode plate capaci-
tance accelerometer and (b) equivalent kinetic model.

The traditional acceleration sensor often adopts a single cantilever beam, a double
cantilever beam, or piezoresistive structure [29]. The sensor internal sensitive element
also has the property of material damping after deformation, but due to its own structural
reasons, the material damping area is small, resulting in the shock attenuation of the
sensor after the impact; if the shock signal lasts a long time, the sensor cannot quickly
restore to the initial state [30]. Based on the above reasons, the structure of the sensor was
changed, the damping area of the material was increased, and the damping of the sensor
was increased so that the vibration of the sensor can be rapidly attenuated. The structure
can effectively improve the damping coefficient of the system, reduce the time of shock
response, and eliminate the problem of signal adhesion [31]. The movable upper plate,
middle plate, and fixed lower plate are all made of palladium silver (Pd-Ag) conductor
material, and the ceramic dielectric layer is made of zirconia ceramic material. Due to the
excellent characteristics of zero mechanical hysteretic, high elasticity, corrosion resistance,
wear resistance, creep, small hysteretic, and high temperature robustness of the zirconia
ceramic sheet, Hooke’s law is strictly followed until cracking. In addition, the strength of
the material during compression is much higher than that during tension [32].

Generally speaking, the input acceleration range of a capacitive sensor structure with
a circular plate is greater than that of a capacitive sensor structure with a square plate of
the same size [31]. Therefore, the electrode plate and dielectric layer are designed to be
circular [33]. The common operating principles of capacitive sensors include variable pole
pitch, variable area, and a variable dielectric constant [34]. Considering the high impact
force of projectile penetration, the capacitive sensor is designed as a variable-polar-pitch
type using a high-strength, impact-resistant [35], and hard dielectric material, as shown in
Figure 3.

In the three-pole plate capacitive sensor, the dielectric vibrates during the intrusion
process and, at this moment, when the dielectric moves between the plates, damping is
generated between the two plates. This damping includes the damping generated when
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the dielectric vibrates and the air damping caused by some air left in the gap during the
manufacturing process. Damping is a destructive factor in maintaining vibrations. In many
cases, measures are taken to reduce the damping so that vibration can be maintained at
a minimum energy complement per cycle. However, in many other cases, damping is
deliberately introduced into the system to reduce oscillations. A notable example is the
micro-accelerometer. Damping is necessary, and proper damping should be considered
from the design stage.

As shown in Figure 3b, since the lower pole plate is fixed, the upper pole plate and
the middle pole plate can be equivalently regarded as masses m1 and m2. The stress–
strain is transferred between each two pole plates through the dielectric. The electrode
plate generates stress–strain through its own elastic deformation, and at the same time,
there will be a damping effect. Similarly, the dielectric will have elastic deformation and
damping effect in the process of transferring stress. Therefore, the elastic deformation and
damping between the electrode plate and the dielectric are equivalent to the springer and
the dampers, which constitute the dynamics model of the mass-spring-damping system.
The kinetic equation of its kinetic model can be expressed as:[

m1 0
0 m2

][ ..
x1..
x2

]
+

[
c1 + c2 −c2
−c2 c2

][ .
x1.
x2

]
+

[
k1 + k2 −k2
−k2 k2

][
x1
x2

]
=

[
0

F(t)

]
(1)

where m1, m2, k1, k2, c1, c2, x1 and x2 are the mass, stiffness, equivalent damping coef-
ficient, and displacement of the middle and upper pole plates, respectively, and where
F(t) = (m1 + m2) a1, a1 is the impact acceleration experienced by the sensor during penetra-
tion. The differential equation of Equation (1) can be transformed into a binary equation by
Laplace variation as follows:{

m1s2x1(s) + (c1 + c2)sx1(s)− c2sx2(s) + (k1 + k2)x1(s)− k2x2(s) = 0

m2s2x2(s)− c2sx1(s) + c2sx2(s)− k2x1(s) + k2x2(s) = F(s)
(2)

Then, s = jω is substituted into Equation (2) and the vibration amplitude of the upper
and middle plates is obtained by complex operation and joint solution:

x1 =
cF(t)

ab − c2 , x2 =
bF(t)

ab − c2 (3)

In the formula:

a = k2 − m2ω2 + ωc2 j; b = k1 + k2 − m1ω2 + ω(c1 + c2)j;

c = k2 + ωc2 j; ω =

√
k2

m2
;

The total capacitance of the sensor consists of two capacitance components formed by
the three pole plates of the sensor:

C = C1 + C2 (4)

C1 =
ε0εr A

d0 − x1
, C2 =

ε0εr A
d0 − x2

(5)
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C1 =
ε0εr A

d0 − x1
=

ε0εr A

d0

(
1 − x1

d0

) =

ε0εr A
(

1 +
x1

d0

)

d0

(
1 − x2

1
d2

0

)

C2 =
ε0εr A

d0 − x2
=

ε0εr A

d0

(
1 − x2

d0

) =

ε0εr A
(

1 +
x2

d0

)

d0

(
1 − x2

2
d2

0

)
(6)

Since the vibration amplitude is much smaller than the initial pole–plate spacing,
Equation (6) can be reduced to the following equation:

C1 = C0 − C0
x1

d0
, C2 = C0 − C0

x2

d0
(7)

Bringing Equation (3) into Equation (7) yields the relationship between acceleration
and capacitance:

C = C0 − C0

(
(b + c)(m1 + m2)a1

d0(ab − c2)

)
(8)

3. COMSOL Finite Element Simulation

3.1. COMSOL Mode Simulation

The first four orders of modal simulation of the sensor structure were carried out using
COMSOL software, and the simulation results are shown in Table 1. The simulation results
show that the capacitor has an intrinsic frequency of 80.739 kHz in the direction of pulse
acceleration in the first-order mode. The specific fourth-order modal diagram is shown in
Figure 4

Table 1. Fourth-mode frequency.

Modal Order Vibration Frequency (kHz)

1 80.739
2 113.631
3 128.231
4 128.234

The frequency response cutoff frequency caused by the penetration impact is less than
20 kHz, and the natural frequency of the three-layer capacitor structure should be 3–5 times
higher than the cutoff frequency of the target signal. This is to ensure the accuracy of the
dynamic measurement. The first-order natural frequency of the three-layer plate capacitor
sensor is 4 times the cutoff frequency of the target signal; therefore, the double-layer plate
capacitor can meet the requirements of no measurement distortion.

3.2. Impact Simulation of Double-Layer Capacitive Accelerometer

In the process of projectile penetration, the triple electrode plate acceleration sensor
will be subjected to a high impact, so the impact displacement simulation of the sensor
plate is carried out to determine whether the impact displacement of the plate conforms to
the theory of small deflection deformation.

The response frequency during projectile penetration is about 20 kHz. The impact
on the sensor during projectile penetration into the concrete slab is simulated by giving
the capacitive accelerometer (a) 40,000 g/40 μs, (b) 100,000 g/40 μs, (c) 150,000 g/40 μs,
and (d) 200,000 g/40 μs. This is shown in Figure 5. The maximum displacement at the top
pole plate under the impact of 200,000 g/40 μs is 2.23 microns, which is consistent with the
theory of small deflection deformation.
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Figure 4. Fourth mode diagram of double-layer plate capacitive accelerometer.

a b

c d

Figure 5. Shock displacement plots of double capacitance accelerometers under different shocks.
(a) 40,000 g impact displacement map, (b) 100,000 g impact displacement map, (c) 150,000 g impact
displacement map, (d) 200,000 g impact displacement map.

The sensor is affected by the penetrating stress wave at the tail of the projectile,
and the impact acceleration of the sensor is about 10,000 g. Therefore, we conducted
a 10,000 g impact analysis on the sensor and observed the maximum displacement and
stress of the sensor. Through the simulation, we found that under the sinusoidal impact
of 10,000 g/40 μs, the displacement of the sensor was 0.11 micron. The maximum stress
was 0.136 MPa. It can be seen that the structure was relatively stable at a 10,000 g impact.
We learn from Figure 2b that the impact of the entire projectile body upon penetration can
reach 200,000 g.
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Therefore, we carried out impact simulation on the sensor over the range, and the
result was that the maximum displacement of the plate was 2.23 microns and the maximum
stress was 68 MPa. It can be considered that the sensor has a stable structure under a
200,000 g impact and can still output linearly. The 200,000 g impact is the penetration
impact size that the projectile as a whole can achieve. We use the maximum penetration
impact to judge whether the sensor can stabilize output. Through simulation, we can see
that the structure can withstand 200,000 g of impact without damage.

As shown in Figure 1, we conducted penetration simulation on the projectile, and the
projectile carried out penetration motion at the initial velocity of 800 m/s. The acceleration
of the projectile was with the process of projectile penetration into the cement plate and
change. The specific value changes, as shown in Figure 2. Because the fuze is located at the
tail of the projectile, when the peak impact of the penetration to the rear of the projectile
is about 10,000–15,000 g, the natural frequency of the sensor is 80.739 kHz. The impact
frequency caused by the impact of each layer of the projectile is about 20 kHz, that is, the
time to penetrate each layer of the pole plate is 40 microseconds.

Giving a peak acceleration of 10,000 g/120 μs to a three-layer electrode plate capacitive
sensor, the equivalent displacement of the upper pole plate surface is shown in Figure 6.
When the projectile penetrates the first layer of cement plate, the velocity is maximum and
the displacement is at its maximum at this time; the cement plate will have a resistance to
the projectile and the projectile will produce a reverse acceleration accordingly. The upper
pole plate displacement gradually decreases as the acceleration decreases. In the second
and third layers of the target, the peak displacement of the upper pole plate is smaller than
that in the first layer of the target.

Figure 6. Sensor displacement curve.

When the projectile penetrates the first layer of cement plate, the velocity is the
maximum, at this time, the displacement is the maximum; when the acceleration decreases,
the displacement of the upper pole plate gradually decreases.

4. Process Design of the Plate Capacitive Accelerometer

The main process steps of the double-plate capacitor are shown in Figure 7 [36]. This
is unlike [36], where we used lead zirconate titanate as a dielectric. The specific steps are as
follows: (1) Firstly, two pieces of lead zirconate titanate piezoelectric ceramics (PZT) are
machined to the designed dimensions by mechanical processing, as shown in Figure 7a.
(2) Using the thick film process, the silver conductor paste was screen printed on the two
ceramics by screen printing, as shown in Figure 7b. (3) Dry film lamination was then
performed to form a photosensitive etched impedance layer to form a capacitive plate, as
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shown in Figure 7c. (4) The ceramic sheet was ground to form a complete double-layer
plate capacitor structure, which was pre-sintered under an infrared light lamp for half
an hour at room temperature to prevent the formation of structural bubbles. The plate
molecules were then recrystallized in a tunnel furnace to improve the strength of the
capacitor structure. Finally, it was cooled in a vacuum for 1.5 h. The results are shown in
Figure 7d,e. (5) The upper and lower pole plates were brushed with silver conductor paste
for dry film lamination, as shown in Figure 7f. (6) The prepared double-layer flat plate
capacitor was taken out and the three flat plates were soldered together with leads to make
a capacitive sensing element, as shown in Figure 7g.

Lead zirconate titanate piezoelectric ceramics

Silver paste

Pd Ag Electrode plate

a b c

d e f

g

Figure 7. Schematic diagram of process steps. (a) PZT electrode plate. (b) Screen printing (c) Dry
film lamination (d) Double-layer plate capacitor (e) Sintered two PZT plates (f) Top screen printing
(g) Electrode plate welding.

5. Experiment and Analysis

5.1. Machette Hammer Impact Experiment

According to the simulation, the maximum impact on the projectile tail where the
sensor is located during penetration is about 10,000 g, so a Machette’s hammer test was
used for impact testing.

The test is an impact Machette shock test on the designed double-pole plate capacitor.
The Machette hammer consists of four parts: the hammer head (fixture and sensor), the
teeth, the weight, and the anvil. The test instrument is shown in Figure 8.

A certain acceleration is determined with a Machette hammer to simulate the force
acting on the internal acceleration sensor when the projectile penetrates the concrete target.
The effective measurement range of the sensor is 0–200,000 g. According to the simulation
test, the target material is constructed with C30 concrete. When the initial penetration
velocity is 800 m/s, the peak overload acceleration of the projectile body is usually in the
range of 10,000–20,000 g. The maximum acceleration pulse width of the Machette hammer
used was 120 μs, and the maximum impact acceleration was 50,000 g. Therefore, this
experiment can simulate the penetration process of single-layer target.

After the sensor test platform was built, the Machette hammer was used to test the
electrical performance of the sensor.

Impact the sensor with a Machette hammer at 12,520 g. The output image of the sensor
voltage is shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 8. Machette’s hammer test equipment.

Figure 9. Voltage output diagram of the sensor.

5.2. Data Analysis

From the purple waveform in Figure 8, it can be seen that the test experiment results
in the signal change trend and simulation results remain consistent and the voltage signal
output and the sensor changes are similar; in crossing a layer of cement board, the signal
is also first sharply increased until it reaches a peak voltage of −10 V; the size of the peak
voltage is also the sensor of the overload shock accurately perceived by the embodiment.
After reaching the peak, the voltage falls back quickly until it reaches zero voltage. At
this point, the plates squeeze each other and bounce back and the sensor voltage signal
increases again; however, because the strength of the plate bounce back after the collision
is small, and coupled with the material damping that exists from beginning to end and the
continuous attenuation of the movement of the plates, the amplitude of the bounce back is
small and the sensor bounce output voltage signal is also small, about a quarter of the peak
voltage. The yellow signal in the figure is the output signal of the MEMS accelerometer,
and the purple line represents the output response of the three-layer plate acceleration
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sensor. The MEMS accelerometer was compared with an Endevco accelerometer. With
its high sensitivity and fast response time, the Endevco accelerometer is widely used in
many fields, such as mechanical engineering, the automotive industry, aerospace, and
medical equipment. It has great sensitivity and stability and is able to provide accurate
measurement results over a wide range of temperatures and frequencies. At the same time,
it is well designed to minimize noise interference and provide a clear acceleration signal.
Additionally, the Endevco accelerometer has a range of 0–100,000 g and a sensitivity of
0.00001 V/g.

As can be seen in Figure 9, the response amplitude of the three-layer electrode plate
capacitance sensor is large, the fallback is free of noise, and the response is superior to the
output signals of the Endevco accelerometer used for the comparison.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a dual-capacitance acceleration sensor based on three-layer flat plate is
designed. Aiming at the problem of excessive clutter interference for the fuze overload
signal in the process of target penetration, a theoretical model of the capacitive sensor
is constructed from the perspective of a sensor by using the principle of a capacitive
sensor. From the perspective of material, zirconia was selected as the dielectric material
and a palladium–silver alloy as the plate material. The structure of double-layer plate
capacitor was designed. The transient and modal simulation of the sensor is carried out
by COMSOL simulation software, and the influence law of the structural parameters on
the sensor performance is obtained and the appropriate parameter values are determined.
Moreover, the three-dimensional overload finite element simulation analysis model of
the full-size projectile penetrating the three-layer concrete target plate is established by
LS-DYNA and the velocity acceleration of the projectile penetrating is analyzed. The
manufacturing process of the double-plate capacitor is introduced. The sensor is processed
and manufactured and the output characteristics of the sensor are tested using a Machette
hammer. Finally, a capacitive acceleration sensor with stable output voltage and less clutter
is obtained.
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Abstract: In order to improve the positioning accuracy of shearers, the overground experimental
device based on the positioning model of TINS (Triple Inertial Navigation System) was built. The
influence of TINS installation parameters on positioning accuracy was discussed through two sets
of experiments: the inter-INS (Inertial Navigation System) distances influence experiments and the
tri-INS plane spatial position influence experiments. The results show that the positioning accuracy
of the shearer is improved to a different extent under the two sets of experimental conditions. When
the inter-INS distances are 0.2 m, the positioning accuracy is the highest and the positioning accuracy
improvement effect is also the best. When the negative plane α3 is 45◦, the positioning accuracy is the
highest, and the positioning accuracy improvement effect is also the best. The analysis shows that the
main factor affecting the positioning accuracy is the precision of the evaluated values outputs of TINS
from EKF (Extended Kalman Filter). Considering the positioning accuracy, equipment installation
convenience and so on, the optimum installation parameters are 90◦ (horizontal installation) α3 for
the positive plane and 0.2 m inter-INS distances.

Keywords: shearer; TINS; multi-INS; positioning method; coal mine-intelligent

1. Introduction

Intelligent and unmanned mining offers the prospect of safe and efficient mining [1].
The key to solving the core problem of the current development of intelligent mining is the
real-time and accurate positioning of the shearer in the seam space of coal [2].

The INS positioning of shearers is an independent positioning technology that has
been widely recognized by scientific research institutions and coal mining equipment man-
ufacturers [3]. Although it has many technical advantages, it lacks the ability to eliminate
and reduce the accumulated errors of inertial sensors over time. As a result, the method
of improving INS positioning accuracy has become a research hotspot all over the world.
As early as 2001, Australia’s CSIRO (Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research
Organization) began to study the integrated inertial navigation system of shearers, which
was a Doppler velocity measurement radar with Zero-Speed Correction Technology [4,5].
In the later study, the scholar Ralston [6] from the aforementioned organization designed
a kind of Kalman filter algorithm to optimize the positioning accuracy of a shearer based
on the closed paths formed by the shearer’s moving trajectory. Chinese scholars have also
undertaken a variety of research on improving INS positioning accuracy of the shearer.
From 2016 to now, the scientific research team of the authors has proposed Shearer Posi-
tioning Technology Combined with INS and Coder [7], Shearer INS Positioning Dynamic
Zero-Speed Correction Technology [8], Dynamic Precise Positioning Technology Based
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on Closed Path Optimal Estimation Model [9], Dual Inertial Navigation Positioning Tech-
nology of Shearer [10], Multiple Inertial Navigation Redundancy Positioning Technology
of Shearer [11], Shearer Positioning Technology Based on Heterogeneous Multi-source
Information Fusion [12], Inertial Navigation and Ultra-broadband Fusion Positioning Tech-
nology of Shearer [13,14], Accuracy Improvement Method Based on Shearer Kinematic
Constraint [15], Two-Point Method Based Deviation Compensation Algorithm Based on
Two Points [2], and so on. The measurement error and installation deviation of INS have
been investigated systematically.

Although previous scholars have conducted research on various methods to improve
the INS positioning accuracy of shearers, they have mainly focused on aspects such as
combining INS with other sensors to form an integrated navigation system or exploiting
the kinematic constraints. The analysis of the reasons affecting the INS positioning accuracy
mainly focused on the installation errors or inertial sensor errors [6,16,17]. Few scholars
have conducted their research on multi-INS positioning technology of shearers and analysis
of reasons influencing multi-INS positioning accuracy. However, the research of multi-INS
are widespread in the aviation industry and other fields. Liu Zhi [18] took the differences
of attitude angles of two INS as the observed values and took the zero velocity errors of
accelerometers as the estimated values to realize the dynamic correction of accelerometer
errors. Zhang Linlin [19] corrected the velocity error to some extent by using two or
more INS damping networks of ships. To improve the INS accuracy of civil aircraft, Bai
Junqiang [20] proposed an optimal navigation solution with three parallel INS. Through
theoretical analysis and simulations, they concluded that the positioning accuracy could be
improved under both normal operating conditions and fault conditions. Si [21] integrated
the main INS positioning information and the INS positioning information of airborne
weapons of fighter aircraft, thus improving the positioning accuracy of the weapon.

It can be seen from the above references that multi-INS technology is a feasible way of
improving positioning accuracy. Compared with satellite, infrared, laser, ultrasonic and
other positioning methods, multi-INS technology can improve the positioning accuracy by
INS itself, which is more suitable for the complex coal mine environment with no satellite
signal and high dust. In this paper, the TINS positioning model of shearers was investigated
and the influences of installation parameters on the positioning accuracy were analyzed
through experiments. In addition, the optimum installation parameters of TINS were
proposed considering various factors. The experimental conclusions can provide some
guidance for the application of multi-INS technology in the field of shearer positioning.

2. The TINS Positioning Principle of Shearers

The installation of the three INS on the shearer is shown in Figure 1. The geometric
center of the upper surface of the shearer is defined as the origin (Ob) of the shearer
coordinate system (b system). INS-1 is installed at the origin of the shearer coordinate
system, so the position of INS-1 represents the position of shearer. α is the angle between
the Zb axis and the line defined by INS-1 and INS-3. The geographic coordinate system
(ENU, East-North-Up) is selected as the navigation coordinate system (n-system). The
coder is installed on the axle of the shearer’s walking mechanism.

The composition and working mechanism of the TINS is shown in Figure 2. The
three INS collect attitude angle values of shearer at the same time, then the transform
cosine matrix from b-system to n-system is calculated (as shown in Equation (1)). The
coder collects the displacements of the shear in b-system. It is converted to n-system by
the transform cosine matrix (as shown in Equation (2)) and accumulated to the initial
position of each INS in n-system (as shown in Equation (3)). Thus, the position values of the
three INS in n-system are obtained. Those positioning values are used as state values (as
shown in Equation (4)) and the inter-INS distances are used as observed values (as shown in
Equation (5)). More accurate positioning value outputs are obtained from the EKF. The state
equation and observed equation are shown in Equation (6) and Equation (8), respectively.
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Figure 1. Installation of TINS.

Figure 2. The composition and working mechanism of TINS.

Cn
b =

⎡
⎣ cos γi cos ϕi + sin γi sin θi sin ϕi cos θi sin ϕi sin γi cos ϕi − cos γi sin θi sin ϕi
− cos γi sin ϕi + sin γi sin θi cos ϕi cos θi cos ϕi − sin γi sin ϕi − cos γi sin θi cos ϕi

− sin γi cos θi sin θi cos γi cos θi

⎤
⎦ (1)

ϕ, θ and γ are the heading, pitch and rolling measured by INS-i.

ΔSn
i =

⎡
⎣cos θi sin ϕi

cos θi cos ϕi
sin θi

⎤
⎦s (2)

ϕ and θ are the heading and pitch collected by INS-i, ΔSn
i is the displacement of INS-i

in n-system and s is the shearer’s displacement collected by the coder.

Pn
i (k) = [Xi, Yi, Zi]

T
k = Pn

i (0) +
k

∑
j=1

ΔSn
i (j) (3)

Pn
i (k) is the position of INS-i in n-system at k time. Pn

i (0) is the position of INS-i in
n-system at 0 time. Xi, Yi and Zi is the coordinate value of north, east and up of INS-i
in n-system.

X = (x1 y1 z1 x2 y2 z2 x3 y3 z3)
T (4)
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xi, yi and zi (i = 1, 2, 3) are the positioning in n-system of INS-i.

Z = [r12, r13, r23]
T (5)

rij is the inter-INS distance between INS-i and INS-j.

X(k + 1) = X(k) + B(k)v(k)T + W(k) (6)

B(k) is given by Equation (7), where v(k) is the shearer’s instantaneous velocity com-
puted by the coder, T is the sampling period of INS and W(k) is the state noise at time
k.

B(k) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

cos θ1(k) sin ϕ1(k)
cos θ1(k) cos ϕ1(k)

sin θ1(k)
cos θ2(k) sin ϕ2(k)
cos θ2(k) cos ϕ2(k)

sin θ2(k)
cos θ3(k) sin ϕ3(k)
cos θ3(k) cos ϕ3(k)

sin θ3(k)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(7)

rij is the inter-INS distance between INS-i and INS-j,

Z(k) = H · X(k) + V(k) (8)

V(k) is the observed noise at time k; H is the Jacobian matrix (shown in Equation (9)),

H =

⎡
⎢⎣

x1−x2
r12

y1−y2
r12

z1−z2
r12

x2−x1
r12

y2−y1
r12

z2−z1
r12

0 0 0
x1−x3

r13

y1−y3
r13

z1−z3
r13

0 0 0 x3−x1
r13

y3−y1
r13

z3−z1
r13

0 0 0 x2−x3
r23

y2−y3
r23

z2−z3
r23

x3−x2
r23

y3−y2
r23

z3−z2
r23

⎤
⎥⎦ (9)

3. Experimental Device and Methods

3.1. Experimental Device

The experimental device is composed of three INS with the same type and a manual
turntable, coder, 12 V DC power source, serial ports hub and upper computer. The three
INS were manufactured by Beijing CNSENS Technology Co., Ltd. (Beijing, China) and
typed IMU680-G. The main performance indexes of their gyroscopes are shown in Table 1.
All three INS are connected to serial ports hubs with an RS422 interface. The coder is
connected to serial ports hub with an RS485 interface. The two interfaces are converted
to a USB interface and connected to the upper computer via a serial ports hub. All the
hardware is installed on the mobile vehicle by means of a shelf with three levels (as shown
in Figure 3). The relative position of the three INS can be changed by adjusting the height
of the second level. The GPS-RTK positioning system is also installed on the third level.
The track of the high-precision GPS-RTK mobile station is taken as the real track of the
experimental device. It can be seen from the TINS positioning model of the shearer that
INS-1 is located at the geometric center of the shearer’s upper surface, so it can represent
the shearer’s positioning value. Therefore, the GPS-RTK mobile station is installed close to
INS-1 as a reference of the real position of the experimental device.

Table 1. Main performance indexes of gyroscopes of INS.

Measuring Range Zero-Bias Stability Distinguishability In-Band Noise Attitude Accuracy

±300◦/s ≤18◦/h 0.03◦/s 0.3◦/s <0.3 deg (RMS)
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(a) (b) 

Three INS Coder

Serial ports hub

Upper 
computer

Attitude Velocity

Positioning values output

Figure 3. Experimental device. (a) Schematic diagram; (b) Hardware.

3.2. Methods

A heading angle of 40◦ north to east was chosen for ease of operation. The experimental
device was moved in a straight line along the gaps between the floor tiles (as shown in
Figure 4) to simulate the movement of the shearer along the coal wall. The initial conditions
of the experiments were set as follows: the moving speed of the experimental device was
set to 1.0 m/s–1.2 m/s, the moving distance of the experimental device was about 60 m and
the three INS and the GPS-RTK were started at the same time to synchronize the running
time of the two positioning systems. Through the following two sets of experiments, the
influence of the inter-INS distances and the spatial position of the tri-INS plane on the
positioning accuracy of the shearer was discussed. The experimental procedure is shown
in Figure 5. The installation parameters of the experimental device are given in Table 2.

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the experimental methods.
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Start

Set the initial experiment conditions

End

Activate TINS and GPS-RTK 
positioning simultaneously

 Inter-INS distances influence 
experiments

 Tri-INS plane spatial position 
influence experiments

Analyze experimental results

Obtain the optimal installation 
parameters

Figure 5. The experimental flow chart.

Table 2. Installation parameters table of experimental device.

Inter-INS Distances Influence Experiments
Tri-INS Plane Spatial Position Influence Experiments

Positive Plane Negative Plane

No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

r12 0.1 m 0.2 m 0.28 m 0.38 m 0.38 m 0.38 m 0.38 m 0.38 m 0.38 m 0.38 m 0.38 m 0.38 m 0.38 m 0.38 m
r13 0.1 m 0.2 m 0.28 m 0.38 m 0.38 m 0.38 m 0.38 m 0.38 m 0.38 m 0.38 m 0.38 m 0.38 m 0.38 m 0.38 m
α3 90◦ 90◦ 90◦ 90◦ 0◦ 45◦ 90◦ 135◦ 180◦ 0◦ 45◦ 90◦ 135◦ 180◦

In order to investigate the influence of the inter-INS distances, the three INS were
arranged horizontally, and the inter-INS distances were set as r12 = r13 = h, as shown in
Figure 6a. The h values chosen were 0.1 m, 0.2 m, 0.28 m and 0.38 m, respectively.

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 6. Schematic diagram of TINS. (a) Inter-INS distances influence experiments; (b) Tri-INS plane
spatial position influence experiments.
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To investigate the influence of the Tri-INS plane spatial position, the three INS were
arranged at appropriate positions on the second and third layers of the shelf. The height
of the second layer was adjusted so that α3 varied in the range of 0~360◦ (as shown
in Figure 6b), so that the planes determined by the three INS covered the entire three-
dimensional space. If the Xb coordinate of INS-3 is positive, it is defined as the positive
plane. Otherwise, it is defined as the negative plane.

The Spherical Probability Error (SEP), which is commonly used in the field of naviga-
tion and positioning, was used to evaluate the positioning accuracy. The SEP is calculated
according to Equation (10).

SEP = 0.51(δx + δy + δz) (10)

σx, σy and σz are the root mean square of the positioning errors in the east, north and
upward directions, respectively.

4. Results and Discussions

4.1. Inter-INS Distances Influence Experiments

Figure 7 shows the TINS positioning trajectories and the single-INS positioning trajec-
tories in the north–east plane and north–up plane of Experiment No.4 in Table 2. As can be
seen from the figures, the TINS positioning trajectories are closer to the real trajectories than
the single-INS positioning trajectories in the above two planes. The single-INS positioning
trajectories fluctuate irregularly in the two planes, and the TINS positioning trajectories
curves are relatively smoother.
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Figure 7. TINS positioning trajectories. (a) East-north plane. (b) North-up plane.

Figure 8 shows the real-time positioning errors of the inter-INS distances influence
experiments in Table 2. The maximum errors of single-INS in east, north and up are 10.29 m,
11.12 m and 10.53 m, respectively, while the maximum errors of TINS are 3.28 m, 3.79 m and
0.44 m, respectively. The maximum error of TINS is obviously lower than that of single-INS.
The SEP of single-INS positioning is 7.77 m, and that of TINS positioning is 2.38 m. The
accuracy of the TINS is 69.35% better than that of single-INS.

In Experiments No.1, No.2 and No.3 in Table 2, the SEP of single-INS positioning
is 6.94 m, 6.67 m and 7.67 m, respectively, while the SEP of TINS positioning is 3.37 m,
1.58 m and 3.38 m (as shown in Figure 9). Compared to the single-INS positioning, the
TINS positioning accuracy is improved by 53.77%, 76.31% and 55.93%, respectively. The
positioning accuracy of the shearer is improved when the inter-INS distances take different
values. The positioning accuracy is the highest and the positioning accuracy improvement
effect is also the best when the inter-INS distances are 0.2 m.
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Figure 8. Error of shearer positioning. (a) Error of east. (b) Error of north. (c) Error of up.

Figure 9. Comparison of positioning accuracy in the inter-INS distances influence experiments.
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4.2. The Tri-INS Plane Spatial Position Influence Experiments

In the tri-INS plane spatial position influence experiments, the SEP of single-INS
positioning in the positive plane is 7.77 m, 6.57 m, 6.76 m, 7.64 m and 6.67 m, respectively,
while the SEP of TINS positioning is 2.38 m, 2.52 m, 2.24 m, 3.73 m and 2.91 m, respectively
(as shown in Figure 10a). The positioning accuracy of the TINS is improved by 69.36%,
61.64%, 66.86%, 51.17% and 56.37% compared to the single-INS. In the positive plane,
the positioning accuracy of TINS is highest when α3 is 90◦, and the positioning accuracy
improvement effect is best when α3 is 0◦. In the negative plane, the SEP of single-INS
positioning is 6.19 m, 6.76 m, 6.16 m, 6.48 m and 5.93 m, respectively, while the SEP of
TINS positioning is 2.49 m, 1.72 m, 3.00 m, 2.20 m and 2.22 m, respectively (as shown in
Figure 10b). The positioning accuracy of TINS is improved by 59.77%, 74.56%, 51.30%,
66.05% and 62.56% compared to the single-INS. The positioning accuracy is the highest and
the positioning accuracy improvement effect is also the best when α3 is 45◦.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 10. Comparison of positioning accuracy in the tri-INS plane spatial position influence experi-
ments: (a) Positive plane; (b) Negative plane.

The experimental results shown in Figures 9 and 10 as well as the analysis results of the
previous simulations carried out by the authors of [10] show that the positioning accuracy
of the TINS is higher than that of the single-INS under various working conditions. The real
triangle formed by the three INS can be approximated as a rigid body. The lengths of the
three sides of the triangle are sent to EKF as the observed quantities, which plays a role in
limiting the accumulation of INS errors. When the inter-INS distances are 0.2 m and α3 is 45◦
in the negative plane, the positioning accuracy is the highest and the positioning accuracy
improvement effect is also the best. However, considering the positioning accuracy and
the convenience of the equipment installation, the positive plane with α3 90◦ (horizontal
installation) is optimum.

The estimated outputs of the three INS positionings were sampled every 20 s, using
the EKF in Experiment No.7 of Table 2, and were plotted as a triangle (estimated triangle)
in three-dimensional space at each sampling. It was projected on a north–east plane and
east–up plane as shown in Figure 11. Time 0 was the initial time at which the projections
in the two planes completely coincided with the real position projections of the three INS.
In the later times, the shape of projections in the two planes changed to some extent with
the movement of the experimental device. Figure 12 is the real-time variation diagram of
the estimated triangle side length under this experimental condition. It can be seen from
the figure that the estimated triangle side lengths have changed to some extent, but it is
not as obvious as the change in projections in the two planes. It indicates that the shape
of the triangle in three-dimensional space has not changed that much. The main reason
for the change in the shape of the projections in the two planes is that the normal vector of
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the tri-INS plane deviated to a large extent. The secondary reason is the change in shape
of the estimated triangle. It can be seen from the EKF model of the TINS positioning of
the shearer that the velocity of the shearer is collected by the coder, so the main factors
affecting the positioning accuracy are the accuracy of the three INS positioning estimated
outputs and the accuracy of the observed values at the last moment. The deviation of the
plane normal vector of the estimated triangle and its shape change mainly depend on the
output of the estimated values of the three INS at the last moment from the EKF. When
the three INS are installed, the real inter-INS distances will not change, since the accuracy
of the observed values has been determined. Therefore, the main factor influencing the
positioning accuracy is the accuracy of the estimated values of the three INS positions at
the last moment.

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 11. Projections of estimated triangle on east-north plane (left) and north-up plane (right):
(a) 0 s; (b) 20 s; (c) 40 s.
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Figure 12. Variation of the side length of the estimated triangle. (a) r12; (b) r13; (c) r23.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, an experimental device was built according to the mathematical model
of TINS positioning of shearers, and the influence of inter-INS distances and the spatial
position of the tri-INS plane was analyzed experimentally. The results show that the
positioning accuracy of TINS is higher than that of single-INS and the positioning trajec-
tories are smoother under various experimental conditions. The main reason affecting
the positioning accuracy is the output accuracy of the three INS position estimated values
from the EKF at the last moment. Considering positioning accuracy of the shearer and
the convenience of the equipment installation, the installation parameters of a positive
plane with α3 90◦ (horizontal installation) and 0.2 m inter-INS distances are the most
suitable. Although the experimental device could not be operated for a long time due to the
limitations of the overground experimental conditions, the experiments in this paper and
the author’s previous simulations [10] show that the positioning accuracy of multi-INS is
higher than that of single-INS with the same type. In addition, the purpose of this paper is
to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method for improving the positioning accuracy
of shearers. If the accuracy improvement effect is verified, high-precision INS will be used
in real shearer experiments to meet the application requirements. It is also necessary to
consider the influence of the vibration of running the shearer on the positioning accuracy
during underground experiments in mines. Whether vibration isolation technology should
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be used to eliminate or reduce these influences needs further study. Multi-INS positioning
technology not only plays a positive role in improving positioning accuracy, but the system
also has the advantages of strong fault tolerance and good reliability. This research on
multi-INS positioning technology of shearer has a good prospect of application in the
process of intelligent coal mining.
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Abstract: This article establishes a circuit model with which to analyze the difficulty of auto-gain
control driving for low-Q micromechanical gyroscopes at room temperature and normal pressure.
It also proposes a driving circuit based on frequency modulation to eliminate the same-frequency
coupling between the drive signal and displacement signal using a second harmonic demodulation
circuit. The results of the simulation indicate that a closed-loop driving circuit system based on the
frequency modulation principle can be established within 200 ms with a stable average frequency of
4504 Hz and a frequency deviation of 1 Hz. After the system was stabilized, the root mean square of
the simulation data was taken, and the frequency jitter was 0.0221 Hz.

Keywords: MEMS; vibratory gyroscopes; self-oscillating driving circuit; automatic gain control;
frequency modulation drive circuit

1. Introduction

Over the last decade, micro-electromechanical system (MEMS)-based inertial sen-
sors have undergone widespread developments in both research efforts and commercial
products, offering advantages such as low cost, small size, low power consumption and
suitability for batch fabrication [1–4].

In general, the gyroscopes are driven by AC voltage. This approach often involves
utilizing an external oscillator to generate a driving signal that aligns with the resonant
frequency of the mechanical gyroscope driving direction. To achieve frequency matching,
the oscillator’s frequency is manually adjusted [5]. However, this method is often inaccu-
rate, particularly when the gyroscope’s parameters fluctuate due to changes in the external
environment. To tackle this issue, a closed-loop driving method has been introduced to
facilitate automatic frequency matching between the driving circuit and the mechanical
structure [6,7]. The benefit of this implementation method is that it averts frequency im-
balances caused by structural parameter shifts resulting from variations in the external
environment. As the quality factor of the micromechanical gyroscope structure is signifi-
cantly high, it operates akin to embedding a narrowband band-pass filter function in the
system [8]. The closed-loop drive system capitalizes on the frequency selection capability
of the structure to achieve automatic tracking and matching of frequencies [9]. This filter
significantly attenuates signals whose frequencies are dissimilar to the resonant frequencies
of the structure drivers while amplifying signals whose frequencies are equivalent to this
resonant frequency, culminating in the formation of a stable closed-loop driving signal [10].

In the gyroscope driving circuit, both the loop gain and the loop phase are related to
the quality factor Q [11]. The Q value of the micromechanical gyroscope in the atmospheric
environment is only a few hundred [12]. In this case, the loop gain of the circuit is large
and other frequency signals in the environmental noise are also amplified, resulting in
the frequency of the output signal of the gyroscope closed-loop drive circuit and the
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driving mode [13]. There is a deviation in the natural frequency of the state, and the
frequency jitter is also large [14]. To resolve this problem, the micromachined gyro sensor
structure is usually vacuum packaged to improve its Q value; however, this increases
the manufacturing costs [15]. The traditional gyro closed-loop drive circuit is generally
based on the principle of automatic gain control [16]. When driven by this principle, when
the micromechanical gyro is in the working state, its structure is in a resonant state, and
the driving voltage signal will be coupled with the driving direction detection terminal
via parasitic capacitance [17]. It causes the amplitude and phase of the driving direction
detection signal to change so that the self-excited driving conditions of the system cannot
be satisfied [18].

This article presents a driving circuit that utilizes the frequency modulation principle
to eradicate the identical frequency coupling from the driving signal to the displacement
signal. Moreover, this circuit is harmonious with low-Q-value gyroscope structures.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 illustrates the MEMS gyroscope structure
and principle. Section 3 illustrates the automatic gain control circuit. Section 4 describes
the frequency modulation drive circuit and implementation details. The results of the
simulation are presented and discussed in Section 5, and the conclusions are listed in
Section 6.

2. MEMS Gyroscope Structure and Principle

MEMS vibratory gyroscopes are generally composed of a proof mass with elastic
beams and corresponding combs in both directions for capacitance detection. Figure 1
shows a standard model of the sensitive structure for MEMS gyroscopes with a single proof
mass driven in the x-direction [19].

Figure 1. MEMS vibratory gyroscope structure.

The gyroscope operates in two distinct modes: driving and detecting. In the driving
mode, a stable driving signal is added to the gyro structure, producing Coriolis force from
the angular velocity signal in the z-axis direction. This displacement generates changes in
the detection capacitance along the y-axis. In the detecting mode, the detected capacitance
displacement (or angular velocity signal) is converted into a voltage signal output via the
interface circuit [20].

2.1. Drive Mode

The closed-loop drive mode is commonly utilized in micromechanical gyroscopes.
After undergoing processes such as peak detection and variable gain, the driving electrode’s
vibration signal is fed back to the driving electrode to create a closed-loop drive signal [21].

Figure 2 depicts the sensitive combs’ driving schematic. As the proof mass moves,
the capacitance between the fixed combs and the proof mass changes accordingly. If a DC
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voltage is applied between the electrodes of the fixed combs and the proof mass, the current
can be calculated as

i =
dQ
dt

=
d(CV)

dt
= C

dV
dt

+ V
dC
dt

(1)

Figure 2. Structure of drive-sensing combs.

Figure 2 shows the DC voltage between the fixed comb teeth and the electrodes on the
mass block. If the first term to the right of Equation (1) is zero, the number of mass blocks is

i = N2Vp
dC
dt

= N2Vp
dC
dx

dx
dt

= N2Vpε
z
y

dx
dt

(2)

Equation (2) demonstrates that the output current of the micromechanical gyroscope’s
driving sensitive comb tooth in the x-axis direction is directly proportionate to the speed.

2.2. Sense Mode

The vibration of the micromechanical gyroscope on the x-axis results in the generation
of Coriolis force acceleration on the y-axis via the angular velocity in the z-axis. When the
sense combs vibrate on the y-axis, the equivalent capacitance changes [21]. The principle
underlying the detection of angular velocity is based on the detection of alterations in the
equivalent capacitance on the y-axis. The amplitude of capacitance vibration is directly
proportional to the input angular velocity.

The proof mass experiences no Coriolis force and the sense comb remains central
when the external input angular velocity is zero. In addition, the distances between the
fixed combs on the upper and lower sides are equal, and thus the values of C1 and C2 are
also equal. At this point, the sensor is in the zero position, as depicted in the left portion of
Figure 3. However, when the external angular velocity signal is not zero, the proof mass
experiences Coriolis force, causing the mass block to shift along the detection axis. This
movement leads to variations in the capacitance values on both sides, as illustrated on the
right side of Figure 3.

Figure 3. Structure of sense combs.
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The dynamic equation of sense direction is

Ms
d2y
dt2 + λs

dy
dt

+ Ksy = 2Bd MsΩ0ω cos ωit cos(ωt + ϕd) (3)

where the proof mass is represented by Ms and λs is the damping force coefficient acting
in the detection axis direction. Ks is the elastic coefficient in the same direction; y is the
vibration displacement detected in the detection axis direction.

To obtain the angular velocity signal with the maximum amplitude, we selected
cos(ωt + ϕs1+ϕs2

2 + ϕd) as the reference signal for demodulation, and the output after
demodulation was

y1(t) = 1
2 (Bs1 + Bs2) cos(ωit +

ϕs2−ϕs1
2 ){1 + cos[2(ωt + ϕs1+ϕs2

2 + ϕd)]}
+ 1

2 (Bs1 − Bs2) sin(ωit +
ϕs2−ϕs1

2 ) sin[2(ωt + ϕs1+ϕs2
2 + ϕd)]

(4)

The frequency of the driving signal for the micromechanical gyroscope is typically
several hundred times greater than the input angular velocity frequency. This discrepancy
allows for the simplification of the signal, represented in Formula (4). A low-pass filter can
effectively remove the higher-frequency component present in the signal expression.

y2(t) =
1
2
(Bs1 + Bs2) cos(ωit +

ϕs2 − ϕs1

2
) (5)

The frequency of the output signal is equal to that of the angular velocity signal. Fur-
thermore, there is direct proportionality between the amplitude of the output signal and the
angular velocity signal. Such a correlation enables the measurement of the angular velocity
signal by detecting the corresponding amplitude and frequency of the output signal.

2.3. Closed-Loop Driving Stability Analysis

The block diagram of the closed-loop self-excited drive system is depicted in Figure 4.
A positive feedback loop is formed by the I/V converter, adder, F/V converter and gyro-
scope structure, resulting in the self-excited oscillation of the gyro. Meanwhile, a feedback
control loop is established by the peak detection circuit and the proportional integral (PI)
controller to ensure a stable driving amplitude. The PI controller regulates the amplitude
of vibration while the F/V converter stabilizes the amplitude of the Vac. The gyroscope in
the X-axis direction is

Md(
d2x
dt2 + 2ξdωd

dx
dt

+ ω2
dx) = KVdc

dx
dt

(6)

where Md is the equivalent mass in the drive axis, ωd is the natural frequency of the drive
mode, ξd is the damping ratio and K is the loop gain.

Figure 4. Closed-loop self-excited drive system.

The peak detection circuit comprises an amplitude detection circuit and a low-pass
filter. The electrical differential equation of the peak detection circuit is represented by
Equation (3), where K1 denotes the coefficient of the amplitude detection circuit, VA
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represents the output signal of the peak detection circuit and τ1 is the time constant of the
low-pass filter.

|K1Vac| = VA + τ1
dVA
dx

(7)

The PI controller is composed of a proportional amplification component and an
integral component. The electrical differential equation for the PI controller is represented
by Equation (8). Notably, K2 serves as both the coefficient for the proportional part and the
integral time constant.

− dVdc
dx

= K2
dVA
dx

+ τ2(VA − Vre f ) (8)

Equations (6)–(8) form a system of differential equations, which describes a nonlin-
ear system. Solving the differential equations allows for the determination of the initial
vibration condition of the system. The solution system’s characteristic root is

S = − 1
2τ1

(1 ±
√

1 − 2τ1(
KVre f

Md
− ξdωd)) (9)

So, the initial vibration condition of the system is

KVre f

Md
− ξdωd > 0 (10)

τ1τ2 < K2 (11)

The driving force of the gyroscope, as defined by Formula (11), must exceed the
damping force. The stability of a nonlinear system can be determined by analyzing the
real part of its characteristic roots; a negative real part indicates stability with a consistent
post-vibration amplitude. When the conditions required to initiate vibration are met, a
stable vibration amplitude can be achieved.

When 2τ1(
KVre f

Md
− ξdωd) > 1, overshoot and oscillation will be generated, and in-

creasing τ1 will increase the duration of the overshoot and oscillation phenomenon. The
oscillation degree will be deepened, resulting in the instability of the system. When

2τ1(
KVre f

Md
− ξdωd) < 1, the amplitude of the gyro-driven signal will converge to the stable

value at the speed of 2τ1. Increasing KVref can shorten the starting time.

3. Analysis of Automatic Gain Control Circuit

The principle is shown in Figure 5. Capacitor C2 is the parasitic capacitance between
the driving end of the gyro structure and the driving detection end. The driving voltage
Vdrive is converted into current i2 through the capacitor C2. The frequency of this current is
the same as the frequency of the driving voltage. The phase difference in the current is 90◦,
and the expressions of i1 and i2 can be expressed as follows:

i1 = A sin ωt (12)

i2 = B cos ωt (13)

The feedback current i3 of the charge amplifier is as follows:

i3 = i1 + i2 = A sin ωt + B cos ωt =
1√

A2 + B2
sin(ωt + θ) (14)

θ = arctg
B
A

(15)
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Figure 5. Schematic diagram of driving signal coupling.

The parasitic capacitance C2 causes the phase and amplitude of the feedback current
of the charge amplifier at the driving end to change. The phase difference between the
feedback current and i1 changes the angle, and the angle value is determined by the ratio of
the parasitic capacitance to the differential capacitance. According to the classic oscillation
principle, the closed-loop self-excited drive requires that the phase difference between
the drive signal and the charge amplifier meet certain conditions and must be smaller
than a predetermined low value [22,23]. Exceeding this value will cause the oscillation
phase condition to be inconsistent and the circuit will not oscillate. Therefore, to reduce the
impact of parasitic capacitance C2, the automatic gain control circuit needs to decrease the
loop gain or choose a high Q value gyroscope structure [24,25].

From the perspective of sensor head design, good packaging, preferably vacuum pack-
aging, is required. Therefore, the head of the normal temperature and pressure package
should be designed using a frequency modulation scheme. After adopting this driving
scheme, the frequency of the driving voltage changes, differing from the frequency of the
sensitive current after square wave modulation. In this way, the frequency separation
between the AC driving voltage signal and the sensitive current signal can be realized, the
problem that the closed-loop system cannot self-oscillate can be solved and the environ-
mental interference caused by the large loop gain can also be reduced.

4. Frequency Modulation Drive Circuit

The principle of the frequency modulation drive circuit is shown in Figure 6. The
sensitive current is converted into a voltage signal through the charge amplifier. The phase
difference between the voltage signal and the sensitive current signal is 90◦. The phase shift
of the pre-stage charge amplifier is offset by the post-stage 90◦ phase shifter to meet the
phase condition of the closed-loop drive. The signal is amplified by a first-stage amplifier
circuit to output three signals. All the way through the peak detection circuit, PI controls
the DC voltage output. After the other two paths pass through the follower and the inverter,
the AC signals are obtained. The three-way signals pass through two adders to obtain
signals, are multiplied by the high-frequency carrier and then they output the drive signals
of the micromechanical gyroscope to achieve closed-loop driving.

4.1. Charge Amplifier

Figure 7 is a circuit structure diagram of a charge amplifier based on a folded cascode
three-stage operational amplifier. The equivalent input noise density of this amplifier is
as follows:

V2
n =

16kT
3

(
1

gm2
+

gm5 + gm8

g2
m2

) (16)
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Figure 6. Frequency modulation drive circuit.

Figure 7. Charge amplifier.

The charge amplifier uses a T-shaped network structure to increase the transimpedance
gain, as shown in Figure 4. Transistors Q17~Q19 and resistors R1 and R2 form a T-shaped
resistor network larger than 107 Ω. Using Q17 and Q19 allows Q18 to achieve a smaller
VGS and reduces the W/L of Q18; so, Q18 is in the linear region. Its equivalent resistance
exceeds 1 MΩ and is proportional to the bias resistance R in the bias circuit, without
significant changes in time and temperature. Capacitor CF is about 0.3 pF, which can
improve the stability of the system. The equivalent resistance is shown in Formula (6):

Req = RM(1 +
R2

R1
) + R2 (17)

RM is the equivalent resistance of Q18. If RM is greater than 1 MΩ, it will become the
main noise source of the charge amplifier. The charge amplifier output signal-to-noise ratio
SNR determined by the equivalent resistance of the transistor can be expressed as follows:

SNR =

√
I2
IN Req

4KT(R2/R1 + 1)
≈
√

I2
IN RM

4KT
(18)

where IIN is the charge amplifier input current:

IIN =
∂C
∂t

Vb = C0Vbω sin ωt (19)

C0 is the maximum variation in the sensitive capacitance at the drive end, ω is the
resonant frequency and Vb is the forward bias voltage.
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4.2. Phase Shifter Circuit

The phase shifter circuit consists of an adder and two integrators, as shown in Figure 8.
It can carry out the 90◦ phase shift of the input signal and realize the conversion of DC
bias voltage. The resistance values of the three resistors of the adder are equal, and the
integrator is divided into a feedback integrator and a feedforward integrator. After the
latter achieves a 90◦ phase shift, the output current value is fed back to the adder via the
feedback integrator.

Figure 8. Phase shifter circuit.

4.3. PI Controller Circuit

The PI controller circuit adopts the structure shown in Figure 9, in which the oper-
ational amplifier and capacitor C6 form an integrator, the output of the peak detection
circuit after passing through the filter is connected to the negative input terminal of the
operational amplifier through the resistor R9 and its positive input terminal is connected to
the DC comparison voltage Vref. The PI controller adjusts the DC part of the driving signal.
The working mode can be analyzed using a DC comparator. Due to the “virtual short” of
the operational amplifier, the voltage of node A is equal to Vref. If the voltage difference
between node Vout and node A is the same as when it is zero, there is a constant current
flowing through the resistor R9, and the output node voltage changes after the current is
integrated by C6. When the integrated current value flowing through C6 is zero, the system
enters a steady state and the output node voltage is equal to the voltage of node A.

Figure 9. PI controller.

4.4. Mixer Circuit

To avoid the influence of the offset voltage of the operational amplifier in the mixer,
the temperature coefficient of the offset voltage should be reduced. The topology of the
three-stage operational amplifier is adopted, the second-stage capacitor is compensated and
the switch unit adopts a 6 MOS structure, which effectively eliminates clock feedthrough
and charge injection, as well as lower on-resistance.

As shown in Figure 10, one end of the switch S1 is connected to the positive end of the
operational amplifier, while the other end is connected to the reference voltage Vref, and is
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turned on and off by a square wave signal. The signal at the positive input of the mixer can
be expressed as follows:

U2(t) =

⎧⎨
⎩Vre f nTC < t <

(
n + 1

2

)
TC

Us(t)
(

n + 1
2

)
TC < t < (n + 1)TC

(20)

Figure 10. Mixer circuit.

If the resistors R14 and R15 are equal, then the output waveform of the mixer is
as follows:

Uo(t) = −Us(t) + 2U2(t) (21)

Substituting Formula (9) into (10), Expression (11) can be obtained:

Uo(t) =

⎧⎨
⎩2Vre f − Us(t) nTC < t <

(
n + 1

2

)
TC

Us(t)
(

n + 1
2

)
TC < t < (n + 1)TC

(22)

5. Results

Table 1 shows the structural parameters of the silicon gyroscope employed in this paper.

Table 1. Structural parameters of the silicon gyroscope.

Parameter Unit

Drive mass Md 2.1493 Kg × 10−7

Damping coefficient 2.1247 λd × 10−5

Elastic coefficient 1.7219 Kd × 102

Central capacitance 0.9445 pF
Resonant frequency 4.5047 KHz

Quality factor 205.7238

The monolithic integrated design of the MEMS interface circuit is based on 0.5 μm
18 V CMOS process technology. To reduce the low-frequency 1/f noise and thermal noise
of the charge amplifier, the charge amplifier input transistor uses a large aspect ratio. To
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prevent the AC signal of the driving circuit affecting the sense circuit, the driving and the
sense circuit module become separate modules. Meanwhile, a grounded metal wire is
added between the driving circuit and the sense circuit, reducing the interference of the
driving signal in the sensitive circuit. In addition, the charge amplifier input tube used in
the interface ASIC provides a fully symmetrical layout, which can reduce the amplifier’s
offset voltage. The interface circuit chip area is about 5.05 mm × 3.7 mm, and the overall
interface circuit includes the gyroscope drive circuit, the sense circuit and the quadrature
circuit. The interface ASIC contains 818 transistors, 54 resistors, 60 capacitors and 5 diodes.
The layout of the MEMS gyroscope interface ASIC is shown in Figure 11. The gyroscope
interface ASIC operates at ±9 V supply voltage and its power consumption is 360 mW.

Figure 11. Layout of closed-loop micromachined gyroscope interface ASIC.

5.1. System-Level Modeling and Simulation

The performance of the driving circuit is also one of the key factors limiting the
performance of the gyroscope system. The MEMS gyroscope interface circuit adopts the
automatic gain control module to achieve stable amplitude control of the driving voltage,
ensuring the self-excited oscillation of the gyroscope under normal temperature and a low
Q value. The driving circuit allows for complete closed-loop self-excited oscillation, and
the sense circuit can detect the input angular velocity information. After the driving circuit
stabilizes the self-excited amplitude, the sense circuit can complete the demodulation and
output of the angular velocity signal. Therefore, it is crucial for the MEMS gyroscope’s
driving circuit to achieve self-excited oscillation. In this work, a system-level simulation
model of the gyroscope driving loop was established using SIMULINK, as shown in
Figure 12.

The automatic gain module ensures that the driving circuit has stable amplitude and is
quick to start, allowing the gyroscope system to quickly enter into operation. By changing
the value of the set reference voltage, the oscillation amplitude of the gyroscope drive
circuit can be altered. Figure 13 shows the simulation diagram of the self-excited start of
the driving circuit of the MEMS gyroscope. The simulation results show that the driving
circuit completes the self-excitation oscillation in about 0.2 s, and the resonant frequency
of the driving voltage signal is 4504 Hz. Compared with the non-self-excited oscillation
method, the system does not need to readjust the locking frequency and phase when the
resonant frequency of the gyroscope changes. Therefore, the closed-loop self-excited drive
scheme based on the secondary demodulation principle is more adaptable and consumes
less hardware resources.
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Figure 12. Driving circuit system-level simulation model diagram.

Figure 13. The simulation diagram of the self-excited start of the driving circuit of the MEMS gyroscope.

5.2. Transistor-Level Simulation Analysis

Figure 14 is the overall simulation result of the mixer. As shown in the figure, the
output signal of the mixer is an envelope signal, including the signal and the switch signal.
The outside of the envelope is a sinusoidal signal with the same frequency, and the signal
inside the envelope is at the same frequency as the square wave signal. The amplitude of
the square wave signal in the figure is double Vref.

Figure 14. Simulated result of mixer.
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The overall transient simulation results of the closed-loop drive system are shown in
Figure 15. V(drive_sense_out) is the detection signal of the micromachined gyroscope in
the driving direction, and its vibration speed is represented by V(speed). The signal of the
driving loop based on frequency modulation reaches a stable state soon after the oscillation.
The stabilization time is approximately 200 ms, the detection signal amplitude is about
21.32 mV and the amplitude does not change over time after stabilization. Therefore, the
designed frequency-based demodulation circuit successfully stabilizes the vibration.

Figure 15. Transient response of closed-loop driving system.

The waveform diagram of the driving signal of the micromachined gyroscope in the
steady state is shown in Figure 16. V(drive_ac+) and V(drive_ac-) with opposite phases are
the frequency-modulated driving voltage signals loaded on the driving electrodes of the
micromechanical gyroscope, respectively. V(drive_sense_out) is a drive detection signal.
The detection signal frequency in the driving direction of the micromachined gyroscope is
equal to its natural frequency, which is determined via its frequency selection characteristics.
The stable average frequency is 4504 Hz and the frequency deviation is 1 Hz. Based on the
mean square deviation of the simulation data after the system is stable, the frequency jitter
is 0.0221 Hz.

Figure 16. Transient response of micromachined gyroscope driving circuit.
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5.3. Experimental Test

In order to verify the feasibility of the drive circuit design scheme of the MEMS gy-
roscope, the closed-loop self-excited oscillation of the gyroscope interface ASIC chip was
tested experimentally. Figure 17a shows the test result of the electrostatic force drive mod-
ulation signal of the MEMS gyroscope. The drive force signal was frequency-modulated,
which is consistent with the designed driving force signal. Figure 17b presents the time
domain test chart of the MEMS gyroscope drive signal, and the test results show that the
designed driving circuit can achieve the closed-loop driving function.

Figure 17. Experimental results of driving circuit of the MEMS gyroscope: (a) test results of electro-
static driving modulation signal; (b) test results of driving signal time domain.

Figure 18a shows the test results of the driving vibration signals of ASIC, the driv-
ing circuit interface of the MEMS gyroscope. One point was picked every 1 s, and one
hundred points were picked, respectively, for each test experiment. The experimental
results demonstrate that the interface ASIC can realize closed-loop self-excited driving with
stable amplitude and frequency under normal pressure. Frequency stability was measured
using the frequency channel of a multimeter (Agilent34410A). The resonant frequency
was 4.504 kHz, the frequency fluctuation was less than 0.1 Hz and the relative stability
was about 0.0025%. The stability of the driving displacement amplitude was tested using
the voltage channel of a multimeter. The relative stability of the driving displacement
amplitude was about 0.0050%.

Figure 18. Test results of driving circuit stability of the MEMS gyroscope: (a) driving displacement
amplitude stability; (b) drive signal frequency stability.

Table 2 compares the performance of various driving circuits for the MEMS gyroscope.
The self-excited oscillation driving circuit of this design, which was based on the secondary
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demodulation principle, was monolithically integrated using 0.5 μm CMOS process tech-
nology, which has a high degree of integration. By comparing the measured results of the
method of optimizing phase noise with the experimental results of the scheme without
considering phase noise optimization, Table 2 shows that the self-excited oscillation driving
circuit designed using optimized phase noise improved the driving stability. The MEMS
gyroscope interface circuit designed in this work achieved monolithic integration and good
overall performance.

Table 2. Comparison of the MEMS gyroscope’s driving circuit stability.

Ref Frequency (kHz) Frequency Stability Amplitude Stability

[26] - 0.0290% 0.0470%
[27] 54.76 0.003% 0.0025%

This work 4.504 0.0025% 0.005%

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a self-excited oscillation driving interface circuit based on the principle of
quadratic demodulation was proposed. This circuit is suitable for low-Q gyroscopes under
normal temperature and pressure. A self-excited closed-loop driving circuit consisting of a
phase shifter, PI controller and mixer was designed, and it can precisely and stably control
the mechanical sensitive element. This interface circuit can eliminate the influence of the
drive electrode on the displacement electrode and reduce the frequency jitter, improving
the overall performance of the gyroscope. Thus, the gyro’s driving interface ASIC is
monolithically integrated using standard 0.5 μm CMOS process technology. Then, the
system-level modeling and simulation of the gyroscope driving loop were carried out using
SIMULINK, and the frequency and amplitude stability of the gyroscope driving circuit
were tested and verified. The results show that the relative stability of the drive circuit
frequency stability was about 0.0025%, and the frequency fluctuation was less than 0.1 Hz.
The relative stability of the driving displacement amplitude was about 0.0050%. The MEMS
gyroscope driving circuit test experiment verifies the correctness of the interface ASIC chip
design scheme, and the gyroscope driving circuit can achieve a good, stable amplitude of
self-excited oscillation.
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Abstract: In order to remove noise generated during the accelerometer calibration process, an
accelerometer denoising method based on empirical mode decomposition (EMD) and time-frequency
peak filtering (TFPF) is proposed in this paper. Firstly, a new design of the accelerometer structure
is introduced and analyzed by finite element analysis software. Then, an algorithm combining
EMD and TFPF is proposed for the first time to deal with the noise of the accelerometer calibration
process. Specific steps taken are to remove the intrinsic mode function (IMF) component of the high
frequency band after the EMD decomposition, and then to use the TFPF algorithm to process the IMF
component of the medium frequency band; meanwhile, the IMF component of the low frequency
band is reserved, and finally the signal is reconstructed. The reconstruction results show that the
algorithm can effectively suppress the random noise generated during the calibration process. The
results of spectrum analysis show that EMD + TFPF can effectively protect the characteristics of the
original signal and that the error can be controlled within 0.5%. Finally, Allan variance is used to
analyze the results of the three methods to verify the filtering effect. The results show that the filtering
effect of EMD + TFPF is the most obvious, being 97.4% higher than the original data.

Keywords: MEMS accelerometer; empirical mode decomposition; time-frequency peak filtering;
high-g calibration

1. Introduction

Inertial technology is a cross-integrated technology involving inertial navigation [1]
and guidance [2], inertial systems [3] and related disciplines [4–6]. Accelerometers, as
the most basic inertial devices, are widely used in automobile, defense and impact mea-
surement [7,8]. However, the requirements for accuracy are becoming higher and higher.
Therefore, how to improve the accuracy of the accelerometer calibration process is very
important. Many researchers have undertaken a lot of work to improve the accuracy of
calibration. The approaches pursued include those described below.

Accelerometer denoising methods can be divided into the following two types: hardware-
based methods and software methods. Zhang proposed a capacitive micro-electro-mechanical
system (MEMS) accelerometer based on an asymmetrical anti-spring structure, which has
high sensitivity and low noise performance. The accelerometer has been successfully ap-
plied in an earthquake [9]. Rao developed a micromachined micro-g capacitive accelerome-
ter with a silicon-based spring-mass sensing element. By increasing the weight of the proof
mass, the thermal noise was reduced [10]. Kamada devised a sensor architecture with a
unique perforated and electrode-separated mass structure; the accelerometer achieved both
low noise and low power consumption [11]. Yeh presented a monolithically integrated
CMOS-MEMS three-axis capacitive accelerometer, which achieved the goal of low noise
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and low zero gravity [12]. Utz designed an accelerometer consisting of an ultra-low noise
CMOS integrated readout-IC and a high-precision bulk micro-machined sensing element;
the acceleration equivalent noise was significantly reduced [13]. Liu presented a low-power
micromechanical capacitive accelerometer system with hybrid signal output to ensure a
low noise output signal [14]. Najafi introduced classic and knowledge-based intelligent
controllers for regulation of a vibratory MEMS accelerometer to filter stochastic noises [15].
Edalafar developed a high-performance micromachined capacitive accelerometer with the
feature of low noise [16].

Another denoising method is that of software compensation. Algorithm compensa-
tion is more convenient and flexible than hardware-based compensation. Yan proposed
a hybrid denoising algorithm based on time-frequency peak filtering (TFPF), local mean
decomposition (LMD) and sample entropy (SE) to decrease the influence of noise on the
high-g MEMS accelerometer (HGMA) output signal [17]. Guo presented a Kalman filtering
method based on information fusion. By using the MEMS gyroscope and line accelerometer
signals to implement the filtering function under the Kalman algorithm, the noise of the
gyroscope signal was significantly reduced [18]. Zou combined ensemble empirical mode
decomposition (EEMD) with time-domain integration. The fusion algorithm was based on
a bridge dynamic displacement reconstruction method, then the high-frequency ambient
noise was effectively eliminated [19]. Ding combined a wavelet de-noising method with
a nonlinear independent component analysis (ICA) method to tackle the nonlinear BSS
problem with additive noise [20]. Shen studied a novel multiple inputs/single output
model based on a genetic algorithm (GA) and the Elman neural network (Elman NN) to
improve the temperature drift modeling precision of gyroscopes [21]. Jiang adopted an
artificial intelligence (AI) method to de-noise the MEMS inertial measurement unit (IMU)
output signals [22]. Lu proposed a denoising method based on the combination of empiri-
cal mode decomposition (EMD) and wavelet threshold [23]. Zhu proposed a radial basis
function (RBF) neural network (NN) + genetic algorithm (GA) + Kalman filter (KF) method,
combined with a temperature drift model, so that noise characteristics were well opti-
mized [24]. Zhang proposed a dual modulation method. The intensity modulation enabled
movement of the signal to a high frequency, and the light source noise was suppressed
perfectly by combining phase modulation [25]. Mokhtari implemented wavelet de-noising
and de-trending techniques in order to filter angular accelerations [26]. He proposed
the Kalman filter method to preprocess the raw data to reduce noise [27]. Abbasi-Kesbi
presented a method based on the L2-norm total variation (LTV) algorithm. The obtained
signals from the accelerometer were denoised [28]. Kou designed a hybrid algorithm based
on forward linear prediction (FLP), a grey accumulated generating operation (AGO) and
lifting wavelet transform (LWT) to achieve a better denoising effect [29]. Shen proposed a
parallel processing algorithm, which was based on variational mode decomposition (VMD)
and an augmented nonlinear differentiator (AND), to improve the effectiveness of the de-
noising process [30]. Wang studied a method based on an improved ensemble local mean
decomposition to reduce noise [31]. Cao proposed a structural equivalent electronic model
and improved differential interface based on weak signal detection technology to improve
the accuracy of inertial devices [32]. Wang used a method based on ensemble empirical
mode decomposition (EEMD) and multipoint optimal minimum entropy deconvolution
adjusted (MOMEDA) to reduce noise [33]. Cao introduced a sense mode closed-loop
method for a MEMS gyroscope, which was based on the dipole temperature compensation
method, and improved accuracy effectively [34]. Cai proposed a parallel processing model
for eliminating gyroscope noise and temperature drift based on multi-objective particle
swarm optimization based on a variational modal decomposition-time-frequency peak
filter (MOVMD–TFPF) and the beetle antennae search algorithm– Elman neural network
(BAS–Elman NN) [35]. Shen introduced a noise reduction algorithm based on an improved
empirical mode decomposition (EMD) and forward linear prediction (FLP) to reduce the
noise of a fiber optic gyroscope; the standard deviation of the gyroscope output signal was
effectively reduced [36]. Cao proposed an IAWTD (improved adaptive wavelet threshold
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de-noising)-CSVM (C-means support vector machine)-EEMD (ensemble empirical mode
decomposition) algorithm to compensate for the humidity drift of a gyroscope; this algo-
rithm effectively reduced the quantization noise, bias stability and angle random walk of
a MEMS gyroscope [37]. Ma introduced a fusion algorithm based on an immune-based
particle swarm optimization (IPSO) improved VMD and BP neural network to reduce the
temperature drift and output signal noise of the gyroscope [38]. Cao proposed a novel com-
pensation method based on a permutation entropy local characteristic-scale decomposition
(PE-LCD) and adaptive network-based fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) for a dual-mass
MEMS gyroscope [39]. Ma introduced a parallel denoising model for a dual-mass MEMS
gyroscope based on PE (Permutation entropy)-ITD (Intrinsic time scale decomposition)
and SA (Simulated annealing)-ELM (Extreme learning machine) [40].

Although the above research institutions have been able to approximate the nonlinear
relationship of the error using a variety of algorithm combinations, no significant suppres-
sion effect on the noise generated during the accelerometer calibration process has been
demonstrated, and the characteristics of the original signal cannot be effectively preserved.
To address the above problems, this paper proposes an accelerometer calibration process
denoising algorithm based on empirical mode decomposition (EMD) and time-frequency
peak filtering (TFPF). First, the intrinsic mode function (IMF) components of the high-
frequency band after EMD decomposition are removed. Then, the TFPF algorithm is used
to process the IMF components of the intermediate frequency, while the low-frequency IMF
components are retained. Finally, the signal is reconstructed. The spectrum analysis results
show that EMD + TFPF can effectively protect the characteristics of the original signal, and
the error can be controlled within 0.5%. The results of Allan variance analysis show that
the filtering effect is improved by 97.4% compared with the original data.

This paper introduces the proposed method as follows: Section 2 introduces the
structure of the high g-value accelerometer, while Section 3 describes the construction of the
EMD and TFPF fusion algorithm. The impact experiments performed on the accelerometer
and signal processing are described in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusions
of the paper.

2. Structure of MEMS Accelerometer and Working Mode Analysis

The original signal collected in this paper is from a newly designed and manufactured
high-g MEMS accelerometer (HGMA) [41,42]. It is a kind of accelerometer with a high
impact survival rate and high measuring range. The detection method for the HGMA used
is the piezo resistance and the output signal is the voltage. The HGMA adopts a four beam
and island structure. The frame, four beams and the center mass are all rectangular, which
is conducive to processing. The structure diagram and parameters are shown in Figure 1.

The coordinate system is constructed with the cross-section of the accelerometer. The
central dividing line of the cross-section is the z-axis (specifying that the direction is positive
to the downward direction). The other middle line is the x-axis, and the right direction
is positive. The frame constructed is shown in Figure 1. The beam length, width and
thickness are a1, b1 and c1, respectively; the mass length, width and thickness are 2a2, b2
and c2, respectively. The size values are shown in Table 1.

The accelerometer is simulated and analyzed through ANSYS soft at four primary
resonance modes; Figure 2a–d show the first, second, third and fourth modes, respectively.
The first mode mass moves along the z-axis and is the working mode; the second mode
mass rotates around the x-axis; the third mode mass rotates around the y-axis; the fourth
mode mass and frame move along the z-axis. The resonant frequencies of the four modes
are shown in Table 2, which indicates that the 1st order is the working mode of HGMA
and its resonant frequency is 408 kHz. The 2nd-order mode resonant frequency is 667 kHz
and has a 260 kHz gap with the 1st-order mode, which means that the coupling movement
between these two modes is tiny and is good for HGMA linearity.
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Figure 1. HGMA structure schematic and size.

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 2. Mode simulation of HGMA structure. (a–d) are the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th order modes.
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Table 1. Structural parameters of the HGMA.

Beam Mass

Parameters length (a1) width (b1) height (c1) length (a2) width (b2) height (c1)
size/μm 350 800 80 800 800 200

Table 2. Resonant frequencies of the four modes.

Mode Shapes 1 2 3 4

Resonant Frequency /kHz 408 667 671 1119

The structure of the HGMA is made of silicon bonding on glass. The main technolog-
ical process is divided into 12 steps. SEM photos and CCD photos of the accelerometer
structure are shown in Figure 3.

 

Figure 3. Overall photo, CCD photo and SEM photo of HGMA.

3. Methodology Combining EMD and TFPF

3.1. Empirical Mode Decomposition

Empirical mode decomposition (EMD) is an effective method for processing non-linear
and non-stationary time-varying sequences. The method can adaptively decompose signals
based on the time-scale characteristics of the data itself. The algorithm can decompose
complicated time-series data into a finite number of intrinsic mode functions (IMF). The
IMF component has all the fluctuation information of the original data at the corresponding
time-scale. The specific steps of the EMD are as follows [43]:

Step 1: Find all the maximum points of the original signal x(t) and use the cubic spline
interpolation function to form the upper envelope of the original data. Similarly, find all the
minimum points and use the same interpolation function to form the lower envelope. The
average of the upper and lower envelopes is set as m1; its value is shown in Equation (1).

m1 =
1
2
(xmin(t) + xmax(t)) (1)

where xmin and xmax represent the maximum envelope and the minimum envelope,
respectively.

Step 2: Subtract the average value from the original signal to obtain a new high-
frequency sequence with the low frequencies removed, denoted as h1(t).

h1(t) = x(t)− m1 (2)

where x(t) is the original signal.
Step 3: If h1(t) is not an IMF component, set h1(t) as the original data, repeat the

above process.
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Continue with Step 1, obtain the average value m11.

m11 =
1
2
(h1min(t) + h1max(t)) (3)

Continue with Step 2, obtain h11(t).

h11(t) = h1(t)− m11 (4)

If h11(t) is still not an IMF component, repeat the loop k times and obtain m1k and h1k(t)
until h1k(t) meets the conditions of the IMF. The results are as follows:

m1k =
1
2
(h1kmin(t) + h1kmax(t)) (5)

h1k(t) = h1k−1(t)− m1k (6)

Step 4: Assume c1(t) as the highest frequency component of the original signal, set the
value as follows:

c1(t) = h1k(t) (7)

Step 5: Separate c1(t) from x(t) and obtain Equation (8).

x1(t) = x(t)− c1(t) (8)

where x1(t) is the new high-frequency sequence with low frequency removed.
Step 6: The value obtained by Equation (8) is subjected to the above sieving process,

so the second IMF component can be obtained. After repeating n times, obtaining the nth
IMF-compliant component, namely:⎧⎨

⎩
x1(t)− c2(t) = x2(t)

. . .
xn−1(t)− cn(t) = xn(t)

(9)

Step 7: If the last component xn (t) is a monotonic function and its value is small or
tends to zero, the decomposition is terminated and the steps are not repeated. Finally, the
relationship between the original signal and each component is shown in Equation (10).

x(t) =
n

∑
i=1

ci(t) + xn(t) (10)

where c1(t), c2(t), c3(t), . . . , cn(t) are the individual IMF components; xn(t) represents the
average trend of the signal.

3.2. Time-Frequency Peak Filtering

For the noise filtering problem of low SNR (signal-to-noise ratio) signals, the time-
frequency peak filtering (TFPF) filter works well. In this method, the noisy signal is
coded and modulated into a certain analytical signal frequency, and the Wigner–Ville
time-frequency distribution is used to obtain an estimate of the peak frequency of the
analyzed signal. According to the characteristics of the modulation signal of the noise in
the Wigner–Ville distribution, when the time-frequency peak is extracted, the influence can
be filtered out; finally, the analytical signal is restored, and the signal noise reduction can
be realized.

The time-frequency peak filtering method is very effective for the extraction of weak
signals. It can be mainly divided into the following steps [44–46]:

Step 1: Assume that the noisy signal is as follows:

sc(t) = s(t) + c(t) (11)
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where sc(t) is the signal including noise, s(t) is the signal and c(t) is the Gaussian white noise.
Step 2: Encode the signal and obtain Formula (12).

z(t) = ej2πμ
∫ t
−∞ sc(λ)dλ

(12)

where z(t) is the analytical signal and μ is the frequency modulation factor with a value
range from 0–1.

The discrete expression of Formula (12) is as follows:

z(n) = e
j2πμ

n
∑

i=0
sc(iTs)Ts

(13)

where Ts is the sampling time.
According to the sampling theorem, the highest frequency of the sampling signal

is fs/2 and the time domain discrete signal has no negative frequency. Then, set the
instantaneous frequency of z(n) as follows:

fi(n) =

[
n
∑

i=0
sc(iTs)−

n−1
∑

i=0
sc(iTs)Ts

]
Ts

= sc(iTs) (14)

where fi(n) is the instantaneous frequency of z(n) with a frequency range between 0 and fs/2.
From the above analysis, Formula (15) can be obtained.

0 ≤ sc(iTs) ≤ fs/2 (15)

In general, for convenience of calculation, Formula (13) can be changed to the following:

z(n) = e
j2πμ

n
∑

i=0
sc(i)

(16)

From Equation (16), Equation (15) can be changed to the following:

0 ≤ sc(i) ≤ 1/2 (17)

It can be derived from Formula (17) that the signal amplitude should be limited within
the range and that there will be no overlap when it is modulated into a frequency. In order
to avoid signal distortion during frequency modulation, scale the acquired signal [47]:

sc(i) = (a − b)
sc(i)− min[sc(i)]

max[sc(i)]− min[sc(i)]
+ b (18)

where b ≤ a, and their values range from 0 to 0.5.
Step 3: Find the Wigner–Ville distribution (WVD) of the resolved signal [48].

Wzx (t, f ) =
∫ ∞
−∞ zx(t + τ

2 )zx
∗(t − τ

2 )e
j2π f τdτ (19)

where t represents time, τ represents the integral variable, and f represents the frequency.
Since the actual signal has nonlinear characteristics, the pseudo-Wigner–Ville distribu-

tion (PWVD) is used to find the time-frequency distribution of the signal to ensure that the
estimation of the signal in the window is unbiased [46].

The PWVD distribution of the noisy signals is as follows:

Wpzx (t, f ) =
∫ ∞

−∞
h(τ)zx(t +

τ

2
)zx

∗(t − τ

2
)ej2π f τdτ (20)
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where h(τ) is a real-valued window function.
The discrete expression of Formula (20) is as follows:

Wpzx (n, m) =
L

∑
l=−L

h(l)zx(n + l)zx
∗(n − l)ej2πmn (21)

where h(l) is a window function, and its width is 2L + 1.
The maximum value of the time-frequency distribution of the analytical signal is taken

as the estimate of the instantaneous frequency by the frequency variable, which is shown
in Formula (22).

f̂z =
1
μ

arg f max
[
Wpzx (t, f )

]
(22)

Step 4: Signal reduction
The instantaneous frequency is the estimate of the effective signal of the original signal.

Set the estimate of the effective signal of the original signal as follows:

Ŝ′(t) = f̂z (23)

Perform an inverse scaling of the estimate of the effective signal and obtain the
Formula (24) [47]:

Ŝ(i) =
(Ŝ′(i)− b)(max(sc(i))− minsc[(i)])

(a − b)
+ min[sc(i)] (24)

If, when filtering, the effect (such as the signal-to-noise ratio) is not ideal, step 1 can be
returned to for iterative filtering.

3.3. The EMD-TFPF Fusion Algorithm

The TFPF method can suppress part of the random noise. However, the TFPF method
may not have a very good effect. However, the EMD algorithm can also filter but can lead
to serious signal distortion. This section proposes a fusion algorithm based on empirical
mode decomposition (EMD) and time-frequency peak filtering (TFPF).

Firstly, the EMD algorithm is used to decompose the acceleration calibration signal.
The processed signal is divided into many IMF components, which are distributed from
high frequency to low frequency. The decomposed IMF component is mainly divided
into three parts: a noise part, a mixed signal and a trend term. There is almost no useful
signal component in the high-frequency signal, so it can be ignored, which can effectively
suppress part of the random noise. Then, we select a small amount of IMF for signal
reconstruction. The TFPF algorithm is then implemented for each selected IMF to further
filter the random signals generated in the calibration process; the specific approach uses a
small window PWVD to suppress the residual weak random noise in the time-frequency
analysis. Finally, the required signals are restored by adding the processed IMFs. The
specific process is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. The process of the EMD-TFPF fusion algorithm.

The selection of IMF components is an important problem. In the calibration process
of the accelerometer, there are two frequencies that need to be considered. The first is
the shock frequency in the calibration process, and the second is the vibration frequency
of the accelerometer. For the selected IMF components, spectrum analysis of each IMF
component shows that there will be peaks around the shock frequency and vibration
frequency. In order to ensure that the calibration process of the MEMS accelerometer does
not produce spectrum distortion, the spectrum characteristics of the original signal should
be retained as far as possible. Therefore, for the selection of these IMF components, the IMF
component whose spectral energy ratio is greater than the average spectral energy of the
IMF component is selected here.

EMD-TFPF is an improvement of the two filtering algorithms EMD and TFPF. The
EMD-TFPF algorithm can effectively separate the signal noise and process each part of
the IMF component accordingly. It avoids the problem that the real signal is obtained
by EMD decomposition but the noise cannot be effectively filtered. It also avoids the
problem that the window selection in TFPF is too large and affects the characteristics of the
original signal.

4. Experiment and Signal Processing

As shown in Figure 5, the Hopkinson bar calibration system included a recycling box,
deformeter, computer, Hopkinson bar, and compressed air. The power supply provided a
+5 V voltage to the HGMA, the temperature was maintained at 25 ◦C (room temperature
value), and the sampling rate was set to 20 MHz.
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Figure 5. Hopkinson bar calibration system.

HGMA was calibrated in the Hopkinson bar calibration system. The HGMA output
signal was acquired using a high-speed data acquisition system and a computer. The results
are shown in Figure 6.

 

Figure 6. The output of the MEMS accelerometer in the calibration experiment.

It is worth noting that the HGMA calibration process is mainly divided into three
phases, namely the preparation phase, the impact phase and the oscillation phase.

1. Preparation stage: this part mainly includes the bias characteristics of the HGMA. The
noise signal is included. The maximum peak noise is approximately 1000 g.

2. Shock stage: this stage is the main part of the accelerometer calibration experiment;
the output peak value is about 28,030 g and the pulse width is about 10 μs.

3. Vibration stage: this part mainly captures the vibration information for the HGMA,
reflecting the dynamic characteristics of the HGMA.
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The accelerometer calibration signal is decomposed by the EMD algorithm, as shown
in Figure 7. It can be seen that the acceleration signal is finally decomposed into eight IMF
components and a residual component. The IMF components are distributed from high
frequency to low frequency.

 

Figure 7. EMD decomposition of original signal.

According to the EMD low-pass filtering de-noising processing algorithm, the high-
frequency part of the IMF component is removed directly, and the medium- and low-
frequency IMF components are processed by Section 3.3. Therefore, each IMF component
is finally layered. IMF1 is the noise term, while IMF2, IMF3, and IMF4 are mixed items,
and IMF5–IMF8 are the trend items of the signal and should be reserved.

The mixed terms are processed by the TFPF algorithm, as shown in Figure 8. By
observing the time series, it can be found that the TFPF algorithm can effectively suppress
the random noise based on protection of the useful signal.
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Figure 8. The results of mixed components after TFPF de-noising.

After the above signal processing, the accelerometer signal is reconstructed according
to the steps in Figure 4. The results of reconstructing the accelerometer signal using the
three methods are shown in Figure 8. It can be seen from Figure 8 that EMD has the best
effect in the three stages.

In the preparation stage, the maximum noise of the original signal, the EMD denoising
signal, the TFPF denoising signal, and the EMD + TFPF denoising signal were 1958 g,
878.7 g, 1483 g, 811.6 g, respectively. According to the results, among the three methods,
the TFPF method had the worst denoising effect, and the EMD + TFPF method had the
most obvious denoising effect.

In the shock stage, the curves of the original signal, the EMD denoising signal, the
TFPF denoising signal, and the EMD + TFPF denoising signal almost coincided. The results
show that the three algorithms contained the same information as the original signal.

In the vibration stage, the TFPF and EMD + TFPF methods captured the original signal
well, but the EMD method appeared to result in distortion and did not fully reflect the
original data information.

In summary, The EMD method was able to effectively suppress the random signal of
the calibration process but failed to effectively protect the original signal characteristics
of the accelerometer. The TFPF algorithm could also filter out a lot of the random signals,
but the effect was less obvious. Only by combining the EMD and TFPF algorithms was
the random signal effectively suppressed and the basic characteristics of the reserved
signal ensured.

For the spectrum analysis of the accelerometer, the main focus was on the three states
of the accelerometer calibration process. The first stage is the preparation stage, the second
stage is the shock stage, and the third stage is the resonant frequency of the vibration stage
(Figure 9 shows the three stages).
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Figure 9. Noise reduction results at different stages.

The spectrum analysis results of the signals processed by the different algorithms
are shown in Figure 10. For the shock stage: the frequency peak was approximately
27.1 kHz. During this stage, the amplitudes of the original signal data, the EMD, TFPF
and EMD + TFPF denoising signals were 3608 g, 3541 g, 3624 g and 3610 g, respectively.
Therefore, the true amplitude and frequency information of the original signal was able to
be captured by the three denoising methods.

For the vibration phase: the frequency peak was approximately 525.8 kHz and the
amplitudes of the original signal data, the EMD denoising result, the TFPF denoising result,
and the EMD + TFPF denoising result were 5284 g, 472.6 g, 4585 g, 5310 g, respectively. The
amplitude and shape of the original signal data, and the TFPF and the EMD + TFPF de-
noising results, were basically the same. The EMD denoising method distortion prevented
accurate reflection of the frequency and amplitude information of the original data.

The results of the several denoising methods in the preparation stage were evaluated
using Allan analysis of variance, as shown in Figure 11. It can be seen that the random
walking and bias stability of the original data was 6.9202 × 108 (g/h), which improved
to 8.102 × 107 (g/h), 8.8901 × 107 (g/h), and 1.8002 × 107 (g/h) using the EMD method,
the TFPF method and the EMD + TFPF method, respectively. The results indicate that the
effect of the fusion algorithm was the most obvious among the three methods.
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Figure 10. Frequency characteristics comparison of different denoising results.

 

Figure 11. Allan analysis results of the denoising method during the “preparation stage”.
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The denoising results of the different methods at different stages are shown in Figure 12.
Compared with the EMD method and the TFPF method, the EMD + TFPF method worked
best in the three stages.

 

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 12. Noise reduction effect of the three algorithms at different stages. (a) is the increase in the
bias stability value in the preparation stage, (b,c) are the optimization results in the shock stage and
the vibration stage, respectively.

It was calculated that, in the preparation stage, the noise of the original signal was
reduced by 88.3%, 87.2% and 97.4% using the EMD, TFPF, and EMD + TFPF denoising
methods, respectively. In the shock stage, the errors from the original three denoising
methods of EMD, TFPF, EMD + TFPF were 0.94%, 0.44%, and 0.055%, respectively. In the
vibration stage, the errors for the EMD, TFPF, and EMD + TFPF methods were 91.06%,
13.23%, and 0.49%, respectively.

The results for the preparation stage showed that the EMD + TFPF method achieved
the best denoising effect. In the shock stage and the vibration stage, the EMD + TFPF
method did not destroy the original calibration data, and was able to perform data process-
ing during the calibration process.

5. Conclusions

This paper introduced the high-g accelerometer and the filtering methods used in the
accelerometer calibration process. The structure of the accelerometer was analyzed using
finite element analysis software. Simulation results showed that the resonant frequency
of HGMA in the 1st-order mode was 408 kHz. The 2nd-order resonant frequency was
667 kHz and the gap with the 1st-order mode was 260 kHz, so the coupling movement
between the two modes was small, and the HGMA had better linearity. For noise reduction
of the accelerometer calibration, the EMD + TFPF method was proposed. The method was
mainly divided into the following steps: First, the IMF component of the high frequency
band after EMD decomposition was removed; second, the IFPF algorithm was used to
process the IMF component of the middle frequency band; third, the IMF component of the
low frequency band was reserved; finally, the signal was reconstructed. The experimental
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results showed that the EMD + TFPF method was able to not only achieve a significant
filtering effect, but also to retain the original signal to a large extent.
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Abstract: The coupling efficiency of the fiber ring resonator has an important influence on the scale
factor of the resonant fiber gyroscope. In order to improve the scale factor of the gyroscope, the
coupling efficiency of the fiber ring resonator and its influential factors on the scale factor of the
gyroscope are analyzed and tested. The results show that the coupling efficiency is affected by both
the splitting ratio of the coupler and the loss in the cavity. When the coupling efficiency approaches
0.75 at the under-coupling state, the scaling factor of the gyroscope is the highest. This provides
a theoretical reference and an experimental basis for the enhancement of the scaling factor of the
resonant fiber gyroscope with the fiber ring resonator as the sensitive unit, providing options for
multiple applications such as sea, land, sky and space.

Keywords: resonant fiber gyroscope; fiber ring resonator; coupling efficiency; scale factor

1. Introduction

Inertial navigation is a self-service navigation system that does not need external
information that radiates energy to the outside world. It is widely used in national de-
fense [1], civil and commercial fields due to its advantages of long working hours, high
stability and fast data update rate [2]. A gyroscope is the core component of an inertial
navigation system [3], which is used to measure the angular velocity of the vector in the
inertial space and the attitude of the vector [4]; the performance of the gyroscope plays
a decisive role in the performance of the whole inertial navigation system [5]. Resonant
gyroscopes use the resonant properties of vibration to measure rotation [6], and resonant
fiber optic gyroscope (RFOG), a novel opto-electronic hybrid integrated sensor [7,8], mea-
sure the rotational angular velocity of the system by measuring the resonance frequency
difference of clockwise (CW) and counterclockwise (CCW) light caused by the optical
Sagnac effect. Due to its advantages of high precision, small size and no moving parts,
the resonant optical gyroscope has drawn much attention [9]. Like ordinary mechanical
gyroscopes, optical gyroscopes are also affected by coupling effects, temperature [10] and
other external noise [11]. The optical gyroscope is favored in various application fields such
as sea, land, sky and space because of its internal all-solid-state optical path, no rotor wear
and no moving parts, which greatly improve the mechanical properties of inertial devices
such as anti-vibration and shock resistance. Resonant fiber optic gyroscopes, as a kind of
optical gyroscope, compared with interferometric fiber optic gyroscopes, only need to use
a 2 × 2 coupler and pigtail fusion to form a resonant cavity, avoiding the temperature drift
caused by the Shupe effect in the long optical fiber sensitive annulus At the same time, the
miniaturization also shows its unique advantages and engineering application potential. A
fiber ring resonator works as the core sensitive unit of the RFOG; it can be simply formed
by splicing coupler pigtails. The low insertion loss allows light energy to be stored in the
fiber core efficiently [12].

Although the fiber ring resonator (FRR) can improve the detection sensitivity of the
gyroscope by obtaining a higher Q value, the effect of coupling efficiency on the gyroscopic
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scaling factor has not yet been fully analyzed theoretically and experimentally. Thus, in
order to ensure the stability and accuracy of the gyroscope, it is necessary to reduce its
temperature drift and coupling effects [13]. There are more research works on the direction
of temperature drift compensation, and the combination of temperature compensation
algorithms can effectively reduce the drift amount [14]. However, the cross-coupling
effect [15,16] between multiple axes of different gyroscopes has some differences, and it
is important to deeply explore and analyze its sources and mechanisms. The work in this
paper focuses on the analysis of the coupling states of FRR, which has three coupling states,
namely, the states of under-coupling, over-coupling and critical coupling [17]. Experiments
are conducted under different coupling states to investigate in depth the effects of different
coupling states on the accuracy of gyroscopes and to provide an experimental basis for the
subsequent related calibration and compensation.

The influence factors of the three coupled states of the fiber ring resonator are studied
in this paper. The influence of the coupled state on the detection accuracy of the resonant
optical gyroscope is studied through theoretical analysis, modeling simulation and experi-
mental testing. The experimental results show that the coupling efficiency of the resonant
cavity is mainly influenced by the cavity loss and the split ratio of coupling. When the
coupling efficiency approaches 0.75, the gyroscope has the highest scale factor and is in the
under-coupling state. The cavity length is 3 m, and, when the split ratio is 2/98, a resonator
with Q value of 2.3 × 108 and coupling efficiency of 0.7334 is obtained, with the highest top
scale factor of 118.2876 mV/◦/s.

2. The Analysis of Principle

2.1. Coupling Efficiency (ρ)

As the core component of the fiber ring resonator, the fiber coupler uses the evanescent
field coupling of the light waves to realize the splitting and combining between the adjacent
fibers [18].

Figure 1 shows the fiber ring resonator. E1, E2, E3 and E4 are the intensity of the light
field propagating in ports 1, 2, 3 and 4. Light enters the fiber coupler from port 1, and part
of it is output from port 2 directly. The other part of the light is coupled into the cavity
via port 4 and continues to propagate through the coupling area for one more revolution
before entering the coupler through port 3 again. The light entering port 3 continues to
propagate through port 4, while the other portion enters the coupling region to exit port 2.
E1, E2, E3 and E4 satisfy the following relationship [19]:

E2 = γE1 + jtE3 (1)

E4 = γE3 + jtE1 (2)

γ2 + t2 = 1 (3)

γ and t are the coupling and transmission coefficients, respectively, and j is the imagi-
nary unit.

The loop light intensity transfer factor τ and transmission phase shift ϕ are used to
describe the propagation of light in the fiber ring resonator:

E2 = τ exp(iϕ)E4 (4)

where ϕ = κL, κ = 2πn/λ, n is the effective refractive index of the fiber, λ is the wavelength
of the incident light in vacuum and L is the cavity length of the fiber ring resonator.

From (1)–(4), the relationship between E1 and E2 can be expressed:

E2

E1
= exp[i(π + ϕ)]

τ − γ exp(−iϕ)
1 − γτ exp(−iϕ)

(5)
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The transmission light can be obtained by the square of Formula (5):

T =

∣∣∣∣E2

E1

∣∣∣∣ = τ2 − 2γτ cos ϕ + γ2

1 − 2γτ cos ϕ + γ2τ2 (6)

Based on the above calculations, the coupling efficiency can be calculated as follows [9]:

ρ = 1 −
(

γ − τ

1 − γτ

)2
(7)

The coupling state is shown in Figure 2. When γ = τ and T = 0, the output light
intensity of E2 is zero. The optical energy loss and replenishment in the resonator reach
dynamic balance. The FRR is in the critical coupling state and the coupling efficiency is
the highest. In this case, the light coupled to the FRR by E1 is equal to the light loss in the
cavity (including the insertion loss, the transmission loss in the fiber loop and the loss in
the splice). When γ > τ, the optical energy in the cavity is replenished more than the loss,
the cavity is in an over-coupled state. Large full width at half maximum (FWHM) results in
low Q factor. When γ < τ, the cavity light energy is less than the loss of replenishment, the
resonator is in a state of under-coupling, the full width at half maximum is narrow and the
quality factor is high.

Figure 1. The structure of FRR.

 
Figure 2. Simulation of coupling state.

The relationship between the splitting ratio and the loss on the resonance depth is
shown in Figure 3. The coupling state of the resonator is affected by the different matching
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relationship between the cavity loss and the splitting ratio of the coupler. When γ = τ, the
cavity coupling efficiency is the highest.

Figure 3. The influence of splitting ratio and loss on coupling efficiency.

2.2. The Scale Factor of the Gyroscope

In the RFOG signal detection system, the triangular wave phase modulation tech-
nology is used to modulate the light emitted by the laser. If the output frequency of the
modulated laser turns from f 0 to f 0 ± Δf, the gyroscope output [17,19] is

Iout = Iin

⎛
⎝ r2 + a2 − 2ra cos

(
2π( f0+2Δ f )

FSR

)
1 + r2a2 − 2ra cos

(
2π( f0+2Δ f )

FSR

) −
r2 + a2 − 2ra cos

(
2π( f0−2Δ f )

FSR

)
1 + r2a2 − 2ra cos

(
2π( f0−2Δ f )

FSR

)
⎞
⎠ (8)

We demodulate the slope of the curve under the condition of a certain free spectral
range (FSR) of the resonance spectrum, which is the effect of fiber ring resonator coupling
efficiency on gyroscope scale factor:

κ =
dIout

Δ f

∣∣∣∣
Δ f=0

(9)

From Equations (8) and (9), it can be known that, when the maximum value is taken,
the following relation is obtained:

r =
2τ + 1
τ + 2

(10)

In this case, the coupling efficiency h = 0.75, that is, when r and τ satisfy the relationship
shown in Formula (10), the slope of the RFOG demodulation curve is the largest, which
means that the gyroscope has the highest scale factor. In this case, the fiber ring resonator
is in an under-coupled state and the coupling efficiency is 0.75.

The proper match between splitting ratio and the cavity loss in the coupler constitutes
a resonant cavity with a coupling efficiency of 0.75. Losses in FRR include insertion
loss, transmission loss in fiber and splice loss. Insertion loss and fiber transmission loss
(0.15 dB/km) are very low compared to splice loss, so splice loss constitutes the major loss
in the cavity. The splice loss was tested in the experiment.

3. The Experimental Test

3.1. Melting Point Loss Experiment

In order to obtain the wastage of the melting point, we cut off a polarization-maintaining
optical fiber, and then welded it in the same welding environment and parameters. Optical
fiber lasers were connected at one end, and the other end accessed ab optical power meter
and read the light power before and after welding. We tested many times to obtain the
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average; the results are shown in Figure 4. The loss caused by each fusion point was about
0.07 dB, and the loss caused by the two melting points was about 0.14 dB.

Figure 4. Loss in splicing points.

3.2. Optical Fiber Ring Resonator Test

In the resonant spectrum test system, as shown in Figure 5a, a narrow line-width laser
(100 Hz) with a wavelength of 1550 nm was adopted as a laser light source, the frequency
sweep coefficient was 15 MHz/V, the signal generator generated a triangle wave as the
laser scanning signal and the resonance line, after photoelectric detection in photoelectric
conversion, showed the form of the voltage signal on the oscilloscope. The definition of
coupling efficiency is h = Imax−Imin

Imax
, where Imax is the maximum value of the resonance

spectrum, Imin is the minimum value of the resonance spectrum and Imax − Imin is the
amplitude range of the resonance spectrum line. The full width at half maximum (FWHM)
method was adopted to calculate the Q value. The FRR resonance state was stimulated
under the frequency sweep mode, sampling resonance on the scope and scanning the data
of voltage. Origin software was used to calculate the scanning signal voltage difference
ΔV corresponding to the FWHM of the resonance line. The laser scanning coefficient was
15 MHz/V and the corresponding frequency of light wave at the output center wavelength
of 1550 nm was f 0 = 193 THz. The Q value of the resonant cavity can be calculated by the
formula Q = f0

FWHM = f0
ΔV×15 MHz/V [20]. The coupling efficiency and the Q value of the

FRR are shown in Figure 5b.
In the experiment, five kinds of optical split ratio couplers (1/9, 5/95, 2/98, 1/99 and

0.1/99.9) were combined into fiber ring resonators with five cavity lengths (3 m, 5 m, 10 m,
21 m and 50 m), and the system shown in Figure 5 was used for testing and comparison
with the simulation results. The results are shown in Figure 6a,b. The Q value of the
resonant cavity shows an increasing trend with decrease in the splitting ratio and increase
in the cavity length. The coupling efficiency is influenced by the splitting ratio of couplers
and the loss in the cavity, showing a trend of an initial rise and then a decrease. This is
because a high splitting ratio means energy supply is greater than the loss in the cavity,
which is in the over-coupling state; additionally, the coupling efficiency and Q value are
low. With further decrease in the splitting ratio, the complementary and dissipation of
light energy in the cavity gradually reached dynamic equilibrium. The coupling efficiency
and the Q value were gradually increased, approaching the critical coupling state. Further
reduction in the splitting ratio caused the light energy supplement in the cavity to be
less than the loss. In the under-coupled state, the Q value gradually increased, and the
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coupling efficiency showed a downward trend. The declining green curve in Figure 6b is
due to the longer length of the cavity causing a bigger transmission loss and to melt contact
loss accumulation making the optical energy loss in the cavity greater than the optical
energy supplement to the resonant cavity under each splitting ratio; therefore, this was
in the under-coupling state. The loss cavity length was 3 m. The Q value of the resonant
cavity was 2.3 × 108 while the splitting ratio of the resonator was 2/98, and the coupling
efficiency was 0.7334. Therefore, in the case where the optical fiber fusion point loss is
known, by adopting the appropriate splitting ratio tie-in cavity length, the highest Q value
and coupling efficiency of the optical FRR, i.e., 0.75, can be theoretically obtained.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 5. (a) Resonant spectrum test system, (b) coupling efficiency and Q factor calculation.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 6. (a) Comparison of measured and simulated Q values for different lengths and splitting
ratios, (b) comparison of measured and simulated coupling efficiency for different lengths and
splitting ratios.

3.3. Resonance Fiber Optic Gyroscope Index Test

The above FRRs with different coupling efficiencies were tested in the RFOG system
shown in Figure 7. Laser was emitted with stable power and wavelength of 1550 nm, and
it was divided into two identical beams of light through a Y-waveguide. The two-phase
modulation arms in the Y-waveguide phase modulator were used for the CW and CCW
directions of optical signal modulation, in which the modulation frequencies were 335 kHz
and 550 kHz, respectively. The two channels of light are resonant after the coupler; they enter
the resonator cavity, pass through the circulator, are converted into an electrical signal in
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the photodetector and are output to the lock-in amplifier to be demodulated. In the CCW
road, the output frequency of the laser is locked in as the resonant frequency of the fiber ring
resonator through proportional Integration controller; the CW road is gyroscope output.

  

Figure 7. Schematic diagram of the ROG.

As shown in Figure 8, the prototype was fixed on the rotary table at room temperature.
The frequency locking of the laser was realized by sending the frequency locking control
command from the host computer, as shown in Figure 8a, to control the angular velocity
output of the high-precision rotary table and to calibrate its scaling factor by using the step
signals corresponding to the individual angular velocities. The output rotational angular
velocity of the rotary table was controlled by the upper computer.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 8. (a) Laser frequency locking; (b) Rotation test.

The system was fixed on the high precision turntable with the angular velocity set
at about 10◦/s, 20◦/s, 30◦/s, 40◦/s and 50◦/s for rotation tests. We performed rotation
at each angular velocity three times, taking the average of the output voltage as rotation
output signal. The results in Figure 9a show the least-square linear fitting of the output
voltage corresponding to each angular velocity, used to obtain the curve of angular velocity
and the output voltage as shown in Figure 9b. The calculated gyroscope scale factor was
118.2876 mV/◦/s.

For the data in Figure 9c, the FRR with 25 parameters was tested in the gyroscope
system, comparing the measured value with the theoretical calculation; the actual mea-
surement values were basically the same as those from the theoretical calculation. With
the increase in coupling efficiency, the scale factor of the gyroscope first increases and then
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decreases. For the scale factors between 0.641 and 0.8966, all values exceeded 100 mV/◦/s,
with the highest point being 118.2876 mV/◦/s, corresponding to a coupling efficiency of
about 0.7334. Therefore, under the current test conditions, it is necessary to control the
coupling efficiency to values between 0.641 and 0.8966 to achieve a higher scale factor.
There is a certain deviation between the measured value and the theoretical calculation
value because the FRR has a certain error in the light ratio and the calculation error of the
melting point loss.

 
(a) 

  
(b) (c) 

Figure 9. (a) Gyroscope signal with different rotational angular velocities; (b) fitting analysis of stair
effects; (c) comparison of measured and simulated values of ROG sensitivity for the different coupling
efficiency values.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, the influencing factors of coupling efficiency on FRR are modeled, and
the influence of coupling efficiency on the scale factor of a resonant optical gyroscope is
analyzed in detail. The Q factor and coupling efficiency test system of the FRR and the
resonant fiber gyroscope system are built, and the scale factor of the gyroscope is tested
with a high-precision rotating platform. Both theoretical analysis and experimental results
show that the coupling efficiency of the resonant cavity is influenced by cavity loss and
the splitting ratio of coupling. The scale factor of the gyroscope is the highest when the
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coupling efficiency approaches 0.75 in the under-coupling state. The cavity length is 3 m,
and, when the splitting ratio is 2/98, a resonator with a Q value of 2.3 × 108 and a coupling
efficiency of 0.7334 is obtained. In addition, the top scale factor is the highest, which is
118.2876 mV/◦/s. This paper provides theoretical and experimental support for improving
the scale factor of an RFOG with a fiber ring resonator as the sensitive element. It is of
great significance to improve the detection accuracy of the gyroscope’s rotational angular
velocity in the carrier, to enhance the initial alignment accuracy of the inertial navigation
system, to obtain the carrier orientation and attitude data more accurately for the control
system and to improve the accuracy and stability of the carrier’s running attitude.
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